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SONYSONY SuperSuper HAD CCD Mini ColorHAD CCD Mini Color CameraCamera

Item# 32013201

RFRF Field SField Strtrength ength AnalyzerAnalyzer

The 32013201 is a high quality hand-held RF
Field Strength Analyzer with wide band
reception ranging from 100kHz to
2060MHz.The 3201 is a compact &
lightweight  portable analyzer & is a must
for RF Technicians. Ideal for testing,
installing & maintenance of Mobile
Telephone Comm systems, Cellular
Phones,Cordless phones, paging systems,
cable &Satellite TV as well as antenna
installations.May also be used to locate
hidden cameras using RF transmissions

FC5001FC5001 2 Way FM Radio Tester/ FC6002FC6002 Radio Frequency Tracer

3M™ DataCom Cable Tester3M™ DataCom Cable Tester

Visit our website for a complete listing of our offers. We have over 8,000 electronic items on line @ www.CircuitSpecialists.com. PC based data acquisition,
industrial computers, loads of test equipment, optics, I.C’s, transistors, diodes, resistors, potentiometers, motion control products, capacitors,miniature observation
cameras, panel meters, chemicals for electronics, do it yourself printed circuit supplies for PCB fabrication, educational D.I.Y. kits, cooling fans, heat shrink, cable
ties & other wire handleing items, hand tools for electronics, breadboards, trainers, programmers & much much more! Some Deals you won’t believe!

Normal brightness LEDs now available in REDRED,
GREENGREEN or YELLOWYELLOW in 3mm or 5mm sizes.Your
choice. Each bag contains 100 of the same LEDs.

BAG-RED3MMBAG-RED3MM.............$1.50$1.50 BAG-RED5MMBAG-RED5MM............$1.50$1.50
BAG-GREEN3MMBAG-GREEN3MM.......$1.50$1.50 BAG-GREEN5MMBAG-GREEN5MM......$1.50$1.50
BAG-YELLOW3MMBAG-YELLOW3MM...$2.00$2.00 BAG-YELLOW5MMBAG-YELLOW5MM...$2.00$2.00

This unit allows for mapping, testing and
troubleshooting of various lines, includ-
ing installed data communi-
cations, phone wiring and
coaxial cable runs.Performs
multiple test on the following
cable types, up to 1000 feet in length:
Unshielded telephone cables with RJ-11
and RJ-45 connectors; Ethernet 10 (100)
Base-T; Token Ring; EIA/TIA-568 A/B;
AT&T 258a; USOC; 50 or 75 ohm Coax
with F or BNC connectors.

OnlyOnly
$49.00$49.00

New FantasticNew Fantastic
Low Price:Low Price:
$1299.00!$1299.00!

BAGBAG of LEDs DEALof LEDs DEAL

•Signal System: NTSC
•Image Sensor: 1/4" SONY Super HAD CCD
•Effective Pixels: 510 x 492
•Horizontal Resolution: 420TV lines
•Lens: 3.6mm/92° Angle of View
•S/N Ratio: > 48dB
•Min. Illumination: 1.0Lux/F1.2
•White Balance: Auto tracking

Item# VC-806BVC-806B

Details at Details at WWeb Siteeb Site

Details at Details at WWeb Siteeb Site

Compare at Over $2000!Compare at Over $2000!

Details at Details at WWeb Siteeb Site

Details at Details at WWeb Siteeb Site

>>     Test Equipment >>     Specialty Test Equipment

Item# DTDT-2000-2000

>>     Semiconductor Devices >>     LEDs, Displays & Lamps

>>     Test Equipment >>     RF Test Equipment

>>     Test Equipment >>     RF Test Equipment

Super Bright
LEDsLEDs Deal:

53B3SCS08...5mm BlueBlue SB LED(1500max MCD)  1+ $0.70 /10+ $0.65 /100+ $0.60
5G3UTB-2... 5mm  GreenGreen SB LED(1100max MCD)  1+ $0.45 /10+ $0.35 /100+ $0.30
5R3UT-2/R...5mm RedRed SB LED(3500max MCD) 1+ $0.25 /10+ $0.20 /100+ $0.15
53BW3SCC08..5mmWWWhhhiii ttt eee SB LED(3500max MCD)    1+ $1.69 /10+ $1.49 /100+ $1.18
5Y3STC-2......5mm  YYellowellow SB LED(3500max MCD)  1+ $0.25 /10+ $0.20 /100+ $0.15

•WFM/NFM/AM/SSB modulated signals may
be measured. 

•Signal Levels up to 160Channels can be 
displayed simulaneously on the LCD 

•PLL tuning system for precise frequency 
measurement and tuning 

•Built-in Frequency Counter 
•LED Backlight LCD (192x192 dots) 
•All fuctions are menu selected. 
•RS232C with software for PC & printer
interface 

•Built-in speaker (Includes (Includes Antenna)Antenna)

Details at Details at WWeb Siteeb Site

The FC5001FC5001 2-way FM radio tester has the ability to
lock automatically and almost instantly on to any FM
signal within its frequency range. The FC6002FC6002 radio
frequency tracer is useful in locating stuck transmit-
ters or bugging devices in a room or automobile. It
excels at silent detecting RF signals for RF security

and counter-surveillance applications. 

<<<     RRRFFF    SSSeeecccuuurrr iii tttyyy >>> FC6002: $149.00FC5001: $99.00

Limited Time Offer

Limited Time Offer

UNBEAUNBEATTABLE PRICEABLE PRICE

Includes: Holster, Case, 7 Remotes & Telecom Alligator Clips

1-4:$77.00$77.00 5+:$73.00$73.00

>>>     Miniature Cameras(Board,Bullet,Mini’s, B/W, Color) 

SONYSONY SuperSuper HAD CCD Mini ColorHAD CCD Mini Color
Pinhole CameraPinhole Camera

•Signal System: NTSC
•Image Sensor: 1/3" SONY Super HAD CCD
•Effective Pixels: 510 x 492
•Horizontal Resolution: 420TV lines
•Lens: 3.8mm/F2.0 Pinhole/90° Angle of View
•S/N Ratio: > 48dB
•Min. Illumination: 0.8Lux/F1.2

Details at Details at WWeb Siteeb Site >>>     Miniature Cameras(Board,Bullit,Mini’s)

1-4:$79.95$79.95 5+:$74.95$74.95Item# VC-8063CPVC-8063CPSONYSONY SuperSuper HAD CCD B/WHAD CCD B/W
WWeatherpreatherproof IR Cameraoof IR Camera

•Day & Night Auto Switch
•Signal System: EIA
•Image Sensor: 1/3" SONY
Super HAD CCD

•Effective Pixels: 510 x 492
•Horizontal Resolution:
420TV lines

•Built-in Lens: 6mm/F1.5
•S/N Ratio: > 48dB
•Min. Illumination: 0Lux

Details at Details at WWeb Siteeb Site

1-4:$84.50$84.50 5+:$79.00$79.00 Item# VC-317DVC-317D

>>  Miniature Cameras(Board,Bullit,Mini’s)

SONYSONY SuperSuper HADHAD
CCD Mini B/WCCD Mini B/W BoardBoard
CameraCamera

Item# VC-103VC-103

Details at Details at WWeb Siteeb Site

1-4:$39.00$39.00 5+:$35.00$35.00

>>>     Miniature Cameras

•Signal System: EIA

•Image Sensor: 1/3" SONY Super

HAD CCD

•Effective Pixels: 510 x 492

•Horizontal Resolution: 420TV Lines

•Lens: 3.6mm/92° Angle of View

•Min. Illumination: .05Lux/F1.2

•Day & Night Auto Switch
•Signal System: NTSC
•Image Sensor: 1/3" SONY Super HAD CCD
•Effective Pixels: 510 x 492
•Horizontal Resolution: 480TV lines
•Built-in Lens: 6mm/F1.5
•S/N Ratio: > 48dB
•Min. Illumination: 0Lux

SONYSONY SuperSuper HAD CCD ColorHAD CCD Color
WWeatherpreatherproof  IR Camerasoof  IR Cameras

>>>     Miniature Cameras(Board,Bullet,Mini’s, B/W, Color)

Details at Details at WWeb Siteeb Site 1-4:$159.00$159.00 5+:$153.00$153.00

Item# VC-827DVC-827D

Item# VC-805VC-805

• Weather Proof
•Signal System: NTSC
•Image Sensor: 1/4" SONY

Super HAD CCD
•Effective Pixels: 510 x 492
•Horizontal Resolution: 420TV lines
•Lens: 3.6mm
•S/N Ratio: > 48dB
•Min. Illumination: 1Lux/F1.2

SONYSONY SuperSuper HAD CCD ColorHAD CCD Color CameraCamera

>>>     Miniature Cameras(Board,Bullit,Mini’s)

Details at Details at WWeb Siteeb Site

1-4:$78.50$78.50 5+:$75.00$75.00

UnbelievableUnbelievable

Price!Price!

SONYSONY SuperSuper HAD CCD ColorHAD CCD Color
WWeatherpreatherproof IR Cameraoof IR Camera

•Day & Night Auto Switch
•Signal System: NTSC
•Image Sensor: 1/4" SONY Super HAD CCD
•Effective Pixels: 510 x 492
•Horizontal Resolution: 420TV lines
•Built-in Lens: 4.3mm
•S/N Ratio: > 48dB (AGC OFF)
•Min. Illumination: 0Lux

Details at Details at WWeb Siteeb Site

1-4:$94.50$94.50 5+:$89.00$89.00
Item# VC-819DVC-819D

>>>     Miniature Cameras(Board,Bullet,Mini’s, B/W, Color)

SONY Super HAD CCD™SONY Super HAD CCD™
equipped camera’s feature dramatically

improved light sensitivity

NE
W
!

NE
W
!

480480
TV Lines
TV Lines

Resolution

Resolution
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3 Retail/Wholesale Locations:
Main Office - Mail Orders...
3500 Ryder St. Santa Clara, CA 95051
Santa Clara 1-408-732-1573
Sacramento 1-916-338-2545
Rohnert Park 1-707-585-7344

Since 1963!...

Order Toll-Free:  1-800-4-HALTED(442-5833)
or...ONLINE, AT: www.halted.com

Terms: Some quantities limited; all items are subject to prior sale.  Minimum order:
$10.00 plus shipping. Orders under $30.00 subject to $3.00 handling fee, in addition to
shipping.  All orders shipped by UPS Surface unless otherwise specified.  $6.00 UPS charge
added  for COD.   Visit our website for detailed information on domestic and international
shipping methods.

Silicon Valley’s Electronic Marketplace
Look for us on...

seller ID:
hscelectronicsupply

Cellphone Headsets!
♦For hands-free cellular phone users

♦Several popular types available (see
    model numbers below)

♦Special! - qty discount package,

    40pc. carton...$100.00!

♦Great gift for family & friends!

♦Brand new, factory retail pack

♦HSC 90-day warranty

♦  For Nokia 6110/6130/5110/5130/7110
     phones (shown)

HSC#20247            $3.95
♦2.5mm conn. type for Nokia 8810 -
      useable w/ Motorola, many other phones!

HSC#20248            $3.95

♦ For Ericsson 738/788/628/688/630 phones

HSC#20246            $3.95

Ultrasonic Transducer!

HSC#19833            $9.95

♦Similar to  SonaSwitch ‘Mini-S’

♦Mounts in 1.575” hole!!

♦Fixed range: 5-7 feet.

♦Rep. sense rate: 10Hz

♦See ‘http://www.halted.com/store/
    onlineresources.html’ for info/pinouts.

♦HSC 90-day warranty

Rack Mt. for Monitors!
♦Std. 19” rack cabinet for your display

♦’Kontron’ Model No. 6531-BUMM

♦Thick Lexan screen cover

♦Front panel lifts up

♦For up to 15” displays

♦New, boxed units

♦HSC 90-day warranty.

HSC#20257          $75.00

CompactPCI®
Enclosure Package!

♦Extra plug in 350W switching power
    supply, incl. CPCI-3500-P-38

Power Supply            $125.00!

♦CG Mupac’s ‘535 Series’

♦19” rackmntable 9U cabinet

♦3-350W hot-swappable
    front-pull power supplies

♦21-slot 6U x 160mm front & 6U x 80mm
       rear IEEE1101.10/1101.11 Compliant
    CompactPCI subracks

♦Hot-pluggable fan tray w/2 141 CFM
    top-mntd blowers, bottom blowers also
♦Two front-pull drawers for SCA-type
     SCSI hard disk drives

♦Bonus! ’Force’ “X86” plug-in
  included at no extra charge!!
  Complete  ‘X86’ computer, 233
  MHz, w/VGA, PIO, SIO, USB,
 10BaseT and floppy disk drive!!
♦Unused - removed from installation

HSC#20249         $495.00

♦Fujitsu 36GB SCA SCSI Hard Drive
    10,000RPM

36GB HD                      $79.95!

System Accessories

Digital Answer Machine

HSC#20245          $19.95

♦Five mailboxes!  56-minute capacity

♦Call breakthrough alerts
    preferred incoming calls

♦Incoming msg. day/time
    announcements

♦Extensive remote access  features

♦4 passwords, 4 outgoing announces

♦New,90-day warranty, colors/brands vary

♦ ALPS LFH8P4032E

♦4-wire touchscreen intfce.

♦240x320 diag. LCD STN
   display w/CCFL backlight (no inverter incl.)

♦2.75” x 3.50” x 0.375”

♦For info, see http://hubbard.engr.scu.edu/
embedded/ lcd/lfh8p4032b/lfh8p4032b.html

Special!...2/$59.95!

Color Touch Screen!

HSC#19827          $39.95

Be sure to check out our new
website shopping experience!
We recently overhauled our
online shopping cart and can now
offer a far greater selection of our
inventory for your convenience.
We are adding new items every
week, and want to make it easy to
select from our vast collection of
new and surplus electronic parts
and equipment.  The new home
page features easy-to-navigate
drop-down menus, a powerful
search feature, a “memory” of
your prior purchases for you to
review (and even re-order!), and
a logical layout.  Take it for a test-
drive today...you’ll be impressed!

www.halted.com

You can get more info about any of these items on our website!

7-Bay Cabinet
#80544   $20.00

80W Power Supply
#18415         $5.00

PCMICA SCSI
#19160  $35.00

‘Mylex’ RAID Card
New Price!

#19427        $15.00!

1U Rack Cabinet
 #19437     $9.00!

150W Power Supply
#19266       $8.00

Dot Matrix Display
#19429        $8.00

Wireless LAN Card
#19737          $6.00!

Wireless PCI Card
#19743          $6.00!

Wireless USB Adap
#19738           $6.00!

200W Power Supply
#19267           $10.00

Special Bargains!!

VideoWAVE Editor
#19656       $9.95!

33.6k Socket Modem
HSC#20217     $4.95!

Laptop Floppy Drive
HSC#20180    $14.95

Digital Multimeter
#AEEC1504 $14.95!

Another year is nearly gone, and we want to take the
opportunity to thank all our customers, both new and old. As

our 40th year in business draws to a close, we want to let you
know that we appreciate your business!

Our holiday gift to you:
A new website with enhanced features!

HSC#crystalpak   $14.95
HSC#Pixie2           $9.95

HSC Exclusive -- Pixie2!
♦Tiny QRP Xcvr rig! 200-300 mW out

♦Kit incl. all board-mounted parts

♦Use ‘walkman’ phones

♦QRP crystal pack special!
    Finally!!...40, 30, 20, 17, 15 &
   10 meter calling freqs. in one bag!

HSC#19976          $19.95

Parallel Port
External Hard Drive

♦’H45’ “QuickDrive”

♦For 3.5” IDE drive type

♦Special shock mount

♦For DOS & W95+

Power Supplies!

♦’Power Computing’ Mod. No. TCX-20D

♦200W, Std. ATX

♦’Potrans’ Mod. No.  PP-303X

♦300W, Std. ATX

HSC#19721          $12.50

HSC#20190          $14.95

Mini Phone!
♦Miniture, Ultra-Light w/belt clip

♦Has redial, stores 10 numbers, flash/call
    waiting, hook on/off, mute...MORE!
♦Headset has 2.5mm plug, will
    work with some cellphones!

♦3 ringer tones, speed dial!

♦15’ cord,  adapter included

♦New, HSC 90-day warranty

HSC#20244          $9.95

12VDC Adaptor, 3.4A
HSC#19312    $9.95

MP3 Decoder

HSC#20352          $39.95

♦ Decodes MP3 file or ShoutCast  streams to
analog audio.

♦  MPEG1, 2 & 2.5 codec
support

♦ 8kHz to 48kHz, bit rates:
8Kbits - 320Kbits

♦ 10Mbit Ethernet, RCA line out & mini 1/8”
stereo headphone  jack

Circle #73 on the Reader Service Card. 3DECEMBER 2004
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One Supercircuits Plaza, Liberty Hill, TX 78642
Phone 1-512-778-6950  Fax 1-866-267-9777

1-800-335-9777

MICRO AUDIO SYSTEM

Super high gain microphone 
with built in preamplifier!

Please call us at 1-800-335-9777 to be rushed your free Microvideo and Security Catalog!

This time lapse VCR lets you
record 1280 hours-- that’s
nearly 2 months!

Comes with versatile 2.8-10 MM
varifocal zoom/auto iris lens.

1.25”

B/W MICROVIDEO CAMERA

See Hundreds Of Amazing 
Video Products Online At 
www.supercircuits.com 
or Call Us Today To Order  
or Request A Free Catalog 

$159.95

Put it on your R/C plane with our
video xmitter for a bird’s eye view!

$89.95

Transmits up to 150’
and produces a sharp 
300 lines of resolution

SEND AUDIO/VIDEO OVER
1 MILE

$199.95

Operates on 900 MHz ARS
band. Strong 500 milliwatt out-
put makes it great for RC aerial
or robotic applications.

$99.95
Complete, plug and
play with 65 foot
cable!

WEATHERPROOF
INFRARED CAMERA

$49.95
Tough metal turret-style
housing. Easy installation
& precise camera aiming 

Receiver
Included

OUTDOOR
FLOOD
LIGHT
CAMERA

Powered by
and transmits
video through
AC lines!

$99.95

$49.95

Tiny 0.375” square
by 0.625” size!

Featured in the
Guinness Book of
World Records!

WORLD’S SMALLEST CAMERA

$89.95

$159.95

Installation is a
snap with easy
external mag-
netic  zoom
adjustment.

$9.95

Covert
camera
location

$249.95
2 CH VIDEO SERVER

Needs only 1/2"
opening. Built-in
high intensity 
halegon light.
Lengths available up
to 72”

$249.95

View and
record video up

to 4 cameras
on your PC!

Records up to 1000 hours of
video on an 80 GB hard drive! $89.95

Covers almost
any room with
30º oblique
camera angle

View video live from anywhere in
the world using any browser.
Features include auto email of
video during alarm conditions.

Only $11.95—
World’s Best Value

Video Camera!

700 foot wireless 
version available for
$189.95 $59.95 $279.95

$11.95

Ask about or super stealth
versions for phenomenal low
light rating of 0.0003 lux.

UNDERWATER VIDEO
SYSTEM WITH MONITOR
AND 4 HOUR BATTERY

SEND VIDEO & AUDIO UP
TO 300 FEET!

This 2.4GHz audio/video link 
works with any video camera.
Operation is easy and license free.

Also available with 5-50 MM lens 

5:30

18 INCH FIBER OPTIC
SCOPE 

4-Dome cameras 
1-Realtime b/w quad processor, &  

power supplies
1-12” B/W monitor
4-12 volt power supplies,
2-3’ video cable 
4-100’ integrated 

video/power cables

Prices, specifications and availability are 
subject to change without notice. See catalog
or website for details of 110% low price guar-
antee. Published terms & conditions apply.
Copyright 2004 Supercircuits, Inc.

WWW.SUPERCIRCUITS.COM

Comes complete
for only..................

5” CRT
Display

Underwater
Camera w/
Infrared Lighting

2.4GHZ WIRELESS
VIDEO KIT

1280 HOUR TIME
LAPSE VCR

WIRED COVERT SMOKE
DETECTOR CAMERAS

4 CAMERA B/W DOME
VIDEO SECURITY SYSTEM

WEATHERPROOF OUTDOOR
CAMERA WITH ZOOM LENS

1515QU
AL
IT
Y

SER
VICE INNOVATION

Easily connects to LAN’s
or even directly to PC’s

QUAD/DVR VIDEO CARD
Record indefinitely with
endless loop recording!

VIDEO CRIME STOPPERS AND JAW DROPPERS!!!

1” MINI MONITOR

New! Handheld
pocket size 

mini field monitor!

$119.95

Runs up to 24 hours on
3 AAA batteries! 

Records up to 40 Hours!

NEW! MICRO DIGITAL VIDEO
RECORDER

$499.95

World’s smallest hard-
drive based digital
video recorder!

SUPER
EASY TO

USE!

SUPER
EASY TO

USE!

320 Lines

Of Resolution
320 Lines

Of Resolution

5DECEMBER 2004
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Dear Nuts & Volts:
With interest, I read the question

called The OBD Party in the
November 2004 “Q & A.” Several
years ago, I purchased an interface
module that is compatible with all
post-1996 vehicles — with the
exception of the CAN vehicles. I use
my interface regularly with the
supplied software from the interface
manufacturer.  

I went to their site today to see
what was new and, not only are they
still in existence, but you can still get
the interface for $88.00! If you want
the challenge of assembling it
yourself, they also have kits that start
at $38.00. The downloadable
software is free of charge and
compatible with all three protocols.
Their website is: www.obd
diagnostics.com/

Rick Gremillion
via Internet

Dear Nuts & Volts:
I'm a new subscriber and I really

enjoy the magazine. I am writing to let
you know how much I enjoyed the
article “Tutorial on Diodes” in the
September 2004 “Just for Starters”
column. I would like to suggest a
follow-up article on capacitors. 

There is a bewildering array of
capacitor types out there
(electrolytic, paper, polystyrene,
tantalum, ceramic, mica, etc.) and I
have yet to find a good explanation
on the differences between them and

when to use one type over another.
I'm sure other readers are in the same
boat. 

That's my two cents for now.
Thanks for a great magazine.

Jim Lauk
Lutz, FL

Dear Nuts & Volts:
I’ve had no luck locating

BUZ900D MOSFETS to build David
Ponting's "Variable Resistive Load"
from the December 2003 issue of
Nuts & Volts. I have found the
IRL540N (in a TO-220 pack) and
wonder if it is possible to stack two or
more in parallel, to increase the
current rating?

Robert Snellman
Lincoln Park, MI

David Ponting responds: As I
explained in the article, there are a
large number of devices that will fit
the bill for the MOSFET in my
design and the main parameters
which have to be watched are the
on resistance (which should be as
small as possible) and the wattage
(which should be as large as
possible). The BUZ900D is as ideal
as I could find, but it is expensive
and somewhat difficult to get your
hands on. However, there is a US
company that I am told will sell this
MOSFET in small quantities:
Martinez and Associates, 234
Boston Post Road, Wayland, MA
01778.

Dear Nuts & Volts:
I remember when I told my

wife that I just paid $25.00 to
Nuts & Volts for a lifetime
subscription. We both
wondered how long we would
receive the magazine because
it was a new company and you
never know how long those will
be around. It turns out we have
received your magazine every
month since 1980 and enjoy it
very much. It was the best
investment we ever made.

Ralph D. Reed
Apache Junction, AZ  
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www.jaycarelectronics.com

1-800-784-0263
(Monday - Friday 09.00 to 17.30 GMT + 10 hours only)

For those that want to write:
100 Silverwater Rd Silverwater NSW 2128 Sydney Australia

FREE
424 page

Catalog

2004 Catalog - all 424 pages
Our Jaycar catalog priced in US Dollars is crammed with over 6000 exciting
products. You can get one FREE by logging on to our website and filling out the
catalog request form at www.jaycarelectronics.com/catalog

Check our website! Easy, safe, fast ordering & 
lots of information
• Entire Jaycar 2004 catalog on-line – over 6000 products.
• 128-bit secure on-line ordering – safe & secure.
• Search by category, keyword or catalog number, & 

advanced search.
• Over 3500 product datasheets & application notes 

available on-line.
• And we’re from Australia so you can trust us!

Theremin Synthesiser Kit 
KC-5295 $34.95
The Theremin is a
weird musical
instrument that was invented
early last century but is still used
today. The Beach Boys hit:
“Good Vibrations” featured
the Theremin. You can
have one of these kits (cat
no. KC-5295) for $34.95.
All kits have first class 
instructions written in clear English text with plenty
of illustrations and component identification.

Part of our extensive build-it-yourself kit range

Stock...
Electronic Components

Electronic Project Kits

Test & Measurement Equipment

Power Products & Accessories

Audio & Video Equipment & Accessories

Computer & Telecoms Accessories

Security & Surveillance Equipment

We

Log on to
www.jaycarelectronics.com/catalog

for your FREE catalog!

This product is now available built and fully tested -
Cat. AM-4025 $64.95

Get the Best Quality Video from 
your Home Theatre System
KC-5390 $64.95
VIDEO SIGNAL STABILISER
Did you know you are not getting the best
picture from that expensive movie 
collection you paid good money for?? Movie
companies deliberately tamper with the video
signal to restrict copying, but this robs you of
the true high quality picture your system is capable of and you deserve. 
Get the picture you paid for and strip out these annoying signals, including
copyright protection, by connecting our Doctor Video Kit inline with your
DVD player or VCR. Kit supports S-Video and composite video signals. Case,
circuit board, electronic components and comprehensive assembly 
instructions are supplied. Some SMD component soldering required.

Caution: During signal conditioning, this unit removes 
copyright protection. Piracy is a crime, and Jaycar Electronics
takes no responsibility for its potential for unlawful use.

9VAC Wall
Adaptor required
(Jameco part no.
226131CD $4.49)

Programmable Electronic Ignition Kit
KC-5202 $37.45
Vary your engine’s operating parameters. This project
interfaces with our Universal High Energy Ignition Kit to
allow programming of certain ignition features such as
ignition advance, advance angle, dwell angle, and more. Kit
supplied with PCB, keypad, 
pre-programmed PIC microprocessor, and
all electronic components. 
THOUSANDS SOLD!

Circle #82 on the Reader Service Card.
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Varying the power delivered
to DC loads is a common
problem in projects — such

as robotics — where motors and
lights require more control than 
simply on/off. Rapidly changing 
supply voltage to a DC motor or 
light is often impractical or 
disallowed by the electrical charac-
teristics of the load. 

A common solution is to apply
pulse-width modulation — PWM.
PWM applies a square wave signal to
a load and varies the duty cycle of
the square wave to change power
consumption over time.

Figure 1 shows a varying duty
cycle square wave. The load draws
its full power during the on time and
draws no power during the off time.
As the duty cycle increases to 100%,
the load draws more power. As the
duty cycle decreases to 0%, the 
load draws less power. The circuitry

necessary to modulate the square
wave is relatively simple, thanks to
integrated circuits and the availability
of power transistors that can switch
high currents.

When PWM is applied to drive a
light in a properly designed system,
the human eye perceives varying
brightness rather than rapid blinking.
The rapid on/off is visually averaged
into a uniform brightness that is less
than what would be seen if the light
is on continuously.

PWM Solutions

There are many ways to imple-
ment a PWM solution. Purely digital
solutions rely on a counter to time
the on and off periods of the square
wave. This can be done with a micro-
processor or with hard-wired logic.
Figure 2 illustrates the digital
approach. The square wave period —

100 Hz — is
defined by the sys-
tem’s reference
frequency (10
kHz) and the
counter’s terminal
count value (99).
This configuration
allows varying of
the duty cycle in
1% increments,

since each period is broken into 
100 count values: 0 to 99. A duty
cycle threshold register stores the
count value at which the system’s
output changes from off to on (or
vice versa). The threshold, in this
case, is 40 and the system resets the
PWM output to off each time the
counter returns to 0. Therefore, the
PWM output remains off for the first
40 counts and then switches on 
for the final 60 counts. This yields 
a 60% duty cycle. A comparator 
performs a “greater than or equal 
to” test between the counter and the
threshold to determine the PWM 
output state.

The digital approach is practical
if you already have a microprocessor
designed into your system. An 
alternate approach is a dedicated
analog PWM chip that modulates a
square wave with an analog input
signal. These chips can support a
wide range of operating frequencies
and very accurate modulation 
for applications requiring high 
precision. 

Since PWM is often applied to
high current loads, some PWM 
controller chips are able to directly
switch certain loads to reduce 
overall system complexity. The 
analog input signal may be derived
from a sensor and is used to vary
the square wave’s duty cycle, which
is the modulation process. The input
signal may be as simple as the 
voltage divider formed from a 
variable resistor (potentiometer)
that is manually adjusted.

You can construct a simple
PWM circuit with general-purpose
linear integrated circuits (IC)
instead of using a dedicated PWM
controller chip. The two basic 

Just For Starters
Basics For Beginners

Applying PWM — A Light Dimmer
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Figure 1. PWM:Varying the square wave duty cycle.

0-99 counter
10 KHz

duty cycle register

load new
duty cycle

>=
PWM out

Figure 2. PWM implemented with a counter.

Just For Starters by Mark Balch
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elements of a PWM circuit are 
illustrated in Figure 3: a time-base
and a modulator. The time-base gen-
erates a constant frequency signal.
The modulator varies the duty cycle
of that signal based on an external
input. We can employ an off-the-
shelf IC for each element.

Do-It-Yourself PWM

The venerable LM555 timer IC is
widely available and well suited to
serving as the time-base generator for
our PWM circuit. PWM frequencies
vary, based on the application; 100
Hz is an acceptable frequency for
varying the brightness of a light 
emitting diode (LED). You can select
a lower frequency, though you should
avoid too low a frequency, which
might be perceived as blinking or
might interact poorly with ambient
lighting that pulsates at 60 Hz in the
US. 

Our time-base doesn’t need to be
highly accurate for this application,
which allows for the LM555’s usage of
a resistor and capacitor for its timing.
More stringent PWM applications
may require crystal oscillators for
tighter timing.

Figure 4 shows the LM555-
based PWM circuit. Note that we do
not use the LM555s in a typical
square-wave output configuration.
Instead, a current source — formed
by PNP transistor Q1 — creates a lin-
early increasing voltage at the timing
capacitor, C1. R1 and R2 form a 
constant emitter voltage at Q1,
which creates a constant current
across R3 that flows through the
transistor and charges C1. Since the
voltage across a capacitor is propor-
tional to the charge on the capacitor
divided by the capacitance, voltage
increases as the current source
charges the capacitor. 

When the capacitor charges to
approximately 3.3 V, it trips the
LM555’s internal discharge-reference,
which abruptly discharges the capacitor
and allows the charging process to
begin again. R1 and R2 create a 3.4 V
base potential at Q1 because the 

supply voltage is 5 V.
This fixes the emitter
potential at 4.1 V,
causing 3.33 mA to
flow through R3 and
Q1. Since most of the
current flows through
Q1’s collector, we can
determine the charging
time of the capacitor
to sufficient accuracy
by assuming that all emitter current
flows into the capacitor. By choosing
C1 to be 1 µF, we obtain a 10 ms
capacitor charge time.

Output Modulation

The LM555 creates the constant
100 Hz ramp pattern shown in Figure

5. A voltage comparator modulates
the ramp pattern and converts the
output to a square wave. As shown in
Figure 4, the LM311 compares a
threshold voltage — taken from the
tap of a potentiometer — with the LM555
ramp pattern. The LM311 output is high
when the LM555 ramp signal is less
than the reference voltage formed by

DECEMBER 2004 9
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Figure 4. LM555-based PWM circuit.

time base
generator

PWM control input

PWM out
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Figure 3. Basic elements of a PWM circuit.
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the potentiometer. In essence, you
move up and down the LM555 ramp
as the potentiometer sweeps from
one extreme to the other. The 
comparator functions as a high gain
amplifier that takes differences
between its two input signals and 

distorts them in 
a binary on/off 
fashion.

Circuit
Variations

The circuit 
presented here can
be modified in a
variety of ways. It is
instructive to down-
load the LM555
and LM311 data
sheets from a 
manu fac tu r e r ’ s
website (try www.
fa i r ch i ldsemi

.com) to learn more about their oper-
ation. The versatile LM555 can serve a
wide range of timing applications. The
LM311 is a common device that has
moderately low input impedance. In
this circuit, the LM555’s 3.33 mA 
current source is much greater than

the LM311’s input bias requirement
(several hundred nanoamps), so
there is little error introduced by the
LM311. Comparators with higher
input impedances are available where
required.

You can also add hysteresis to
the comparator to handle slow or
noisy input signals. Hysteresis 
stabilizes the comparator’s response
by enforcing wider thresholds
between switching on and off, thereby
absorbing low levels of noise. There
are almost unlimited variations of
these basic circuits that you can learn
more about and apply to solve your
own needs.  NV

DECEMBER 2004

Just For Starters

Mark Balch is the author of 
Complete Digital Design (see www.
completedigitaldesign.com) He can
be reached at mark@complete
digitaldesign.com

About the Author
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Figure 5. LM555 ramp pattern converted to PWM.
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Lower costs, higher output—it’s easy to measure the value of eBay.
My company counts on me to get great deals on test equipment. That’s why 

I count on eBay. Oscilloscopes, lenses, transformers, signal generators…

all the gear I want is there for less. So far, I’ve bought $40,000 worth of 

new and used equipment for just $20,000. With a well-equipped lab, we’re 

troubleshooting more efficiently and getting products to market faster.”

“

www.ebaybusiness.com
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Stan Searing – eBay User ID: searing (595)
Application Engineering Manager, Pixim, Inc., 
a 50-person manufacturer of imaging platforms 

in Mountain View, CA.

Circle #36 on the Reader Service Card.
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MMiinnii--KKiittss......
TThhee  BBuuiillddiinngg  BBlloocckkss!!
LLEEDD  AAnniimmaatteedd  SSaannttaa
Animated Santa and reindeer
display has 126 dazzling col-
ored LEDs!  Makes a great hol-
iday sign!  Animated motion
makes it come alive.  Runs on standard 9V battery
or external power supply.
MK116 LED Santa Kit $19.95

LLEEDD  CChhrriissttmmaass  TTrreeee
Electronic Christmas tree features 134
bright colored LEDs  in the shape of a
tree with 18 random flashing blinking
“candles”!  Runs on a 9V battery or PS.
MK117 LED Xmas Tree Kit $17.95

LLEEDD  AAnniimmaatteedd  BBeellll
This holiday bell is animated to
simulate swinging back and forth!
84 bright colored LEDs will dazzle
you with holiday cheer!  Includes
an on/off switch.  Runs on 9V.
MK122 LED Bell Display Kit $13.95

33DD  LLEEDD  CChhrriissttmmaass  TTrreeee
Not your average LED display!  4 branch
sections give this tree a 3D look!  16 red
LEDs light it up with yellow LED’s for you
to customize your tree!  9V battery base.
MK130 3D LED Tree Kit $7.95

SSMMTT  LLEEDD  CChhrriissttmmaass  TTrreeee
Build this subminiature Christmas tree
and learn SMT at the same time.  Small
enough to wear as a badge or pen-
dant!  Extra SMT parts are included so
you can’t go wrong!  Runs on Li-Ion cell.

MK142 SMT LED Tree Kit $8.95

SSMMTT  LLEEDD  SSmmiilleeyy  FFaaccee
This is a great attention grabber and
also teaches you the basics of SMT
construction!  Display your “smiley” as
a pin or badge!  Extra parts included!
MK141 SMT LED Smily Kit $8.95

LLEEDD  TTrraaffffiicc  SSiiggnnaall
Impress your friends with this neat 4-way
traffic signal!  Operates just like a standard
signal, and features adjustable delay.  Red,
yellow, and green LEDs are used just like
the real thing!  Runs on 9V battery.
MK131 LED Traffic Signal Kit $7.95

SStteerreeoo  SSuuppeerr  EEaarr
The stereo Super Ear features an
ultra high gain audio amp with
two sensitive microphones!
Boosts audio 50 times!  Includes vol-
ume control.  Runs on 3 AAA batteries.
MK136 Stereo Super Ear Kit $9.95

WWhheeeell  OOff  FFoorrttuunnee
Just like the casino game!  Just push
the button and the LEDs “rotate”
and slowly come to a stop, display-
ing the “winner”!  Push it again to
start over.  Runs on 9V battery.

MK152 Wheel Of Fortune Kit $7.95

RRFF  PPrreeaammpplliiffiieerr
Super broadband preamp from
100 KHz to 1000 MHz!  Gain is
greater than 20dB while noise is less
than 4dB!  50-75 ohm input.  Runs on 12-15 VDC.
SA7 RF Preamp Kit $19.95

LLiigghhtt  SSeennssiittiivvee  SSwwiittcchh
Senses light to turn your device on
at night, off at dawn!  Provides a
NO/NC 5A relay contact.
Adjustable delay.  Runs on 12VDC.
MK125 Light Sens. Switch Kit $7.95

PPrrooffeessssiioonnaall  FFMM  SStteerreeoo  RRaaddiioo  SSttaattiioonn

The all new design of our very popular FM100!  Designed new from
the ground up, including SMT technology for the best performance
ever! Frequency synthesized PLL assures drift-free operation with sim-
ple front panel frequency selection.  Built-in audio mixer features LED bargraph
meters to make setting audio a breeze. The kit includes metal case, whip antenna and
built-in 110 volt AC power supply.

FM100B Super-Pro FM Stereo Radio Station Kit $269.95
FM100BEX 1 Watt, Export Version, Kit $349.95
FM100BWT 1 Watt, Export Version, Wired & Tested $429.95

✔✔  Synthesized 88-108 MHz with no drift
✔✔  Built-in mixer - 2 line inputs, 1 mic input
✔✔  Line level monitor output
✔✔  High power version available for export use

PPrrooffeessssiioonnaall  4400  WWaatttt  PPoowweerr  AAmmpplliiffiieerr

At last, the number one requested new product is here!  The
PA100 is a professional quality FM power amplifier with 30-40
watts output that has variable drive capabilities.  With a mere one
watt drive you can boost your output up to 30 watts!  And this is
continuously variable throughout the full range!  If you are currently using an FM
transmitter that provides more than one watt RF output, no problem!  The drive input is selectable for
one or five watts to achieve the full rated output!  Features a multifunction LED display to show you output
power, input drive, VSWR, temperature, and fault conditions.  The built-in microprocessor provides AUTOMATIC
protection for VSWR, over-drive, and over-temperature.  The built-in fan provides a cool 24/7 continuous duty
cycle to keep your station on the air!

PA100 40 Watt FM Power Amplifier, Assembled & Tested $599.95

✔✔  Frequency range 87.5 to 108 MHz
✔✔  Variable 1 to 40 watt power output
✔✔  Selectable 1W or 5W drive

SSyynntthheessiizzeedd  SStteerreeoo  FFMM  TTrraannssmmiitttteerr

Need professional quality features but can't justify the cost of a commer-
cial FM exciter? The FM25B is the answer! A cut above the rest, the
FM25B features a PIC microprocessor for easy frequency programming with-
out the need for look-up tables or complicated formulas! The transmit fre-
quency is easily set using DIP switches; no need for tuning coils or "tweak-
ing" to work with today's 'digital' receivers. Frequency drift is a thing of the
past with PLL control making your signal rock solid all the time - just like
commercial stations.  Kit comes complete with case set, whip antenna, 120 VAC power adapter, 1/8" Stereo to
RCA patch cable, and easy assembly instructions - you'll be on the air in just an evening!

FM25B Professional Synthesized FM Stereo Transmitter Kit $139.95

✔✔  Fully synthesized 88-108 MHz for no drift
✔✔  Line level inputs and output
✔✔  All new design, using SMT technology

TTuunnaabbllee  FFMM  SStteerreeoo  TTrraannssmmiitttteerr

The FM10A has plenty of power and our manual goes into great detail
outlining all the aspects of antennas, transmitting range and the FCC rules
and regulations.  Runs on internal 9V battery, external power from 5 to 15
VDC, or an optional 120 VAC adapter is also available.  Includes matching case!

FM10C Tunable FM Stereo Transmitter Kit $44.95
FMAC 110VAC Power Supply for FM10A $9.95

✔✔  Tunable throughout the FM band, 88-108 MHz
✔✔  Settable pre-emphasis 50 or 75 µSec for worldwide operation
✔✔ Line level inputs with RCA connectors

PPrrooffeessssiioonnaall  SSyynntthheessiizzeedd  AAMM  TTrraannssmmiitttteerr

Run your own radio station!  The AM25 operates anywhere within the stan-
dard AM broadcast band, and is easily set to any clear channel in your area.  It
is widely used by schools - standard output is 100 mW, with range up to ¼ mile,
but is jumper settable for higher output where regulations allow.  Broadcast frequen-
cy is easily set with dip-switches and is stable without drifting. The transmitter accepts
line level input from CD players, tape decks, etc.  Includes matching case & knob set and AC power supply!

AM25 Professional Synthesized AM Transmitter Kit $99.95

✔✔  Fully frequency synthesized, no frequency drift!
✔✔  Ideal for schools
✔✔ Microprocessor controlled

TTuunnaabbllee  AAMM  TTrraannssmmiitttteerr

A great first kit, and a really neat AM transmitter!  Tunable throughout the entire
AM broadcast band.  100 mW output for great range!  One of the most popular
kits for schools and scouts!  Includes matching case for a finished look!

AM1C Tunable AM Radio Transmitter Kit $34.95
AC125 110VAC Power Supply for AM1 $9.95

✔✔  Tunes the entire 550-1600 KHz AM band
✔✔  100 mW output, operates on 9-12 VDC
✔✔ Line level input with RCA connector

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!
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590 Fishers Station Drive
Victor, NY  14564
(800) 446-2295
(585) 924-4560

✦ Build It!
✦ Learn It!
✦ Achieve It!
✦ Enjoy It!

WWhhaatt’’ss  NNeeww  FFoorr  22000055
TThhee  NNeewweesstt  NNeeaatteesstt  SSttuuffff!!

DDiiggiittaall  FFMM  TTrraannssmmiitttteerrss

FM30 Digital FM Stereo Transmitter Kit, 0-25mW RF Output $199.95
FM35WT Digital FM Stereo Transmitter, Assembled, 1W, Export $299.95

AAuuddiioo//RRFF  SSiiggnnaall  GGeenneerraattoorr

Following our world famous SG550, we
are proud to introduce the SG560, the
next generation signal generator!

To begin with we increased the frequency range all the way up to 5MHz and all
the way down to 0Hz (yes, we mean zero...or DC!) continuously in 0.1Hz steps
across the entire range! Then we gave it a variable output level all the way up to
10V peak to peak in either Sine, Square, or Triangle waveforms!  You can also pro-
vide a DC offset to the output to recreate TTL, 4000 series logic levels, low voltage
logic levels, AC waveforms with a DC component, or just plain AC signals!

SMT and DDS technology is used throughout the SG560 for ultimate performance
and reliability.  If you’re looking for a lab quality sig gen at a super hobbyist price,
the brand new SG560 fits the bill...and a whole lot more!
SG560WT Audio/RF Signal Generator, Factory Assembled $329.95

EElleeccttrroonniicc  LLeeaarrnniinngg  LLaabbss

Whether you want to learn the basics of electricity, the theory of electronics, or
advanced digital technology, our lab kits are for you!  Starting with our PL130, we
give you 130 different electronic projects, together with a comprehensive 162
page learning manual.  A great start for the kids...young and old!  

Step up to our PL300, which gives you 300 separate electronic projects along with
165 page learning and theory manual.  The PL300 walks you through the learning
phase of digital electronics.

If you’re looking for the ultimate lab kit, check out our PL500.  Includes a whop-
ping 500 separate projects, a 152 page starter course manual, a 78 page
advanced course manual, and a 140 page programming course manual!  The
PL500 covers everything from the basics to digital programming!   Learn about
electronics and digital technology the fun way and build some neat projects!

✔✔  Learn and build!
✔✔  130, 300, & 500 In One!
✔✔  Super comprehensive training manuals!

PL130 130 In One Learning Lab Kit $42.95
PL300 300 In One Advanced Learning Lab Kit $69.95
PL500 500 In One Super Learning Lab Kit $169.95

Where
Electronics
Is Always

FUN!

Prices, availability, and specifications are subject to change.  Visit www.ramseykits.com for the
latest pricing, specials, terms and conditions.  Copyright 2004 Ramsey Electronics, Inc...so there!

MORE than just friendly on-line ordering!
Clearance Specials, Ramsey Museum, User Forums, Dealer Information, FAQ’s, FCC
Info, Kit Building Guides, Downloads, Live Weather, Live Webcams, and much more!

✔✔  Rock stable PLL synthesized
✔✔  Front panel digital control and

display of all parameters!
✔✔  Professional metal case
✔✔  Super audio quality!
✔✔  25mW and 1W models!

www.ramseykits.com
800-446-2295

For nearly a decade we’ve been
the leader in hobbyist FM radio
transmitters.  Now for 2005 we
introduce our brand new FM30 series of FM Stereo Transmitters!  We told
our engineers we wanted a new technology transmitter that would provide
FM100 series quality without the advanced mixer features.  They took it as a chal-
lenge and designed not one, but TWO transmitters!

The FM30 is designed using through-hole technology and components and is
available only as a do-it-yourself kit, with a 25mW output very similar to our FM25
series.  Then they redesigned their brand-new design using surface mount tech-
nology (SMT) for a very special factory assembled and tested FM35WT version,
with 1W output for our export market!  Both are designed around an RF tight vinyl
clad metal enclosure for noise free and interference free operation.  All settings
are done through the front panel digital control and LCD display!  All settings are
stored in the non-volatile memory for future use.

Both the FM30 and FM35WT operate on 13.8 to 16VDC and include a 15VDC plug
in power supply.  The stylish metal case measures 5.55"W x 6.45"D x 1.5"H and is
a perfect match with your computer to broadcast your music files throughout your
house. 

PL130
PL300

PL500

✔✔  DDS and SMT technology!
✔✔  0 Hz to 5 MHz at 0.1Hz resolution!
✔✔  0 to 10V peak to peak output level
✔✔  Sine, Square, or Triangle waveform

HHaanndd  HHeelldd  DDiiggiittaall  SSccooppee  WWiitthh  DDVVMM  RReeaaddoouutt

We’ve seen a lot of portable scopes and scope/meters, and we’ve
also seen the price tags!  They have always been way out of the
reach and budget of the hobbyist.  No more!  Now for close to
the price of a good DMM you can have a personal scope that
also has DVM readout for dBm, dBV, DC, and True RMS!
Frequency readout is also displayed on the screen through
markers, plus the scopes have two memories for digital storage.

The 40MHz model also includes an RS232 output and serial inter-
face to capture the screen display on your scope to your PC at the
mere push of a button!  These scopes run on 5 standard AA
Alkaline batteries (not included) which provide up to 20 hours of
use.  You can also use rechargable AA NiMH batteries instead and

they’ll be charged with the included power supply!  Both units come with a cus-
tom foam lined high impact carrying case, set of high quality scope probes, AC
power adapter and a comprehensive user’s manual.  If you’re working with elec-
tronic circuits, automotive applications, audio and stereo applications or other
applications, the personal scope is for you...at a price that can’t be beat!

✔✔  Digital waveform and measurement display!
✔✔  10MHz and 40MHz sample rates!
✔✔  Backlit LCD display
✔✔  RS232 output (40MHz model only)
✔✔  Charger, case, probes included

HPS10SE Personal Handheld 10MHz Digital Scope $229.95
HPS40 Personal Handheld 40MHz Digital Scope w/RS232 $299.95

Get The Catalog!
Get the brand new 2005 Ramsey Hobby
Catalog!  64 value packed pages of the
neatest goodies around!  Order your
copy on-line or give us a call!

MMeettaall  DDeetteeccttoorr  WWaanndd

Just like at the airports, this hand
held metal detector wand
detects the smallest metal
objects hidden in both people
and packages.  Rocker switch
turns the unit on and power is
indicated with a green LED.
When metal is detected, a red
LED is illuminated along with an
alert tone.  Headphone jack is
provided for private security
checks.  Runs on a standard 9V
battery and includes a case &
strap.  Factory assembled & tested.
CS10MD Security Wand       $54.95

VVeehhiiccllee  EELL  WWiirree  SSeett

EElleeccttrroonniicc  WWaattcchh  DDoogg AAuuttoommaattiicc  RRoobboott  CCaarr

✔✔  Professional Quality ✔✔  Sound activated
electroluminescence!

Now this is neat stuff!
Nearly 10’ of electrolumi-
nescent wire to install in
your car.  BUT...it gets
better!  A built-in sensor
modulates the EL wire to
the beat of music!  Can
be set for full mode,
music mode, or off.
Plugs into 12VDC car
jack.  Fully assembled.

NWRR30 Red EL Kit              $27.95
NWRG30 Green EL Kit           $27.95
NWRB30 Blue EL Kit             $27.95

It’s nice to have a barking
dog to react to someone at
our door.  But not all of us
can have a dog!  No prob-
lem there, build your own!
Two distinct barking
sounds are sound activated
with a built-in microphone
that has adjustable sensitivity.  I wish
my dog had adjustable sensitivity!
This dog eats 9-12VDC.  Easy kit
assembly.

✔✔  Sound activated 
barking dog on a PC
board!

K2655 Watch Dog Kit        $32.95

✔✔  Senses sounds and 
turns!

This little car may
not look like a
robot, but it sure
acts like one!  The
futuristic vehicle drives in a
straight path, but a highly sensitive
microphone detects sounds, and
changes direction!  Impress your
friends, yell at it, clap your hands, and
it listens, and then turns around!  Runs
on 2 standard AA batteries (not includ-
ed)  Gets great MPB.

KSR1 Robot Car Kit         $19.95

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!NEW!

NEW! NEW!

Circle #79 on the Reader Service Card.
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To perform DSP (Digital Signal Processing)
tasks, you’ll need a bit more than just math 
and some fancy programming. DSP hardware

traditionally came (and still can come) as a dedicated
DSP IC, which requires special compilers and debugging
tools. 

These days, DSP-equipped microcontrollers — 
like the Microchip dsPIC30F2010 — contain standard 

microcontroller features, like bidirectional I/O ports,
timers, and USARTs.

In addition, a DSP engine and on-chip analog-to-
digital modules that can sample incoming signals at up to
500,000 samples per second complement the dsPIC
microcontroller hardware. 

Sampling at high rates has its advantages, as you can
get more of the incoming analog signal digitized and — as

A Specialized DSP-Equipped Microcontroller ...

Advanced Techniques for Design Engineers

The Design Cycle

The Design Cycle by Peter Best
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Figure 1.The dsPICDEM 28-Pin Demo Board is very simple, as far as hardware goes. Most of the real action is taking place
inside the DSP engine of the dsPIC30F2010.
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a result — have a more accurate representation of
the original signal in digital form. Remember, the
goal of a DSP system is to get as much information
as possible about the incoming signal as accurately
as it can, since the quality of the resulting signal 
is dependent on the quality of the initial data 
acquisition.

To illustrate DSP concepts and firmware, I’ve
chosen the Microchip dsPICDEM 28-Pin Demo
Board. The dsPICDEM 28-Pin Demo Board 
is equipped with a dsPIC30F2010, which is the
smallest IC in the dsPIC family, with 12K of on-chip
Flash program memory and 512 bytes of on-chip
data RAM. 

However, the dsPIC30F2010 can run at 30 MHz,
generating up to 30 MIPs. 

In addition to the fast 10-bit analog-to-digital
subsystem, the dsPIC30F2010 contains a DSP
engine with two 40-bit accumulators, a 17-bit x 17-
bit hardware multiplier, and a 40-stage Barrel
Shifter. 

As you’ll find out as we go along, most DSP
operations depend on the multiply-and-accumulate
(MAC) process. The faster a piece of hardware 
can perform MAC operations, the better. The
dsPIC30F2010 can perform a MAC operation in a
single cycle.

The dsPICDEM 28-Pin Demo Board is clocked at 7.37
MHz. I’ve activated the dsPIC30F2010’s oscillator PLL
(Phase Locked Loop), which quadruples the internal
dsPIC30F2010 oscillator output frequency. Using the 
oscillator PLL in multiply-by-four mode runs the
dsPIC30F2010’s CPU near its maximum internal clock
speed of 30 MHz (29.4912 MHz, to be exact). 

Pumping up the internal clock speed allows us to
take advantage of the dsPIC30F2010’s fast analog-to-
digital hardware and DSP engine facilities. Although the
CPU will be internally clocked in excess of 29 MHz, the
UART uses the original 7.37 MHz clock for baud rate 
generation. The dsPIC30F2010 uses a 16-bit baud rate
value for baud rate generation and at 7.37 MHz the 
maximum baud rate that can be obtained is 460 Kbps
(7372800/16), which easily accommodates my desired
baud rate of 57600 bps.

I’ll be able to show you what’s going on inside 
the dsPIC30F2010 using an inexpensive Microchip 
MPLAB ICD 2. The stock dsPICDEM 28-Pin Demo Board
multiplexes the MPLAB ICD 2 programmer/debugger lines
with the UART transmit and receive lines. 

To avoid a conflict and to allow for super quick 
programming/debugging cycles, I slightly modified the
dsPICDEM 28-Pin Demo Board’s UART/RS-232 circuitry,
which is centered around a DS275 RS-232 converter IC. 
I cut the traces that connected the RS-232 ICs transmit 
and receive pins to the MPLAB ICD 2 interface pins and
relocated the transmit and receive pins of the RS-232 

15DECEMBER 2004

est The Design Cycle

Figure 2. I drilled a small hole just next to R5 and R6 to run my 
TX an RX lines from the dsPIC30F2010 UART to the 

RS-232 converter IC.
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converter IC to the dsPIC30F2010’s alternate UART TX/RX
pin set. 

All of my mods are reflected in the schematic (Figure
1). The hardware used on the dsPICDEM 28-Pin Demo
Board is very simple and easy to obtain. If you don’t
choose to purchase this particular demo board, you can

easily build up the dsPIC30F2010 circuitry 
yourself. My hot rod dsPICDEM 28-Pin Demo
Board is shown in Figure 2.

The C compiler of choice for our DSP 
discussion is HI-TECH’s dsPICC Compiler.

In addition to the standard PIC mnemonics,
the dsPICC compiler has all of the dsPIC 
DSP engine definitions built in to allow us to
manipulate the DSP peripherals found on-chip
within the dsPIC30F2010.

Class Dismissed ...

Now you have some basic DSP signal 
theory under your belt. Next time, we’ll fire up
the dsPIC30F2010 and run some analog-to-
digital and digital-to-analog routines to illustrate
some more of the aspects that make up the DSP
discipline. 

I’m not about to leave you empty-handed. Here’s some
necessary code to initialize the dsPIC30F2010’s UART and
enable the dsPICDEM 28-Pin Demo Board’s serial port.
We’re going to need this next time, if we want to debug and
observe the results of our analog-to-digital and digital-to-
analog operations.

The Design Cycle 
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Figure 3. (a) This would be a very slow moving signal in the real world.Voltage is
a function of time in this example. (b) The X axis denotes the domain of a signal.

In this figure, the voltage is a function of frequency.

(a) (b)

• Designed for technicians and engineers who want to gain the necessary electronics and computer
   skills to become an entry level ECET technician.
• Support and guidance from instructors throughout each course of the program.
• Hands-on lab experiments are an integral part of each course.
• Features 18 courses in electronics.

Take courses on a quarterly schedule, 11 weeks per quarter starting in September, January and March. Select
courses are available during summer quarter. Call or visit our web site.
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Circle #109 on the Reader Service Card.
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#include <dspic.h>

__CONFIG(FOSC,POSC & XTPLL4 & CLKSWDIS & FSCMDIS);
__CONFIG(FWDT,WDTDIS);
__CONFIG(FBORPOR,PWRT16 & MCLREN & BORDIS);
__CONFIG(FGS,GCPU & GWRU);
__CONFIG(FCOMM,PGEMU);

#define BAUD1 57600
#define OSC1 7372800
#define DIVIDER1 (((OSC1/BAUD1) /16) - 1)
void main(void) {

U1BRG = DIVIDER1; //load the baud rate generator
U1_UARTEN = 1; //enable the UART
U1_ALTIO = 1; //select alternate TX/RX pins
U1_UTXEN = 1; //enable transmitter

while(1){ //echo character received forever
while(!U1_URXDA); //wait for a received character
while(!U1_TRMT); //is transmit buffer empty?
//if transmit buffer is empty.. send character
U1TXREG = U1RXREG;

}
}

The UART code here simply echoes any character it
receives. I’ll embellish on this code the next time around.
In the meantime, get yourself some dsPIC hardware and be
ready to do some serious DSP stuff with me when I return
in the February issue of Nuts & Volts.  NV
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COMMAND PRODUCTIONS
FCC LICENSE TRAINING - Dept. 220
P.O. Box 3000 • Sausalito, CA 94966
Please rush FREE details immediately!
Name

Address

City State Zip

Be an FCC
LICENSED
ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN

Not satisfied with your present income?
Add prestige and earning power to your
electronics career by getting your FCC
Government License.
The Original Home-Study course pre-
pares you for the “FCC Commercial
Radiotelephone License” at home in your
spare time.
This valuable license is your professional
“ticket” to thousands of exciting jobs in:
Communications, Radio-TV, Microwave,
Maritime, Radar, Avionics & more…you
can even start your own business!
No need to quit your job or go to school.
This proven “self-study” course is easy,
fast and low cost!

GUARANTEED TO PASS – You get your
FCC License or your money will be refunded.

Call for FREE facts now!
(800) 932-4268 Ext. 220

www.LicenseTraining.com

You can earn more money
if you get an FCC License!

Learn at home in your
spare time.

or mailcoupon
today

No previous experience needed!

Earn up to 
$100 an hour

and more!

Sample Control

ADC

VREF-

ANALOG
IN

SAMPLE
AND HOLD

VREF+

VREF-

DIGITAL
OUTPUT

Figure 4.This is greatly simplified; however, it does convey 
the thought.The discreet Y axis value (independent variable) is

supplied from the output of the sample and hold circuitry while
the discrete X axis value (dependent variable) is being generated
by the sample control mechanism.The only continuous signal in

this figure is at analog in.

HI-TECH Software
HI-TECH dsPICC C Compiler

www.htsoft.com

Microchip
dsPICDEM 28-Pin Demo Board

MPLAB ICD 2 
www.microchip.com

RESOURCES

Circle #113 on the Reader Service Card.
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Electro-Net Go to www.nutsvolts.com — click Electro-Net

Go to www.nutsvolts.com — click Electro-Net

MCUmart.com

BASIC Compilers
Device Programmers
Prototyping Boards

Experimenter Boards
Books

PICmicro MCU Development Tools

Geiger Counters: 

Digital, PC & Analog

As sold to NASA and
US Government

IMAGES SI INC.

www.imagesco.com/geiger

See the World’s Largest Collection
of LCDs and LCD Products

www.gatewayelectronics.com
(Electronically Speaking, Gateway’s Got It!)

MAIL ORDERS CALL TOLL-FREE-1-800-669-5810
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www.onepasinc.com

ONE PASSircuitTM

“The Future

of Proto-

typing”

For the do-it-yourself audio enthusiast…
• Helpful articles • Hands-on projects 
• Expert advice • New technologies
Call 1-888-924-9465 to subscribe today!

Subscribe 
& Save 
65%!

12 issues just $29.95
– save $54!

www.audioxpress.com
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New, by Infineon. Has laser
transmitter and receiver in
one package! 1.25 Gb/s
data rate up to 700 M on
low cost multimode fiber!
Super small size, complete
specs on the web. Make
your own fiber optic link!
0125461R (Set of two) ............................$19.95

ORDERING INFO: Shipping and insurance charges made
after order is packed. You will be notified by Email. Orders
under $25 add $5.00 small order fee. Credit cards will only
be authorized on US and Canadian banks. Please contact
Windsor regarding payment instructions for other countries.

See more surplus electronic goodies at:
www.shopatwindsor.com

16 character by 2 lines 5x8
dot matrix character 64.5 x
13.8 mm viewing area STN
neutral mode reflective LCD
recently discontinued by

Hitachi but a very common and most used part.
Directly crosses over to the Optrex DMC16249,
brand new stock!
0123260R ................................................$4.95

Hitachi LCD display

Wow! What a a cool item!
Brand new laser scanner

module (size 1x1x1.5”!) includes red laser, beam
splitting mirror, opamps, photo sensor, transistors,
processor, ICs, etc. From handheld laser barcode
reader. We sold out of the last style we had! No
specs, but buyers figured out the hook up for the
last group, we’ll post on the web any new info on
this one, should be easy, has just 12 pins on the
connector.
0131346R ................................................$14.95

Laser Scanner
Bar Code Module

Brand new HP Agilent model
LST2829 Laser transmitter mod
ule. Capable of 622 MB/s data
rates, 1 mW output power, 1300
nm wavelength, includes on chip
power monitor diode. These are
high end quality lasers and not
often found on the surplus mar
ket! Two style available, A: 32”
long thin pigtail fiber and B: 16”
long encased fiber. Each has the

same electrical specs. Price: $9.95 each
Item A: 0128526R Item B: 0128536R

Laser Fiber Optic Transmitter

CCFL Florescent Light Inverter

Fiber Optic Transceiver

LED BLOWOUT !!!

Powerful DC Motor

Cellular Bi Directional Amp

Windsor’s Blue LED Special

Truck Stereo
New power inverter
drives 2 lamps up to
5W each! Simple to
use, 12 VDC in, con
nect florescent lamps
to output. Module gen

erates correct starting and operating voltage, lamp
current and is even dimmable!
0128520R ...................................................$9.95

New in dash cassette
stereo AM/FM radio, LCD
display, drives 4 speakers
(80 watts!) Even has
Weather band! Quality

fully enclosed case, easy hookup, great for in
wall home installations! Runs on 12 VDC.
0128872R..............................................$29.95

Holy Smokes! Can you believe the
price on this BLUE LEDs? First
quality from our factory buyout. Big
and bright! These normally sell for
$1.50 each and that’s in big quanti

ties! We’re crazy to sell ‘em so cheap!!
0131297R 50pcs $19.95
0131297 500pcs $99.95

Wow! Here’s the guts of
the camera in all the new
cellphones. Brand new
assemblies made by Pic
tos, model 0187837M11.

Camera head has neat rotating head and snazzy
look. Flexible circuit board has tiny connector on
end for hook up. Opening the cam
era head reveals a super tiny sin
gle chip camera IC that is only 3/8”
square including built in lens! Sorry
we have no specs on this unit, but
should be easy to research on the
net or with a scope.
0128842R $8.95

Made by Johnson Electric
12 VDC @0.85 A no load, 17,000
rpm, 3 vdc @ .51 amps 4,200
rpm, 6 vdc @ .6 amps 8,500 rpm.

Similar to Johnson Electric HC313MG series but
higher power. Actually runs as low as 1 volt oper
ation! (1200 rpm .46 amps). Size: 2" l x 1.5" dia
7/8" long eccentric brass shaft end easily broken
off to form a .5" long x .312 dia round shaft end.
0123850R .............................................$4.95

C size Nicad Battery
Cellphone CMOS Camera Module

Well made quality
3 piece plier set.
Includes deluxe
padded zipper

case. Pliers are big 8” in size,
you get: needlenose, diagonal
and lineman style with handy
crimper and stripper dies on
each tool! Get a few for the
car, gifts and toolbox, they are that nice!
0128871R .............................................$12.95

Tool Set

Rechargeable Battery Blowout!

Super rugged unit features powerful 3 watt
RF amplifier for transmit and sensitive
receive amplifier. Utilizes diplexer ceramic fil
ters. Additional circuitry for protection, regu
lation, etc. Sorry, we have no specs on this,
but its a treasure trove for the experimenter
and RF guru. Brand new. Size: 4.5 x 5 x 1.5”
in rugged extruded aluminum heat sink style
case. Uses mini UHF connectors.
0127460R ......................................$14.95

Ion Generator
Build your own Ion
Breeze air purifier! New
module, 120 VAC in,

7.5KV out! Surplus from air cleaner maker
who sold them for $200!
0128873R ....................................$7.95

Nice, new 5 AA cell nicad pack.
6 Volt 700mah with 6” wire
leads. Great for projects or
cordless phone replacements.
0125345R.....................$2.50

Big box of 50 brand new
AA button top NiCads. Fit
anywhere an AA battery
does. 1.25V 800mah.
Best price in the USA!
0128870R.............$19.95

Lithium Ion Rechargeables !!

Check our web site for more great deals!

WINDSOR DISTRIBUTORS COMPANY
19 Freeman Street

Newark, New Jersey 07105 3708
Ph: 973 344 5700 Fax: 973 344 3282

Rechargeable
Lithium batteries
pack the highest
density of power
for size and
weight! Ideal rec
tangular size is
easy to fit in your
project. All 3.6

Volt and approx rated Amp Hour capacity.
A: 1Ah 1.95x1.34x.4” 0125337R.....$1.50
B: .8Ah 1.95x.1.34x.25” 0125349R.....$1.25
C: .8Ah 1.95x1.24x.23” 0125350R.....$1.25

www.shopatwindsor.com

A B C

C

Popular Nicad batteries, 1.25V all brand new,
recent stock. A &B are NiCad and C is NimH.
A: AAA 400mah 0125339R 2 for $1.00
B: Sub C 2500 mah 0125443R 2 for $1.75
C: 3.6 Volts 750mah 0125348R 2 for $3.00

A B

Here’s a deal that just will not last long Wind
sor’s LED Blowout! Super high quality, factory
prime bright LEDs. Ideal for all those projects
that you’ve wnated to build, but just didn’t have
the quantity of LEDs needed. You will not find
pricing like this ever again we bought out two
factory inventories! Here’s the scoop: Big bag o
leds have 500 pcs and are all RED jumbo 5 mm
size with crystal clear bulbs. You pick the lumi
nous intensity, bear in mind that the 2500 mcd
high bright units are flashlight intense! Big buy
ers will love the 2,000 LED boxes! These LEDs
are the smaller T 1 size with full leads, available
in Red or Green. Imagine 2,000 Leds for less
than a penny each!
0131288R High Bright 500pc bag $15.00
0131292R Standard Bright 500 pc bag $15.00
0130956R Box o leds Red 2,000pcs $19.95
0130955R Box o leds Green 2,000pcs $19.95

This is the real deal, a true 2 A Hr
Nicad, Button top works in any device
too! Brand new by Sanyo.
0130380R $2.00

A

B
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Electronics Q&A
Panel Meter
Pepper-Upper

QQ
.. I have a large collection of good
panel meters, but find that many

of them are not sensitive enough.
Could you print a simple, one-transistor
circuit to “pep” them up using a
2N2222 or similar transistor?

Fran Hillibush
via Internet

AA
.. Would you go for an op-amp?
The circuit in Figure 1 is what is

sometimes called a current-to-voltage
converter. We recognize it as an
inverting op-amp. 

Actually, they are one and the
same. In this configuration, the output
of the op-amp is forced to feed back a
current equal to the input current
through Rf. This way, the op-amp is in
“balance.” If the Rf is greater than
zero, then the output voltage must
increase to compensate for the Rf 
current loss. 

For example, if the input current
is 100 µA and Rf is 10K, the output
voltage must be 1 volt to force

enough current through Rf to equal
the input current. If the input current
is 10 µA, then Rf becomes 100K with
a 1 volt output. The formula is -V(out)
= I(in) x Rf.

Now, let’s go to the other end 
of the equation, where the output 
voltage translates into a current to
drive your panel meter. 

For this example, I’ve selected 
a 0-1 mA panel meter — a very 
common analog meter you can find
at RadioShack under the guise of a
15 volt panel meter (22-410). With
the values shown in Figure 1, a 100
µA input will generate a 1 volt output.
Using Ohm’s Law (R1 = E/I = 1/.001
= 1K, where .001 is the full-scale of
the meter), we need a 1K resistor. If
you’re using a 10 mA meter, R1
becomes 100 Ω. By changing the
value of R1, you can make any meter
into a 100 µA meter — up to a point.
The current output limit of the
LM8261 is about 50 mA; that is, it
won’t drive a 100 mA meter. 

I chose this op-amp because it’s
small, has rail-to-rail output, and can
work on two 1.5 alkaline batteries, but

feel free to replace it with
just about any general-
purpose op-amp, as long
as you meet its minimum
operating voltage require-
ments (e.g., ±5 volts for
the LF353).

Digital
Potentiometer
Manual
Control

QQ
.. I plan to make a
stereo amplifier using

an LM4753 that uses a
DC volume control.
Instead of using a volume
control, I would like to

Ammeter
Amplifier

-1V

-1V

-1V

-1V

-1V

1M

500k

100k

50k

10k

1uA

5uA

10uA

50uA

100uA

Rf V(out)I(in)

(-) Current

(+) Current

+
1.5V

+
1.5V

Rf
10k

R1
1k

0-1mA
+

+ LM8261

Figure 1

In this column, I answer 
questions about all aspects 
of electronics, including 
computer hardware,
software, circuits, electronic
theory, troubleshooting, and
anything else of interest to
the hobbyist.

Feel free to participate
with your questions, as 
well as comments and 
suggestions.

You can reach me at:
TJBYERS@aol.com

What's Up:
Keeping with this

month’s theme, every

answer is project 

oriented. How about a

pair of LED flashlights?

Max Headroom lives

again in a mike preamp.

Digital pots, R/C servo

modifications and a 

mailbox alarm are also 

in the mix. Plus more.
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know if I could use a digital poten-
tiometer. Catalyst makes them and
Mouser sells them for less than
$2.00. Can you supply a diagram of
how to use a digital pot for audio 
purposes?

Robert Jemmings
Rehoboth Beach, DE

AA
.. First, some reader background:
A digital potentiometer is basically

a DAC device that mimics the 
operation of a mechanical pot. It
does this by using logic switches to
tap into an internal ladder resistor.
The taps are switched in and out
sequentially so that the resistance 
follows a linear path. The number of
taps determines the resistance 
difference between the steps and the
resolution (coarseness) of the pot.
The higher the number of taps, the
smoother the operation.

For example, a 10K pot with 32
steps has a resistance change of
312.5 Ω per step, whereas a 10K pot
with 256 steps has a resistance
change of just 39 Ω per step.

Inside the digital pot is an
up/down controller that steers the
direction of the taps. The user inter-
faces this controller through three
methods. 

One method uses computer 
protocols — like I2C or SPI — to name
but a few. Other digital pots — like the
AD5228 from Analog Devices — have
internal circuitry so that you have
only two pins to contend with:
increasing resistance or decreasing
resistance. 

The most popular interface for
hobbyist and many audio applica-
tions is the incremental up/down
method. This uses three inputs. The
up/down pin directs the direction of
the count and the increment pin 
provides the clock that steps the 
controller. The third pin is a chip
enable that’s grounded for normal
operation.

A simple manual interface using
this method is shown in Figure 2. A
momentary SPDT switch with a 
center off position (RadioShack 275-
705) operates the digital pot. When

the switch is turned
on in either position,
it grounds one of
the inputs of the
lower NAND gate,
which forces its
“output high. This
starts the oscillator
(right NAND gate)
that clocks the INC
input. If the switch
is in the UP position,
it also grounds the
input of the direc-
tion gate (upper
left), which forces
its output high and
sets the U/D pin to
count up. 

The frequency of the square wave
oscillator is about 3 Hz; you may want
to raise or lower this frequency by
changing the 5 mF capacitor to
match the step number of your 
particular pot. A 32-step pot needs 
a larger cap (lower frequency) than 
a 1,024-step pot does.

Max Headroom

QQ
.. I have a Sony Handycam DCR-
HC40. When I tape my son’s

rock band, the built-in microphone —

as well as the external microphone —
are overloaded from the intensity 
of the loud music and, hence, 
there’s distortion on playback. I’d
like to control the gain to the 
camera microphone input either
automatically or manually. Do you
have information or a website on
building an adjustable gain micro-
phone amp? The camera has an
external microphone input that 
provides some DC power.

Larry Smith
Richmond, IL

Digital
Pot

U/D

INC

CS

Vcc

GND

UP

DOWN

Digital Potentiometer
     Manual Control

+5V

+

5uF

0.1

74HC132
74HC132

100k

100k

100k 100k 100k

Figure 2
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AA
.. Your problem is not enough
headroom. At loud volumes, the

music peaks are being clipped,
which is causing your distortion.
What you need is an op-amp circuit
with programmable gain that allows
for large voltage swings without 
clipping, like the circuit in Figure 3.

The first condition is to boost
the power supply voltage and 
current to a level where it can handle
the signal by switching from the
Handycam’s internal battery to a 9
volt radio battery. This will provide
an undistorted 1.8 volts of swing.
The gain of the amplifier is 
controlled by Rg using the formula
Gain = ((33K/Rg) + 1). With the 
values shown, the gains are 2, which
is suitable for live music — like your
son’s rock band — and 23 for every-
day recordings. The 10K pot adjusts

the level for input to your recorder.

Two Is Enough

QQ
.. I need a circuit operating on
any voltage between 1.5 and 12

volts (1.5 volts preferred) that will
output an audible beep about 3 sec-
onds after throwing a switch (I can
use either a regular or momentary
switch), then beep again after a 
random delay of about 1 to 5 
seconds after the first beep.

Randy Schroeter
via Internet

AA
.. Random? Not easy — but I can
give you a simple circuit (Figure

4) that will give you two beeps per
press, with an interval that you can
vary using a single control. The
heart of the circuit is the 74HCT112

flip-flop. (Are you 
surprised it isn’t the
555?) This is a J-K 
flip-flop that changes
state with every clock
pulse and can be found
in ripple counters. The
start button resets the
flip-flops so that the

reset input (pin 4) goes high and
starts the time. 

After a time determined by the
100K pot, the piezo beeper will
sound for about half a second. The
beep will repeat itself one more 
time and stop. That’s because the
flip-flop output on pin 4 has now
flopped (gone low) and shut down
the 555. If you can find a J-K 
flip-flop that works down to 1.5 volts
(they exist, but are not readily 
available), you can replace the 555
with the Z1555 and reduce the 
5 volts to 1.5 volts.

For those readers who want the
same beeper feature without the
push-button, replace the switch with
the output of a logic gate driven by
your circuit. All you need is a
momentary zero-logic (GND) output
pulse to reset the flip-flops.

EL Panels?

QQ
..Whatever happened to electro-
luminescent panels? They

change color and brightness with
changing voltage and frequency.

Craig Kendrick Sellen
via Internet
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Figure 6
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AA
.. EL panels are 
still alive and well.

They are often used in
backlighting for LCD
displays and in cell
phones. You can also
find them as “rope”
lamps in window dis-
plays and in custom
automotive applications.
Yes, they do change
brightness and color to
some extent (depend-
ing on the particular
color and manufacturer) with volt-
age and frequency.

An interesting feature of EL 
panels is that you can cut them into
any shape you desire with a pair of
scissors and not break the circuit. You
can find EL strips and kits at All
Electronics (888-826-5432; www.all
electronics.com). EL ropes can be
found at most auto parts stores.

Although most EL products
come with their own power supplies,
you’ll want to change the voltage
and frequency to satisfy your 
curiosity. The power supply in
Figure 5 fills that need. The 20K pot
varies the frequency from 68 Hz to
1.4 kHz; the output voltage is adjusted
by a 5 to 15 volt power source (start
with a 9 volt battery). Like fluores-
cent lamps, the brightness of the EL
fades with age — a process which is
accelerated with increased voltage
and frequency.

Wall Wart Blue Light
Special

QQ
.. How do you supply DC
volts using the 120 VAC

line power without the use of
a transformer — for example,
the +12 V needed for the
“Attic Fan Controller” on
page 32 of the August 2004
issue?

Gordon Winram
via Internet

AA
.. Unless otherwise stated,
all of my circuits in “Q &

A” can be powered by a wall

wart. What’s a wall wart, you ask? It’s
that “brick” that comes with your
boombox or cordless telephone — the
black (or white) box that you plug
into the wall. Inside that mystery box
is a transformer, a rectifier, and — 
usually — a filtering capacitor (Figure
6).

Wall warts are rated according to
voltage and current, as in 12 VDC at
300 mA. The match is simple:
Choose a wall wart that meets the 
circuit’s voltage and current require-
ments. 

However, not all wall warts are
created equal and you have to pay
attention to more than just the 
ratings. 

First and foremost is the 
connector. Even though they are all
the same barrel shape, the outer 
and inner measurements differ 
considerably. The most popular are
3.5 mm OD (outer diameter) with a
1.3 mm ID (inner diameter) and 5.5
mm OD with 1.2 mm and 2.5 mm ID.
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Sometimes, the inner pin is positive and sometimes it’s
negative. Make sure you know the difference before you
plug it into your circuit.

There is also an issue of voltage regulation — or lack
thereof. Let’s go back to the 12 volt, 300 mA wall wart I
mentioned. With a light load, a 12 volt wall wart can pump
out in excess of 16 volts. Load it and the output voltage
drops (Figure 7). At 300 mA, you’re at 12 volts. Nudge 
it a bit more — say to 400 mA — and you’re looking at 
11 volts. 

Normally, this isn’t an issue because I always

include a 78xx regulator in circuits that are voltage-
sensitive. 

Then again, it’s easy enough to make your wall 
wart into a regulated voltage source. Simply add a three-
terminal voltage regulator and two capacitors. Figure 8
shows a voltage regulator circuit for positive and negative
input voltages.

Remember, the wall wart voltage has to be at least 2
volts higher than the regulator voltage and the current is
limited to 1 amp.

Mail Delivery Alarm

QQ
.. I built a remote mailbox alert circuit described in the
July 2000 Poptronics. When the box opened, a switch

engaged and fired an SCR — so far, so good. But it didn’t
work for long, so I replaced the transistor and SCR. Again,
it worked, but not for long. I assume something is failing.
What is it?

T. Hunter
via Internet

AA
.. I looked over the circuit and it seems solid enough —
for a PCB design — but not for a long wire run with a

normally-open switch at the terminal end, which basically
makes the wire run into a big antenna. That is, any EMF
that comes down the line is going to be fed to your indoor
sensor electronics. Those spikes can be pretty severe. You
know the rest.

Instead of a high impedance open loop, what you
need is a low impedance loop with current flowing
through a closed switch that is interrupted when the mail
door opens. In fact, it was one reason that the 4-20 mA
instrumentation standard was established. Current flow
equates to lower impedance, which equates to smaller
spikes. 

Here’s what I’d do. (I’ve saved as much of your 
original parts investment as I could, most of which I would
have used anyway.) Use a normally-closed mailbox switch
and have it drive an optocoupler, like a 4N25 (Figure 9).
Have the 4N25 transistor short out the signal to the SCR
so that the SCR only triggers when power is lost in the
loop. This configuration also has the benefit of detecting
breaks in the line (another reason for the 4-20 mA 
standard). Yes, it draws constant power, but — for this
application — it’s the right solution.

White LED Flashlight

QQ
.. I bought a pile of high output white LEDs to make
emergency lighting for my ARES (Amateur Radio

Emergency System) radio station. The LEDs say they
have between 3.5 and 4.5 forward voltage drop. I thought
of using them with C or D flashlight cells and installing
them in the shade of an outdated gooseneck “intensity
lamp.”
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My problem comes when I try to
create a constant current source. My
past experiments with LEDs have
been with 5 volt regulators, but I
don’t have enough “head room” here
for that solution. If I configure the
LEDs in series, the voltage drop
exceeds that of a reasonable battery
pack. Can you help me out with a 
circuit that works with either flash-
light batteries or a gel cell? 

Richard Herndon
Bastrop,TX

AA
.. The circuit in Figure 10 will light
four white LEDs from two 

alkaline D cells. The ZXSC310 is a
pulse-frequency modulation (PFM)
controller specifically designed for
white LED operation in applications
like LCD backlighting in cell phones,
PDAs, and digital cameras.

For your application, I’ve adopted
a circuit from a Zetex Design, Note
64.

All parts are available from Digi-
Key (800-344-4539; www.digikey.
com). Feel free to replace the surface
mount FMMT618 with the E-Line
(TO-92) ZTX618 and the ZHCS1000
with any generic 1 A Shottky diode.
The only critical component is the
inductor, which has to be a high 
current type with a 0.4 A minimum
rating. 

It’s also recommended that the
sense resistor be a 1206 size surface
mount device, but it’s not a require-
ment. A PCB layout pattern for a
SMD version of this design can be
found on page 12 of the ZXSC310
datasheet (www.zetex.com/3.0/
pdf/ZXSC310.pdf).

MAILBAG

Dear TJ,
Concerning lightning, as men-

tioned in the September 2004 issue, I
have some comments.

Ninety to 95 percent of cloud-to-
ground lightning strikes are negative
strikes wherein the cloud is negative
and the ground is positively
charged. The remaining strikes are
positive. While negative strikes are

usually accompa-
nied by rain, the pos-
itive ones are not and
are a major source of
forest fires.

The Vaisala-
based NLDN
(National Lightning
Detection Network)
uses mainly time
-of-arrival (TOA) 
sensors to determine
the position of the
lightning strike. The precise time at
each site is determined using a GPS
receiver and claims a positional
accuracy of 1/2 km. This accuracy
allows operations — such as aircraft
refueling — to continue until the last
minute. 

The Canadian extension (CLDN)
to the NLDN added 81 stations to this
network in 1998. Two-thirds of the
Canadian stations are of the simpler
TOA type and one-third are IMPACT
sensors (Improved Performance
Combined Technology). The IMPACT
sensors have both a TOA sensor and
direction finding loops. The addition
of direction finding stations allows the
total number of stations in the net-
work to be minimized. For more
details, check out the FAQ under

lightning at www.Vaisala.com
Ken Devine

Aurora, Ontario, Canada
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SECURE 1 WATT WIRELESS

LLast month’s New Product
announcement for

Maxstream’s 9XTend wireless
transceiver contained the
incorrect website address. The
correct website has a .net 
suffix rather than .com

MAXSTREAM, INC.
Email: 9XTend@maxstream.net

Web: www.maxstream.net

DSO TROUBLESHOOTING WITH
A 250 MS/SEC SAMPLING RATE

TTechnicians and engineers may offer different opinions
on circuit layouts, but most will agree on the use of a

digital oscilloscope for testing and troubleshooting. For
general-purpose testing, a combination of performance
versus price is the 6810 series of digital oscilloscopes from
Protek Test & Measurement. The 6810 series includes well-
designed instruments with
eight-bit vertical resolu-
tion and 250 msamples/s
real time sampling rate. 

Both feature an ana-
log bandwidth of DC to
100 MHz with better
than 3.5 ns 
risetime. Voltage
amplitude sensitivity can be
adjusted from 2 mV/div to 5 V/div. The oscillo-
scopes perform measurement sweeps at rates of 2 ns/div

to 50 s/div in a 1-2-5 sequence. Waveforms are displayed
as a function of time with 40 ps standard resolution. In
addition to showing voltage amplitude as a function of
time, the 6810 series can show the frequency components
of a captured signal via a built-in Fast Fourier Transform
(FFT) function. Optionally, extension modules are fur-
nished for RS-232C and GPIB interfaces. An automatic
zoom function from 1:1 to 100:1 permits close-up views of
a waveform display. Prices start at $1,177.00 — a savings
up to 20% over competitive brands. Probes, line cords, and
manuals are furnished with each instrument. Delivery 
is from stock through Protek's nationwide distribution 
network. For more information, contact:

PROTEK TEST & MEASUREMENT
AA  DDiivviissiioonn  ooff  CCiiggmmaa  TTeecchhnnoollooggiieess,,  IInncc..

40 Boroline Rd.
Allendale, NJ 07407

201-760-9898 Fax: 201-760-9888
Email: sales@protektest.com
Web: www.protektest.com

Circle #142 on the Reader Service Card.

GROUND
TRANSIENT
TERMINATOR 

TThe Ground Transient
Terminator (GTT) from 9

Corporation sets a new stan-
dard for electrical transient
and surge suppression for
electronic equipment. For use
in general electronics (or any microprocessor-based
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• Includes fully standard ANSI C Compiler 

• For the PIC – WIZ-C  handles 14 and 16 bit core devices (12xxx16xxx/18xxx) 

 in one package 

• For the AVR – AVIDICY handles standard and Mega devices in one package 

• Simulator includes external devices (LCD, Terminal, I2C etc) and  runs up to 10 times 

faster than standard environments 
 

  

 Forest Electronic Developments, www.fored.co.uk, +44-1590-681511, email : info@fored.co.uk

Demonstrations and Download from www.fored.co.uk 
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applications), the GTT is the first device that can be safe-
ly installed on the ground line in order to eliminate one of
the common causes of crashes, lock-ups, and system
degradation — ground transients.

Unlike conventional suppression techniques that pro-
tect only the AC line, the GTT incorporates a patented cir-
cuit with no moving parts or sensitive electronics and — as
a result — does not pose any threat to the intrinsic safety
ground. 

In sensitive micro-electronics, ground transients are one
of the most frequent problems and can cause significant dis-
ruption in the operation of microprocessor-based equip-
ment. Microprocessor circuits are constantly measuring
logic voltages against the "zero voltage reference" or
ground and its decision is the result of discrimination of
one rapid voltage transition from another, making ultra-
clean and quiet electrical grounds essential. Current micro-
processors expect to see less than .5 volts of neutral to
ground and future innovations will soon lead to designs
using voltages near .3 volts. If a microprocessor sees more
than .5 volts, operational problems may occur that cannot
be duplicated or explained.

The GTT works by opposing changes in electron
flow on the ground wire. Its ability to oppose the electron
flow slows the damaging rise and fall time of a power
surge rather than clipping it off
entirely. By doing so, it controls fre-
quency rather than amplitude and
keeps damaging voltages from
entering.

Possible hobbyist projects for 
the GTT include data protection on
computers, ham radio operations,
home theater entertainment systems,
robotics, security, and video systems
— basically protecting any micro-
processor-based electronic device 
to ensure the utmost in reliability,
clarity, and quality of performance.

The GTT offers a wide frequency
range of 50 kHz to 2.0 GHz with a fast
response time for both current and
voltage rise. The standard operating 
temperature range is -40° to 85° C.
The device measures 65 x 55 mm
and retails for $99.90.

For more information, contact:

9 CORPORATION
1121 E. Main #340
St. Charles, IL 60174
630-762-1148

Fax: 630-762-1765
Email: info@perllo.com
Web: www.9corp.com
Circle #116 on the Reader Service Card.

DC SERVO CONTROLLER

TThe new PicoMotion™

from PicoBotics, Inc.,
is among the smallest
and most feature-rich
DC brushed motor 
controllers on the
market. With 11

modes of operation,
the end user is sure to
find a mode for any

application. Quadrature encoders of up to 2,048 CPR are
supported. 

Some of the features include; 1x, 2x, 4x encoder
decoding, 12 trapezoidal profiles, 10 PID settings, current
monitoring and reporting, analog control, R/C control,
RS232 and TTL serial control with any combination of the
above. 

With data logging and upgradeable firmware, this
small board (2" x 2") is the biggest commotion in motion
control. PicoMotion includes PicoTalk™ setup and servo
tuning software for Windows®. 

The operating range is from 12 to 50 volts at currents
of up to 3 A, continuous (6 A, surge). PicoMotion costs

New Product News
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$95.00.
For more information, contact:

PICOBOTICS, INC.
Web: www.picobotics.com

Circle #123 on the Reader Service Card.

uM-FPU FLOATING POINT
COPROCESSOR

MMicromega Corporation
announces the uM-FPU

Floating Point Coprocessor.
The uM-FPU interfaces to vir-
tually any microcontroller
using a SPI interface, making it
ideal for applications requiring
floating point math — such as
converting sensor readings,
robotic control, data manipulation, and other embedded
control applications.

The uM-FPU provides support for 32-bit IEEE 754
compatible floating point operations and 32-bit integer
operations.

A PIC-compatible mode is also available to support
PIC format floating point numbers. An extensive list 
of functions are built-in, including floating point math,
long integer math, exponential functions, trigonometric
functions, data conversion, and formatting functions. A
built-in debug monitor is available to assist in developing
and debugging code.

A unique feature of the uM-FPU is the ability to define
user functions. User functions are defined as a series of
built-in operations and are stored in Flash memory on the

uM-FPU chip.
Since they are stored internally, the majority of 

communications overhead is eliminated. This results in
dramatic speed improvements and greatly reduced code
space requirements on the microcontroller. Software is
provided to define user functions using standard math
expressions and to program the uM-FPU over an RS-232
connection.

Documentation and software is provided to support
a wide variety of popular microprocessors. The uM-FPU
is available in an eight-pin DIP or a 20-pin SSOP 
package at a price of $14.95, with volume discounts
available.

For more information, contact:

MICROMEGA CORPORATION
1664 St. Lawrence Ave.
Kingston, ON K7L 4V1

Canada
Tel: 613-547-5193

Web: www.micromegacorp.com
Circle #138 on the Reader Service Card.
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Circle #103 on the Reader Service Card.

If you are launching a new product, let us know!
Send us a short write-up (including product specs,

applications, and price), a high res photo of the product,
and customer contact information.

Send your announcement to
newproducts@nutsvolts.com today to be

considered for future New Product News installments!

Working on Something Cool?
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CD ROM & Certificate Training - CIE Bookstore

Earn an Associate Degree

Call (800) 243-6446 or visit www.cie-wc.edu for a FREE Career Catalog!

from HOME!

Cleveland Institute of Electronics offers distance learning
programs that will prepare you for rewarding careers in
Electronics Engineering or Computer Technology
- even if you have no experience!

CIE's courses allow you to learn new technology at your
own pace, in your own home, without disrupting your
present job or lifestyle.

No prior experience is needed and you can do all your
training at home with full instructor support, extensive
learning labs and on-line exams.

They're fast, convenient, affordable and quickly
becoming the new way to earn an accredited degree.

Send for your FREE CIE course catalog and take the
first step toward building a successful career in
electronics and computer technology. You’ll find
it has many rewards!

Cleveland Institute of Electronics
• Electronics & Computer Training Programs

• Nationally Accredited

• Affordable Tuition / Military Tuition Assistance

• Electronics Associate Degree

• Computer Associate Degree

• Basic Electronics with Lab

• Advanced Electronics Troubleshooting with Lab

• Electronics Technology with FCC Preparation

• PC Troubleshooting

• Computer Networking

• Wireless Technology

• COMING SOON!
Industrial Electronics with PLC Technology

CIE’s Distance Learning Programs

Cleveland Institute of Electronics
1776 E. 17th St, Cleveland, OH 44114

CD ROM & Certificate Training - CIE Bookstore

FREE CIE BOOKSTORE CATALOG • www.ciebookstore.com • (800) 321-2155

Introduction to Multimeters
2 meters • 4 lessons • 13 experiments
02-069 (Pictured) cert .......... $195

FCC License Prep Course
19 FCC prep lessons on CD ROM.
01-FCC01 (cert) ................... $49.95

Fiber Optics Course with Lab
2 lessons • Lab • Video • Certificate
01-FB02 ..................................... $175

Introduction to Computers
9 lessons • certificate
01-IN01 ...................................... $195

Basic Electronics Course
39 lessons • 2 labs • 53 exercises
03-Introb (cert) ....................... $225

Oscilloscope Course
7 learning topics • software
01-SCP01 (cert) ......................... $95

Soldering Course with Lab
3 lessons • lab • video
01-SD01 (cert) ......................... $195

PC Board Design with Lab
4 lessons • lab • CD ROM
02-261 (cert) ............................ $195

Intro to Information Systems
9 lessons • certificate
01-CET111 ................................ $195
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As you might imagine, I spend lots of
my time reading technical books
and electronic journals. Recently, to

cut the ice, I’ve been reading about the
exploits of men who flew and crewed B-17
bombers for the Eighth Air Force in World
War II. If you recall your history, the flyers of
the “Mighty Eighth” had one of the highest
casualty rates in the war. Why? Because they
were doing something that had never been
done before. 

On a daily basis, these men braved high
altitude cold, bad weather, anti-aircraft fire,
enemy fighters, and mid-air collisions with
their own bombers to attempt to put their 
thin-skinned aircraft, tons of aviation gasoline,
and bombs over a predetermined ground 
target in broad daylight. 

Electric flying suits (a precursor to 
electric sleeping blankets), wool-lined flying
jackets and shoes, and oxygen were essential
to the survival of the crews while on their 
dangerous missions. I’m not going to take you
flying on a B-17, but — like the B-17 flyboys —
we will today be doing something no one else
has done. Snap up that flight jacket and take
a deep breath from that oxygen mask
because — for the rest of this article — you will
be breathing pure oxygen at high altitudes.
We’re going to fly some highly technical 
missions on Little Bits, which is powered by a
pair of PIC10F206 engines.

The PIC10F20X Family of
Microcontrollers

The PIC10F206 is the largest of the 
tiniest microcontrollers in the world. The
PIC10F200 and PIC10F204 microcontrollers
contain 256 words of program Flash and 16
bytes of SRAM. The PIC10F202 and
PIC10F206 microcontrollers are loaded with
double the program Flash of the PIC10F200
and PIC10F204 microcontrollers (512 bytes)
and contain eight more bytes of SRAM 
(24 bytes). 

The differentiator of the same-sized 
variants of the PIC10F20X family is the 
addition of an onboard comparator found in
the PIC10F206 and PIC10F204 silicon. Both
the PIC10F206 and PIC10F204 comparator
modules are governed by an internal absolute
voltage reference with all comparator inputs
and outputs visible on their respective 
multiplexed I/O pins. The output of the 
comparator can also be configured not to be
shown on the microcontroller I/O pin. 

Each PIC10F20X microcontroller has four
multiplexed I/O pins, which include three 
bi-directional I/O pins (GP0, GP1, and GP2)
and one input only pin (GP3) when all of the
I/O pins are configured for general-purpose
I/O mode. All of the GPIO (General-Purpose
Input Output) pins except GP2 can be config-
ured with weak pull-ups and wake-up on
change operation. Each I/O pin can source or
sink 25 mA, which results in a total of 75 mA
that can be sourced or sunk by the
PIC10F20X microcontroller’s I/O port.

Thus, the PIC10F20X family of microcon-
trollers can directly drive small resistive loads
and LEDs.

Clocking for the PIC10F20X microcon-
trollers is provided internally. A 4 MHz internal
clock supplies 1 µS instruction cycles that
drive the PIC10F20X’s processing engine. The
internal clock is factory calibrated and is
accurate to ±1%. Cycles from the internal
clock can be used to drive the PIC10F20X’s
on-chip eight-bit timer. The eight-bit timer can
also be configured to be driven externally via
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The Ever-Shrinking µµC
Six Pins and One MIP — If You Can See It!
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TThhiiss  MMoonntthh’’ss
PPrroojjeeccttss

Ever-Shrinking µC . . .30
Remote Trigger  . . . . 38
Muscle Whistler  . . . 42
Airplane Camera . . . 46
Parking Assistant  . . . 50
Telephone Rang . . . . 54
Zeroing Circuitry  . . 56

TThhee  FFuuzzzzbbaallll  
RRaattiinngg  SSyysstteemm

To find out the level
of difficulty for each

of these 
projects, turn to

Fuzzball for 
the answers. 

The scale is from 
1-4, with four

Fuzzballs being 
the more difficult 

or advanced 
projects. Just look
for the Fuzzballs in
the opening header. 

You’ll also find 
information included in

each article on any
special tools 

or skills you’ll 
need to complete the

project.

Let the 
soldering begin!

Project by Peter Best

Figure 1. Yep, the PIC10F206 is a tiny bugger, but 
it’s still big enough to allow you to hang some 
wire-wrap wire off of its pins or solder it onto 

a set of SOT-23 copper pads.
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the T0CKI pin (GP2) or from the output of the comparator.
Like the rest of Microchip’s PIC microcontrollers, the
PIC10F20X series also includes an integral WDT
(Watchdog Timer), program Flash code protection, ICSP
(In Circuit Serial Programming) capability, and sleep
mode.

The typical PIC10F20X is very similar logically to the
PIC12F508 and PIC12F509 microcontrollers, but — as you
can see in Figure 1 — the PIC10F20X is a much smaller
beast. With only four I/O pins, one would wonder what
could be done with such a miniscule microcontroller. Take
another deep breath — we’re going up ...

Little Bits

Even though the PIC10F20X microcontrollers are tiny,
there is no reason why the average Microcontroller Joe
can’t put them to use. Believe it or not, you can actually
solder some wire-wrap wire to each of the PIC10F20X’s six
pins and breadboard the little bugger just like you would
any other electronic part. On the other hand, you could
also put together a specialized PIC10F20X printed circuit
board that would include a regulated +5 VDC power source, an ICSP socket, and some LEDs with a breadboard

DECEMBER 2004
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Figure 2. Little Bits is a combination of a regulated 5 VDC 
power supply and a pair of PIC10F206 microcontrollers.

A third PIC10F206 can be programmed and run from the Wells-CTI
SOT-23 programming socket position.Two banks of jumper-selectable

LEDs are included to free you from having to pull out that logic
probe.This photo also shows the dual-row 20-pin female header 

I added to allow easy access to the pair of Little Bits’ 
PIC10F206 microcontrollers.
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Figure 3. The ICSP connector in the schematic is common to all of the PIC10F20X microcontrollers. Jumper blocks allow for 
easy configuration of the Little Bits microcontrollers.
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area. I went with Plan B and assembled the dual
PIC10F206-based development board you see in Figure
2. The design you’re looking at in Figure 2 is called Little
Bits and it can program and run up to three PIC10F206
microcontrollers simultaneously.

As you can see in Figure 2, Little Bits is the classic
implementation of the PIC10F206 microcontroller. Two of
the PIC10F206 microcontrollers can be directly attached

to Little Bits’ onboard banks of LEDs via standard .1 inch
jumper pin sets. There may be situations where you may
not wish to run all of the PIC10F206 microcontrollers 
at the same time. So, power to each individual PIC10F206
is controlled by a VDD jumper, which also allows 
quick individual PIC10F206 or PIC10F20X power-on
resets, depending on which PIC10F20X you have in the
programming socket. 

Speaking of programming sockets ... For those who
need to program a PIC10F20X for use in an external 
circuit, Little Bits is equipped with a Wells-CTI SOT-23
programming socket and a third ICSP interface. The
Wells-CTI socket position can also be used as yet another
PIC10F20X hardstand, as the PIC10F20X I/O pins for the
Wells-CTI position are brought out to a header pin area on
the Little Bits Development Board. Take a close look at
Figure 4 to get a view of the mechanics behind the Wells-
CTI programming/burn-in socket.

Little Bits’ Logic

The PIC10F206 was designed to be a utilitarian
microcontroller that can stand in for standard logic ICs,
generate and manipulate clocks, and perform small, 
programmable tasks. With some help from the HI-TECH
PICC PIC10F20X C compiler, Microchip’s MBLAB, and a
Microchip MPLAB ICD 2, I’ll show you how easy it is to
apply some logic with the PIC10F206 and Little Bits.

Before we begin to code our Little Bits microcon-
trollers, there are some things on the hardware honey-do
list that we need to finish up. As you can see in Figure 3,
the two banks of LEDs that are common to the pair of
permanently mounted PIC10F206s are separated from
the PIC10F206’s I/O pins by a jumper connection. To be
able to see what state each particular I/O pin is in
requires a jumper between the I/O pin and its respective
LED. The problem is that, when an LED is connected to
an I/O pin using a jumper block, there is no way to get
the signal to and from the I/O pin/LED combination, as
the jumper block is obscuring the I/O pin interface. 

To circumvent that problem, I came up with a little Y
connector that consists of a couple of pieces of standard
hook-up wire terminated with three .025 inch square
female terminal post pins (Jameco part number
100765CX). The idea is to connect the PIC10F206 I/O
pin to the LED with the double point of the Y jumper
assembly and feed or receive the I/O signal with the 
single point of the Y jumper assembly. To keep the Y
cable points from coming into electrical contact with
each other, I added a bit of shrink tubing to each of the
exposed points of the Y connector. Y connectors with
and without shrink tubing and their uses are shown in
Figure 5.

Since I’m not pushing a single application here, we’ll
be adding auxiliary supporting hardware as we gain 
altitude with our PIC10F206 projects. So, rather than

Project
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Figure 5. The Y connector is pulling a signal from GP2 of the
PIC10F206 running the TOGGLER program and feeding it into the
input pin (GP3) of the PIC10F206, emulating an inverter.The two
points of the Y allow the viewing of the source logic level changes.

The PIC10F206 inverter’s output is GP2 and is jumpered to an LED
for easy viewing of the inverter output logic state changes.

Figure 4. This is a view of a PIC10F206 in the jaws of the Wells-
CTI programming socket.The orientation of the PIC10F20X parts
inside the programming socket is silk screened on the Little Bits

printed circuit board, just above the programming socket.
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overload the Little Bits bread-
board area, I added a dual-row
20-pin, .1 inch-spaced female
connector (Jameco part number
70826) to my Little Bits to allow
the association and disassocia-
tion of external hardware that is
fitted with a matching set of
dual-row male .025 inch header
posts. This will come in handy
when we teach the PIC10F206
to control external devices and
communicate with the outside
world. 

PIC10F206 as an
Inverter

Let’s begin by casting the
PIC10F206 as an inverter: the
simplest of which is a 7404 or
74XX04, where XX can be HC,
LS, etc. The typical logic inverter
is a two-pin device that consists
of an input and a complementary
output. Since we have four I/O
pins on a PIC10F20X, we can
implement up to two inverter
modules per microcontroller.
So, let’s choose GP3 — the
input-only I/O pin — as our
inverter #1 input and GP2, a 
bi-directional I/O pin, as our
inverter #1 output. 

The reason for choosing
GP3 is rather obvious. The 
reason I chose GP2 as the 
output is because I can leave
the MPLAB ICD 2 connected to
Little Bits and still see the inverter
code function via a LED
patched into the GP2 output pin.
The latest version of MPLAB
IDE includes the ability to reset
the target PIC and release the
reset to the target PIC from within
the MPLAB IDE. Therefore, I can
write my C code, program the
PIC10F206, and start and stop
the PIC10F206’s code execution
all from the same MPLAB IDE
window.

Every bit of code you’ll see
from now on will be C with a HI-
TECH PICC flavor. The HI-TECH
folks are way ahead of the curve

The Ever-Shrinking µµC
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//*********************************************************************
//*  HI-TECH C SOURCE CODE FOR INVERTER MODULE
//*********************************************************************

#include <pic.h>

__CONFIG(MCLRDIS & WDTDIS & UNPROTECT);

void main()
{
TRIS = 0b11111011; //GP2 = output : GP3 = input
FOSC4 = 0; //GP2 = I/O pin
CMCON  = 0b11110111; //comparator off
OPTION = 0b11001111; //pull-ups and wake-up off

while(1) //loop forever
{
if(GPIO & 0b00001000) //look for a high on GP3
GP2 = 0; //GP3 was high

else
GP2 = 1; //GP3 was low

}//while(1)
}//main

//*********************************************************************
//*  RESULTING ASSEMBLER FROM HI-TECH C COMPILER
//*********************************************************************

1                           processor 10F206
2                           opt pw 79
3                           psect __Z18698RS_,global,delta=1
4                           psect

ctext0,local,size=512,class=ENTRY,delta=2
5                           psect config,global,class=CONFIG,delta=2
6                           psect

text0,local,class=CODE,with=ctext0,delta=2
7                           psect text1,local,class=CODE,delta=2

18                           psect __Z18698RS_
19  008                     
20  008                     ;#
21                           
22                           psect config
23  3FF  FEB                dw 4075 ;#
24                           
25                           psect text0
26  1F1                     _main
27                           ;inverter.c: 33: TRIS = 0b11111011;
28  1F1  CFB                movlw -5
29  1F2  006                tris 6
30                           ;inverter.c: 34: FOSC4 = 0;
31  1F3  405                bcf 5,0
32                           ;inverter.c: 35: CMCON = 0b11110111;
33  1F4  CF7                movlw -9
34  1F5  027                movwf 7 ;volatile
35                           ;inverter.c: 36: OPTION = 0b11001111;
36  1F6  CCF                movlw -49
37  1F7  002                option
38                           ;inverter.c: 38: while(1){
39  1F8                     l3
40                           ;inverter.c: 39: if(GPIO & 0b00001000)
41  1F8  766                btfss 6,3 ;volatile
42  1F9  BFC                goto l5
43                           ;inverter.c: 40: GP2 = 0;
44  1FA  446                bcf 6,2
45                           ;inverter.c: 41: else
46  1FB  BF8                goto l3

Listing 1. Chances are you’ll never need to inspect the assembler code that the 
HI-TECH PICC C compiler generates. My purpose of showing it to you here is to 

point out how good the assembled C code really is.

(continued ...)
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and at this writing have the only fully functional
PIC10F20X compiler — C or BASIC. You may be asking
yourself why I’m using C when assembler would be more
compact and efficient. If you are indeed asking yourself
this question, you’re in for a surprise — breathe deeply and
pull back the stick.

The C rendition of our PIC10F206 inverter code is
shown in its entirety in Listing 1. The #include <pic.h>
statement brings in all of the predefined names and loca-
tions that the HI-TECH PICC C compiler needs to associate
the names and locations in our C source code to the

PIC10F206 hardware. In fact, the
pic.h include files bring in a 
specific set of definitions for the
PIC10F206, which is defined in
the very first line of the HI-TECH
PICC C compiler-generated
assembler listing. The __CONFIG
statement sets up the PIC10F206
fuses. If you’ve ever written any
PIC assembler, the only unfamil-
iar parameter is MCLRDIS, which
configures the GP3 line as an I/O
input. Otherwise, GP3 doubles as
the MCLR pin. 

The beginning of our inverter C code simply turns 
off all of the PIC10F206 frills and sets the PIC10F206’s
internal muxes to configure all of the PIC10F206’s four I/O
pins as GPIO. All of the inverter’s working code lies
between the while(1) braces. The while(1){} construct
forms an endless loop. Within the endless loop, we are
simply looking at GP3 and toggling GP2 in the opposite
logical direction of what we see at GP3.

I’ve also provided the assembler listing that is generated
by the HI-TECH PICC C compiler. I’ve eliminated the line
numbers that did not contain any useful information for
our discussion. The HI-TECH PICC C compiler collects like
kinds of data in what are called psects or program 
sections. Without going into great detail, lines 3-7 and 
18 define the psects. It’s a logical process and you can see
the names and types of program sections in the actual
assembler code that are defined within the initial psect
statements. 

The HI-TECH PICC C compiler linker uses the psects
to group like kinds of data into their appropriate memory
areas of the PIC10F206. For instance, code in the psect
text0 and psect text1 areas is placed in the PIC10F206’s
ROM (program Flash) area. Note that configuration 
fuse data is located in the CONFIG psect. Don’t get too
wrapped up about psects, as we’re going to let the compiler
automatically handle them for the PIC10F206.

Take a look at the very last line of Listing 1. You’ll
notice that the locations of labels 13 and 15 are listed.
Also, note that the actual program code is placed into the
PIC10F206 program memory, beginning at physical
address 0x1F1, which is logically program location
0x0000. That may seem odd, but the HI-TECH PICC 
C compiler purposely puts things where they are for 
efficiency.

You’ve seen the mnemonics shown in the assembler
listing beginning at _main in your own PIC assembler pro-
grams. Note that the binary numeric arguments in the C
source are treated as negative 2’s complement binary
numbers in the assembler source statements. When using
signed binary arithmetic, the most significant bit is used as
a sign bit with 1 signifying a negative number and 0 
indicating the number is positive. For instance,

Project
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47  1FC                     l5
48                           ;inverter.c: 42: GP2 = 1;
49  1FC  546                bsf 6,2
50                           ;inverter.c: 43: }
51  1FD  BF8                goto l3
52                           
53                           psect text1
54  0000                     

HI-TECH Software PICC Macro Assembler V8.05
Symbol Table                                          Fri Aug 20 13:44:07 2004

l3 01F8           l5 01FC        _main 01F1        start 0000

(Listing 1, continued)
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0b11111011 is the 2’s comple-
ment representation of -5. If that
is true, then the negative number
2’s compliment rule states that
— if I invert every bit within
0b11111011 and add 1 — I
should be able to add the inverted
result of the original number
(0b00000101 or +5) to the orig-
inal number (0b11111011 or -5)
and end up with 0. Let’s try that:

11111011 original
+     00000101 flipped + 1

100000000

What’s up with that? My TI
Voyage 200 in binary mode indi-
cates the same answer, which is
decimal 256. Remember, we’re
only working with eight bits. The
carry of a 1 out to the ninth bit
indicates that the result of the
binary addition is positive. In
this case, the binary addition
result of 0 (0b00000000) is 
considered positive. No carry
out of the ninth bit would leave
the most significant bit at 1, 
indicating a negative result. 

Let’s get back to how the
inverter code operates. The
inverter assembler code is very
tight. The C source statements
are followed by their assembler
counterparts. Do you think 
you could have written the
assembler code from scratch
any better than the C compiler
did? For those of you who 
nodded your heads yes, let’s
add that second inverter.

The dual-inverter C source
in Listing 2 is quite a bit different
than our simple single inverter
code. GP0 has been assigned as
the input for Inverter #2 with
GP1 acting as the inverter #2
output. The rest of the code is
simply looking at GPIO and 
testing for every possible logical
combination of the input pins:
GP0 and GP3. The result of the
switch (GPIO & 0b00001001)
statement determines which
case statement will execute. All
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//*********************************************************************
//*  HI-TECH C SOURCE CODE FOR DUAL INVERTER MODULE
//*********************************************************************
void main()
{
TRIS = 0b11111001; //GP3 = input #1 : GP2 = output #1

//GP0 = input #2 : GP1 = output #2
FOSC4 = 0; //GP2 is an I/O pin
CMCON  = 0b11110111; //comparator off:pullups off:wakeup off
OPTION = 0b11001111; //prescaler assigned to WDT

while(1) //loop forever
{
switch(GPIO & 0b00001001)
{
case 0b00000000: //inverter #1 input = LOW
GP1 = 1; //inverter #2 input = LOW
GP2 = 1;
break;

case 0b00000001: //inverter #1 input = LOW
GP1 = 0; //inverter #2 input = HIGH
GP2 = 1;
break;

case 0b00001000: //inverter #1 input = HIGH
GP1 = 1; //inverter #2 input = LOW
GP2 = 0;
break;

case 0b00001001: //inverter #1 input = HIGH
GP1 = 0; //inverter #2 input = HIGH
GP2 = 0;
break;

}//switch
}//while(1)

}//main

//*********************************************************************
//*  RESULTING ASSEMBLER FROM HI-TECH C COMPILER
//*********************************************************************

1                           processor 10F206
2                           opt pw 79
3                           psect __Z18698RS_,global,delta=1
4                           psect

ctext0,local,size=512,class=ENTRY,delta=2
5                           psect config,global,class=CONFIG,delta=2
6                           psect

text0,local,class=CODE,with=ctext0,delta=2
7                           psect text1,local,class=CODE,delta=2
8                           psect

temp,global,ovrld,class=BANK0,space=1,delta=1
19                           psect __Z18698RS_
20  00C                     
21  00C                     ;#
22                           
23                           psect config
24  3FF  FEB                dw 4075 ;#
25                           
26                           psect text0
27  1D8                     _main
28                           ;dual_inverter.c: 52: TRIS = 0b11111001;
29  1D8  CF9                movlw -7
30  1D9  006                tris 6
31                           ;dual_inverter.c: 53: FOSC4 = 0;
32  1DA  405                bcf 5,0
33                           ;dual_inverter.c: 54: CMCON = 0b11110111;
34  1DB  CF7                movlw -9

Listing 2. It would defeat the purpose of using C, but you could actually write your application
in C and then look at the generated assembler to figure out how to write that same 

application more efficiently with assembler.

The Ever-Shrinking µµC

(continued ...)
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of the possible logical combina-
tions of the inverter pair outputs
are found within the four case
statements.

The assembler code for our
dual inverter is a bit more hairy, as
well. The big picture is that the
code immediately jumps to label
16 and gathers the states of the
inverter input pins. The code then
jumps to label l30004, where the
inverter logic is performed.
Depending on the outcome of the
logic computation, the program
then jumps to the appropriate case
statement — beginning at label 17
— and sets the inverter pair output
pins. 

I’ve taken the liberty of placing
the compiler build output at the
bottom of Listing 2 to show you
where everything is located within
the PIC10F206. Note the psect
temp and the reservation of four
bytes of memory beginning at
SRAM location 0x008. Do you still
think you can write better assem-
bler code than that produced by
the HI-TECH PICC C compiler? If
you’re still nodding yes, you had
better turn on that electric flying
suit. We’re gaining altitude.

I think you have the idea now.
You're all checked out on the
PIC10F controls and we're flying
level. That flight suit is pretty warm
right now, but I don't want your feet
to get cold. So, go aft and find that
pair of wool-lined flight boots
because, next time, we're going to
be gaining even more altitude. So
far, we've looked at the PIC10F, a
hardware platform called Little
Bits, the HI-TECH C Compiler that
drives them, and an inverter 
application. 

Next time — as we pull the
yoke back — we'll fly through 
coding a two-input and three-input
AND gate. I'll also describe how to
construct various other logic gates
using the PIC10F microcontroller.
When we've flown through logic
gate altitude, I'll show you how to
code a D FLIP-FLOP. The air will be
thin, but we'll keep climbing and
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35  1DC  027                movwf 7 ;volatile
36                           ;dual_inverter.c: 55: OPTION = 0b11001111;
37  1DD  CCF                movlw -49
38  1DE  002                option
39                           ;dual_inverter.c: 57: while(1){
40  1DF  BF6                goto l6
41                           ;dual_inverter.c: 58: switch(GPIO &

0b00001001)
42  1E0                     l7
43                           ;dual_inverter.c: 59: {
44                           ;dual_inverter.c: 61: GP1 = 1;
45  1E0  526                bsf 6,1
46  1E1  BE3                goto L1
47                           ;dual_inverter.c: 62: GP2 = 1;
48                           ;dual_inverter.c: 63: break;
49  1E2                     l8
50                           ;dual_inverter.c: 64: case 0b00000001:
51                           ;dual_inverter.c: 65: GP1 = 0;
52  1E2  426                bcf 6,1
53  1E3                     L1
54                           ;dual_inverter.c: 66: GP2 = 1;
55  1E3  546                bsf 6,2
56                           ;dual_inverter.c: 67: break;
57  1E4  BF6                goto l6
58  1E5                     l9
59                           ;dual_inverter.c: 68: case 0b00001000:
60                           ;dual_inverter.c: 69: GP1 = 1;
61  1E5  526                bsf 6,1
62  1E6  BE8                goto L2
63                           ;dual_inverter.c: 70: GP2 = 0;
64                           ;dual_inverter.c: 71: break;
65  1E7                     l10
66                           ;dual_inverter.c: 72: case 0b00001001:
67                           ;dual_inverter.c: 73: GP1 = 0;
68  1E7  426                bcf 6,1
69  1E8                     L2
70                           ;dual_inverter.c: 74: GP2 = 0;
71  1E8  446                bcf 6,2
72  1E9  BF6                goto l6
73  1EA                     l30004
74  1EA  20A                movf btemp+2,w
75  1EB  643                btfsc 3,2
76  1EC  BE0                goto l7
77  1ED  F01                xorlw 1
78  1EE  643                btfsc 3,2
79  1EF  BE2                goto l8
80  1F0  F09                xorlw 9
81  1F1  643                btfsc 3,2
82  1F2  BE5                goto l9
83  1F3  F01                xorlw 1
84  1F4  643                btfsc 3,2
85  1F5  BE7                goto l10
86                           ;dual_inverter.c: 75: break;
87  1F6                     l6
88  1F6  206                movf 6,w ;volatile
89  1F7  E09                andlw 9
90  1F8  02A                movwf btemp+2
91  1F9  06B                clrf btemp+3
92  1FA  20B                movf btemp+3,w
93  1FB  643                btfsc 3,2
94  1FC  BEA                goto l30004
95  1FD  BF6                goto l6
96                           
97                           psect text1
98  0000                     

136                           psect temp

(Listing 2, continued)

Project
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write some PIC10F pulse generation code.
When you think the contrails can't get any
thicker, pull out that Digital Filter
Development Board because I'm going to
pair it with the Little Bits Development Board
to show you how easy it is to code RS-232
routines that run on the world's smallest
microcontroller.  NV

137  008                     btemp
138  008                     ds 4

Psect Usage Map:

Psect    | Contents                    | Memory Range
---------|-----------------------------|--------------------
init     | Initialization code         | $0000 - $0000
end_init | Initialization code         | $0001 - $0001
text     | Program and library code    | $01D8 - $01FD
vectors  | Reset vector                | $01FE - $01FE
temp     | Temporary RAM data          | $0008 - $000B
config   | User-programmed CONFIG bits | $03FF - $03FF

Memory Usage Map:

Program ROM   $0000 - $0001  $0002 (     2) words
Program ROM   $01D8 - $01FE  $0027 (    39) words

$0029 (    41) words total Program ROM 
Bank 0 RAM    $0008 - $000B  $0004 (     4) bytes total Bank 0 RAM  
Config Data   $03FF - $03FF  $0001 (     1) words total Config Data 

Program statistics:
Total ROM used       41 words (8.0%)
Total RAM used        4 bytes (16.7%)

The Ever-Shrinking µµC
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(Listing 2, continued)

HI-TECH Software
HI-TECH PICC C compiler

www.htsoft.com

Microchip
MPLAB ICE 2000

PIC10F206
MPLAB IDE 

www.microchip.com

EDTP Electronics, Inc.
Little Bits 

Digital Filter Development Board
www.edtp.com

Resources

37Circle #55 on the Reader Service Card.
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Ihave designed this project for photographers who
want to activate their cameras from a distance. It can
be used for Canon SLR (Single Lens Reflex) cameras,

like the Canon EOS66, EOS88, EOS500N, EOS3,
EOS33, and the latest digital Canon EOS300D — which is
a professional digital camera. The range of this remote is
approximately 15 feet.

This project features a simple, small unit and full-use
capabilities for arial, wildlife, and physically dangerous
photography.

There are two components to this project. The first 
is the transmitter and the second is the receiver. The
transmitter is based on the SM5021B IC and the receiver
is based on the SM5032B IC. These two ICs are specifically
made for infrared media.

Transmitter

Figure 1 is an infrared transmitter for a camera. An
SM5021B IC is the heart of the transmitter; this IC is 
available in 16-pin DIP and SO packages. This little,
handy encoder is made for infrared transmission media

with 38 kHz generated internally.
Circuit BT1 has a 3 VDC power supply. Two AA or

AAA batteries can be used. C1 is a supply filter; J1 and
J2 are jumpers that are used to set the code for the
product. SW1 is a double action switch; this special
switch is mainly made for camera applications. It is 
not easily found, but a link to a supplier is provided. C1,
C2, and Y1 resonate to internally generate the 38 kHz
oscillator. D2 is a 5 mm LED, which indicates the 
transmission.

Q1, Q2, and R2 drive the infrared LED, and R1 limits
its current. Figure 2 shows the circuit configuration for the
double action switch and shows how the switch works.

Receiver

Look at Figure 3 to see the receiver. TSOP1738 is a
miniature 38 kHz infrared receiver for remote control
applications, R1 is to control the current to U1, and 
C2 is the power supply filter. Q1, R3, and R2 are for
inverting the data coming from U1. U2 is the SM5032B
decoder. 

Focus on the Shot,
Not the Shutter

A Clever Remote Trigger for Your SLR Camera

Project by Rajkumar Sharma

Figure 1. Schematic of the IR transmitter.
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C3 and R5 are the internal 
oscillators. D1 is a 5 mm, green
LED for supply indication. R4 is 
the current limiting resistor for the
LED. R7, Q2, R6, and Q3 drive the
internal LED of the photomos 
relay. R8 and R9 are current 
limiting resistors for the photomos
relays and the internal LEDs. 

U3 is a photomos relay with two
switches inside. The internal circuit of
the photomos relay is shown in
Figure 4.

Here, you may want to use
electromechanical relays, but
there will be some problems.
It will draw more current and
the response time will be too
slow.

To avoid all these problems,
I have used a photomos relay
because the camera will be
completely isolated from the
remote receiver. It’s also 
small and has a great response
time.

How It Works

The function of the circuit
is very simple. A half-press of
the first switch (A) will drive
SM5021B pin 3 low. The IC will
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ma Focus on the Shot, Not the Shutter

Figure 2. Behavior of the double action switch.

IR RX Vishay Data Sheets
www.vishay.com/docs/82030/82030.pdf

Infrared LED
www.vishay.com/docs/81006/81006.pdf

www.vishay.com/docs/81008/81008.pdf

www.fairchildsemi.com/parametric/
results.jsp?command=eq&attr1=

Product+Category&attr2=:
Optoelectronics:Infrared:Emitting+

Diodes:&render=1

Double Action Tact Switch
www.singatron.com/SWITCH/SWITCH/

KTL.pdf
www3.alps.co.jp/indexpdf_switches-

e.html

Photo MOS Relay
www.cosmo-ic.com/pdf/Kaqw210.pdf

www.crydom.com/pdf/
G2-Dual_Form_A.pdf

2.5 mm Stereo Plug
www.amabilidade2002.com/

plugsjacks16.htm

Encoder/Decoder (SM5021B, SM5032B)
www.samhop.com.tw/home.htm

Links for Components Sourcing

Figure 3. Schematic of the IR receiver.
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transmit the data with a 38 kHz carrier.
At the receiver, TSOP1738 will receive the data,

demodulate and feed it to Q1. Q1 will invert the data and

feed it to IC SM5032B, which will compare the
code from the jumper setting. If the jumper
setting is the same, it will give a high pulse to
Q3, Q3 will switch on the internal LED of the
photomos relay, and the other side of the relay
— between pins 7 and 8 — will be shot. It will
set the focus and aperture of camera and —
when you completely press the switch, SW1
(B) — this will drive pin 4 of SM5021B low and
the same receiver will get the data. SM5032B
pin 4 will be high and it will switch on Q3 and
cause the LED of the photomos relay to 
glow. The other side of the photomos relay —
pins 5 and 6 — will also be shot and the 
shutter will fire.

So, basically, when you half-press the
camera’s button, this will set the aperture and focus;
when you completely press the switch, the camera will
fire. NV

Project

Rajkumar Sharma can be reached at raj079@yahoo.com 
or raj@sharmafesco.com

About the Author
Transmitter Parts
R1 4.7 Ω 1/4 W
R2 1K 1/4 W
C1 10 µF 25 V electrolytic
C2, C3 100 pF disc
U1 SM5021B decoder
Q1, Q2 BC547 NPN transistor
D1 IR LED,Vishay TSAL4400
D2 5 mm red LED
Y1 455 kHz resonator
BT1 Two AA or AAA batteries
J1,J2 Jumper
SW1 Double action switch

Receiver Parts
R1 47 Ω (all resistors are 1/4 W)
R2 10K
R3 3.3K
R4 330 Ω
R5 43K
R6, R7 4.7K
R8, R9 220 Ω
C1,C2 4.7 µF 25 V
C3 1,000 pF disc
U1 PIN diode,Vishay TSOP1738
U2 SM5032B
U3 KAQW210 photomos relay
Q1-Q3 BC547 NPN transistor
D1 5 mm red LED
P1 2.5 mm stereo plug
Battery Four AA or AAA batteries
J1, J2 Jumper
SW ON/OFF switch

Parts List

Figure 4. The completed prototypes.
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3 Input 100MHz Analog DSO
Classic Analog Scope using a standard 
x1/x10 BNC probe. Additional inputs on the 
POD for dual channel operation.

8 Channel 40MS/s Logic Analyzer
Capture digital signals down to 25nS
with arbitrary trigger patterns.

8 + 1 Mixed Signal Scope
True MSO to capture an analog waveform 
time-synchronized with an 8 channel logic 
pattern triggered from any source.

Real-Time Spectrum Analyzer
See the spectrum and waveform of analog 
signals simultaneously and in real-time

Waveform Generator
Load up to 32K arbitrary waveform and replay 
via the onboard DAC (10MS/s) or a digital 
pattern from the POD (40MS/s)

Standard 1M/20pF BNC Input
200uV-20V/div with x10 probe
S/W select AC/DC coupling
S/W select 50ohm termination
Arbitrary Waveform Generator

BitScope and your PC provide an array of Virtual Instruments

BitScope DSO 1.2 software for Windows and Linux

BitScope "Smart POD" Connector
8 logic channels, 2 analog channels
Dual channel capture from POD A/B
Async serial I/O for external control
Logic Pattern generator 32K 40MS/s

BUS Powered USB 2.0 Device
Single USB cable to your PC
Compressed data transmission
Simple ASCII control protocol
BitScope Scripting Language

BitScope Pocket Analyzer uses highly integrated Surface Mount
technology to provide functionality you would expect from scopes
many times the size and price. Its programmable Virtual Machine
architecture means new functionality can be added via software.
For custom Data Acquisition, export directly to your spreadsheet.

External/Passthru Power Supply
Auto senses an external supply -
removes power load from USB
for use with unpowered hubs.
Supplies up to 500mA via POD

• R&D

• Education

• Robotics

• Lab Scope

• Fast DAQ

• Service

• Debug

See inside your circuit in the analog and digital domains at the same time to
make tracking down those elusive real-time bugs much easier.

Pocket Analyzer combines a high speed sample-synchronized storage scope
and logic analyzer with a programmable waveform and logic pattern generator.
Also included is an integrated real-time spectrum analyzer and powered "Smart
POD" expansion interface so you've got all bases covered!

About the same size and weight as a Pocket PC, this USB powered BitScope
needs no bulky accessories. It's the perfect low cost "go anywhere" test and
debug solution.

USB Oscilloscope & Logic Analyzer
The new generation Scope

for the age of microelectronics.

�

�

�

�

�

www.bitscope.com

Turn your PC or NoteBook into a powerful Scope and Logic Analyzer!

$295
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There are 656 muscles in the human body and all
of them generate a small voltage potential when
they are activated. This voltage — which is called

myoelectricity or EMG — is present on the surface of the
skin surrounding the muscle. The detection of this signal
is important in both clinical medicine and medical
research.

Reaction time, for example, can be measured by 
noting the time lag between a stimulus and the onset of
EMG activity. Audible EMG monitoring has been used
experimentally in training athletes, on animals, etc. (Note:
Do not test the Muscle Whistler on pets or other animals.)
It has been hypothesized that athletes can learn compli-
cated, coordinated muscle skills faster by listening to their
muscles during training.

The Muscle Whistler — described here — can monitor
many of the muscles in the body, producing a whistling
tone each time a muscle is activated.

Try it, for instance, with the electrodes on the
biceps muscle (upper arm) while lifting a heavy object.
Signals can also be picked up with the electrodes on
the triceps (back of upper arm) when you try to push
something. The flexor muscles (on the front of the

lower arm) are active when you clench your fist and 
the gastrocnemius muscle (in the calf) is active when
you stand on your toes. You may be surprised to 
hear muscle activity even when you think a muscle is
relaxed. This is called “muscle tone” and is characteristic
of all muscles.

Whether you listen to the Muscle Whistler to monitor
the force generated by your muscles, measure your 
reaction time, or improve your golf swing, this project will
provide an entertaining introduction to an important area
of medical electronics.

Theory of Circuit Design

Operational amplifier IC1 is a very high gain 
differential amplifier whose gain (sensitivity) is controlled
by feedback potentiometer R6, R15. The differential input
to the op-amp is picked up by the electrodes applied to
the skin. 

Unijunction transistor Q3 is wired in the classical
UJT oscillator configuration with capacitor C5 deter-
mining the frequency and the emitter-collector resist-
ance of Q2 (with limiting resistor R12) acting as the

charging resistor. The
interelement resistance
of Q2 is a function of
the applied base current
and the voltage to move
this current is stored in
capacitor C4, which is
charged up by amplifier
Q1. The size of the
steady-state charge on
C4 is determined by the
settings of potentiome-
ters R9 and R16.

When a muscle 
voltage is amplified by
IC1 and fed to Q1, the
collector voltage on Q1
varies, thus changing
the charge on C4.

This, in turn, varies
the UJT oscillator 
frequency. The speaker
and R14 form the load
for Q3 and the audible

Build the Muscle Whistler
Listen to the “Tone” of Your Biceps

Project by Craig Sellen

Figure 1. Schematic of the Muscle Whistler.
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tone consists of a series of spikes, each occurring as the
UJT fires.

Construction

The circuit of the Muscle Whistler is shown in Figure
1. The prototype was built on a piece of perf board,
though any other method may also be used. The 
components are either mounted on small clips or the
leads may be soldered directly underneath the board. A
14-pin dual in-line socket that is only half used may be
used for the IC, if desired. The input connector (J1), the
speaker, the zero and sensitivity potentiometers (R9 
and R6, respectively), and the on-off switch (S1) are
mounted on the front panel of the selected chassis box.
A conventional three-lead microphone jack with an 
associated three-lead microphone connector and a few
feet of three-lead cable are used to connect the muscle
electrodes to the circuit. 

The electrodes are fashioned from two screws,
mounted 3 or 4 inches apart on a narrow piece of 
plastic, as shown in Figure 2. A third screw — midway
between the other two — forms the ground electrode.
Solder lugs under the nuts are used to connect the three
color-coded leads from the circuit. The center screw is
longer than the other two so that a knob or handle can
be attached. 

Operation

With power applied to the circuit, adjust R9 so that
there is no output from the speaker when there is no input
signal. The output varies from a whistle down to a series of
slow clicks. Adjust R9 until the clicks just stop. When the
sensitivity control, R6, is turned up slightly, touching one
of the end electrodes on the muscle probe should cause
the circuit to squeal due to an imbalance in the op-amp 
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Figure 2. Typical electrode mounting scheme.

33955 Harper Ave.

RJL Systems, Inc.

Clinton Twp, MI 48035

1−800−528−4513
www.realanalog.com

Operates from any battery or bench 6 to 12 VDC power supply

CCS PIC-C sample code and schematics provided (CD ROM)

In-circuit programming and debugging (RJ-12 connector)

4 line X 20 character (blue)  display with white LED

Isolated 8 channel analog mux (single ended)

Isolated RS-232C communications (115.2 Kbps max)

Hard wired development area with access to all power

RJL Systems has a 25 year history in medical devices

Bipolar 16 bit ADC (+/-  1.5000 volts FS 100K SPS)

Isolated 9 digital PIC I/O pins with buffered LED indicators

and is proud to announce an analog development board

for engineers and hobbyists who demand accurate 

signal processing for display and communications.

Isolated power supplies (+/-  5.0V analog and 5.0V digital)

Screw terminals for convenient wiring to external devices

for precision

16 bit analog development
with a PIC 16F876

instrumentation applications
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circuit. (It is actually picking up the field created by the 60
Hz power line.)

However, when both electrodes are touching the 
skin, virtually all of this ambient noise is rejected by the 
differential amplifier.

Make sure that good electrical contact is made
between the electrodes and the skin. Use a commercial
electrode paste or make your own by mixing salt, water,
and flour into a pasty consistency. The paste is rubbed
into the area of skin where the electrodes are to be
applied.

Before the electrodes are placed against the skin,
partially set R6 up and be sure R9 is adjusted to give no
output. Then, place the electrodes against the skin.
There will be a change in the tone of the output. Adjust
R9 just below the oscillation point and adjust R6 until the
output changes frequency as the muscle is activated.
Each time the muscle is flexed, the whistle changes 
frequency. The tenser the muscle, the higher the 
frequency is; the more relaxed the muscle, the lower the
frequency will be. NV

R1-R3 10K
R4, R5 1M
R6, R9 500K potentiometer
R7 330K
R8 33K
R10 27K
R11, R12 1K
R13 470 Ω
R14 91 Ω
R15, R16 510K

C1-C3, C5 0.1 µF disc
C4 5 µF 16 V electrolytic

IC1 741N op-amp
Q1 2N3904
Q2 2N3906
Q3 2N4870 or 2N4871 (available from Mouser

Electronics at www.mouser.com)

B1, B2 9 V battery
J1 Three-pin microphone connector and plug
S1 DPST switch
SP 8 Ω speaker

Misc: battery connectors, battery mounting clips, knobs, IC
sockets (optional), three lead cables or two lead cables with
ground shield, plastic strip for electrodes, solder lugs,
electrode hardware, conducting paste, perf-board, etc.

Parts List

Project
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Circle #78 on the Reader Service Card.

Circle #108 on the Reader Service Card.
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MANUFACTURERS - We Purchase EXCESS INVENTORIES... Call, Write, E-MAIL or Fax YOUR LIST.

ORDER TOLL FREE  1-800-826-5432

NO MINIMUM ORDER • All Orders Can Be Charged to Visa, Mastercard, American Express or Discover • Checks and Money Orders Accepted by Mail •
Orders Delivered in the State of California must include California State Sales Tax • NO C.O.D • Shipping and Handling $6.00 for the 48 Continental United
States - ALL OTHERS including Alaska, Hawaii, P.R. and Canada Must Pay Full Shipping  •  Quantities Limited  •  Prices Subject to change without notice.

MAIL ORDERS TO:
ALL ELECTRONICS CORP.

P.O. BOX 567 • VAN NUYS, CA 91408-0567

FAX  (818) 781-2653 • INFO (818) 904-0524

E-MAIL allcorp@allcorp.com

Shop ON-LINE www.allelectronics.com

QUALITY Parts   
FAST Shipping   

DISCOUNT Pricing
CALL, WRITE, FAX or E-MAIL
for a FREE 96 page catalog. 

Outside the U.S.A. send $3.00 postage.

ALL
ELECTRONICS
ALL
ELECTRONICS
C O R P O R A T I O N

LI-ION PRISMATIC CELL
Originally 
marketed as 
Christmas 
lights, these 
LED 
covered 
bars make excellent attention-getting market-
ing displays or disco-type lighting. In-line pat-
tern generator provides more than 24 different
light effects including chasing, burst, wagon
wheel, rain fall, progressive and pulsating.
Each 11 foot long circuit has 20 bars and can-
not be daisy-chained. The green 6.5" long
bars each have 8 leds: 2 red, yellow, amber
and green (160 LEDs total). Each bar has two
mounting holes. Includes 5 Vdc 2 Amp wall
power supply.   CAT# LVL-2

SOLAR CELLS w/ CHARGING
CIRCUIT  -  3 LED’S
Here's a great 
start for a solar 
cell project. From 
not-yet-assembled 
solar-powered garden 
lights, these assemblies 
include two glass photovoltaic cells mounted
on a plastic base. Output is approximately
2.6 Vdc @ 25 mA in bright sunlight. Under
the photocells is a bracket for a two cell
rechargeable AA pack & a small circuit board
with three red LEDs. There is a photoresistor
on top of the panel between the solar cells
to sense light and dark conditions. In day-
light the cells charge the battery. When it
gets dark, the LEDs light. These are working
units but the batteries packs are old and
may not take a charge. Our two AA cell nick-
el-metal-hydride pack, CAT# NMH-2AA
($2.00 ea.) is a good replacement. Solar cell
surface area: 3.78" X 1.98".  CAT# SPL-05  

$450
each

10 for $4.25 each
100 for $4.00 each

$550
eachCase of 12 for $4.75 each

3-INPUT AUDIO/ VIDEO
SWITCHER

Recoton / Jensen #JV500. 
Connect up to three audio/ video components,
VCR, DVD, video game, etc, to your television
RCA inputs. Rotary selector switch on front
panel of switch. Includes a 6 ft. 3-conductor,
video / stereo audio cable with RCA plugs.
New units in original packaging, but the pack-
aging may be old or scuffed. 
CAT# AVS-500

FAN-COOLED 6-12 VDC MOTOR
Smooth, powerful DC motor 
with internal cooling fan. 
Operates on 3-12 Vdc. 
11,500 RPM @ 6Vdc, 
1.35 Amps. 1.45" dia. x 
2.25" long. 0.125" diameter 
flatted shaft is 0.7" long. Two threaded mount-
ing holes on face of motor on 1" mounting cen-
ters. Solder lug terminals.   CAT# DCM-231

$375
each

10 for $3.50 each
75 for $3.00 each

LED LIGHT SHOW, 20 BARS

SPDT MINI-SLIDE SWITCH,
RIGHT ANGLE, PC MOUNT
Body size: 0.45" X 0.22" X 0.20" high. 
CAT# SSW-42

for5100 for 12¢ each 75¢

$375
each

Polystor #340948. 3.7 Volt, 
1200 mAh lithium-ion cell. 
Low-profile, high-density 
rechargeable cell, ideal for 
applications where space is 
a factor. 1.35" x 0.34" x 1.89" 
Can handle up to 2 Amp dis-
charge rate. Built-in shutdown separator and
rupture vent. Spec sheet including charge
and discharge rates on our web site. UL rec-
ognized.   CAT# LBAT-43

24 CHARACTER X 2 LINE LCD
w/ EL BACKLIGHT, USED
24 character x 2 line LCD 
with electroluminescent 
backlight. 0.64" x 
3.7" viewing 
area. Module 
size, 1.53" x 4.7". 
Includes a detachable 7" ribbon cable with 14
contact socket connector and 5" leads on the
el terminals. Removed, in good condition,
from used equipment.  CAT# LCD-107

$400
each

10 for $3.50 each

$750
each

10 for $3.50 each
100 for $3.00 each

"BED-O-NAILS" TEST CLIPS 
J.S. Popper "Bed-of-nails" test 
clips with insulating boots 
on approximately 46" 
long leads. Bed-of-
nails clips have 
multiple spikes 
in the middle 
of the clip 
enabling measure-
ment through insulated wire. The jaws at the
front of the clip grab and hold securely to
plugs or terminals. The leads are stranded
copper litz wire with red and black woven cloth
insulation. Leads were cut from new equip-
ment and may require a crimp terminal to facil-
itate attachment.   CAT# ALG-22

$500
each

10 for $4.50 each
50 for $4.00 each

X-BOX POWER SUPPLY
Mineba, NMB Technologies 
Corp# MS001A096EMJ. 
Replacement power 
supply for Microsoft 
Xbox, v. 1.0-1.1. 
Open-frame supply, 
8.25" x 2.55" x 1.55" high. 
UL, CE.   CAT# PS-96 $935

each
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I’ve always been interested in photography and, when
I first saw an advertisement for a “key chain digital
camera,” I had to get one. In fact, I got two, since 

they were inexpensive and so small that I figured I would
lose one.

After playing with them for a while, I decided to see if
I could get one to fit into a park-flyer electric R/C airplane
or model rocket. The size and weight of the camera were
suitable, but it was designed to operate in your hand, not
remotely or automatically. Since I only had $25.00 invested
in the camera, I set about dissecting it to turn it into a
sequence camera.

Why Digital?

I have seen R/C airplanes modified to carry video
cameras and transmitters, but — if you don’t absolutely
need to have full motion video — a digital camera has a
few advantages.

First, power consumption is lower, since the digital
camera stores the data rather than transmitting it,
although the camera burns through AAA batteries pretty
quickly. In addition, there are no concerns about the
video transmitter interfering with the airplane’s control
receiver. Second, the image resolution is higher — 640 x
480 pixels versus the typical 320 x 240 pixels for video
cameras. Third, there’s no degradation of the digital
image, as you might experience with a transmitted 

video signal. 
Finally, if your landing is non-survivable, the replace-

ment cost of the digital camera is low.

Hacking the Camera

To turn your digital camera into a sequence camera,
first remove the battery cover and the stickers inside the
battery compartment.

Next, pry off the clear plastic panel on the front of the
camera that covers the display and the camera lens (it is
held on with double-sided tape). Remove the screw under
this panel and then gently pry apart the front and rear
halves of the case.

Once inside the case, remove the screw holding the
mounting bracket for the key chain and discard the entire
assembly, then remove the two screws holding the circuit
board to the case.

Finally, remove and discard the view finder assembly,
since it won’t be needed and just adds weight.

Observe the “top” side of the circuit board with the
LCD and the camera lens (Figure 1). On the upper-left
side of the board is the shutter switch with two leads;
momentarily grounding the right-hand lead causes the
camera to capture an image. Solder a wire to this lead
with a fine-tipped soldering iron, making sure not to
bridge the solder to adjacent components or the switch
body. Solder a ground wire to one of the large solder

Digital R/C Airplane
Camera

Aerial Digital Photography in a Snap

Project by Dan Gravatt

Figure 1. Modifications to the shutter switch. Figure 2. CMOS 555 timer circuit.
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pads that holds the USB
connector body to the
circuit board.

Also in the upper-left
corner of the board is a
glass diode — just to 
the right of the USB 
connector. The cathode
(banded) end of the
diode is connected to the
positive supply voltage,
so solder a wire there to
power the timer circuit.
Route the three wires out
of the hole where the 
key chain mounting
bracket used to be and
reassemble the camera
case. You may want to leave the clear plastic front panel
off to save weight.

In addition, you may want to place a piece of polarizing
film over the lens to cut down on glare from water or the
sun itself.

The Timer Circuit

Figure 2 shows a simple CMOS 555 timer circuit that
outputs a short, negative-going pulse at an adjustable
interval of several seconds to trigger the camera’s shutter.
The CMOS part’s wide supply voltage range is needed for
this application more than its low power consumption,
since the camera operates on 3.3 volts internally via a 
voltage-doubler circuit. 

Diode D1 is included as a precaution to prevent
unwanted interactions between the timer and the camera.
Solder the power supply, ground, and pulse output 
connections from the timer circuit to the corresponding
wires from the digital camera and fabricate some sort of
enclosure to prevent the circuit from shorting against any
adjacent parts inside the airplane. (If you’re handy with
surface mount parts, you may be able to build this circuit
inside the camera body.) 

Pop the AAA battery into the camera and press the
“Mode” switch on the front once. The display should
show “26” and, after a few seconds, the camera should
beep as it takes its first picture; the display should now
show “25.” Set the interval between pictures to whatever
you desire by adjusting the variable resistor in the timer
circuit.

Modifying
the
Aircraft

The airplane I have is an entry level, three-channel
electric model called an Aerobird. It’s my first plane and
has demonstrated remarkable durability, considering its
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Figure 3. Moving parts in the plane to make room.

Figure 4. An actual image from a flight!

The best place to find an inexpensive key chain camera changes
all the time.The best thing to do is just type "key chain digital
camera" into the Google search engine at www.google.com

For Your Info

Circle #85 on the Reader Service Card.
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purchase price (which was low) and my piloting skills 
(also low).

It also has a fair amount of space in the fuselage,
which is filled with Styrofoam blocks that hold the 
battery pack in place. By moving the battery forward as
far as it will go and fabricating a smaller Styrofoam block
to hold it in place, the camera will fit snugly on its end on
the port side of the fuselage, behind the battery, with the
wires and timer circuit on top (Figure 3). Make a hole in
the fuselage opposite the lens so the camera can see 
out and make another hole opposite the “Mode” button
so you can turn on the camera once you’re ready to
take off.

For other types of R/C aircraft, the modifications
should be similar. If you have space, installing the camera
horizontally rather than vertically is preferable. Just make
sure the camera can’t slide around and has a clear view
out of the fuselage.

I Can See My House From Here!

I advise that you become proficient at flying whatever
plane you end up installing the camera in prior to taking
your first aerial photography flight. Be prepared to trim
the pitch and yaw, since the camera will change the 
center of gravity of the plane; you may want to pre-trim
the plane before flight if you know its flight characteristics
well.

Once you’ve landed, extract the camera and turn it off
to save battery power, then download the photos.
Depending on your camera’s orientation in the plane, you
may have to rotate them with image editing software so
that up is really up. Then you can enjoy the view from a
few hundred feet, such as this picture of a reservoir near
my house (Figure 4).

Advanced Camera Controller

I plan to build a more sophisticated control circuit for
the camera based on an eight-pin PIC microcontroller. This
circuit would control both the “Mode” button and the 
shutter, allowing the camera to perform any of its functions
while in flight. This opens up the possibility of using the
camera’s video capture feature to take an 8 second video
at a predetermined time and also to have the camera turn
itself off after its memory is full. 

Now just sit back, relax, and enjoy your flight (pictures,
that is)!  NV

CMOS 555 timer
1N4148 diode
47K potentiometer
10K resistor
10 µF capacitor

Parts List

Dan Gravatt is a licensed
geologist with the State of
Kansas. He can be reached at
dgravatt@juno.com

Author Bio

Project

JKJKJKJKJK     micrmicrmicrmicrmicrosystemsosystemsosystemsosystemsosystems

     186 processor @ 33 MHz

     DOS w/ Flash File system

     44 Digital I/O lines w/ CPLD

     Console / Debug Serial Port

     7-34V DC or 5V DC power

     Accepts 8MB DiskOnChip

     512K DRAM & 512K Flash

     Expansion options with Peripheral Boards

     2 Serial Ports

     2 16-bit Timers

     Watchdog Timer

     Flashlite 186 controller

     Borland C/C++ compiler v4.52

     FREE Email Technical Support

     Serial Driver library

     AC Adapter and cable

     Manual and Schematic

Development kit includes:

On the web at www.jkmicro.com
Call 530-297-6073     Email sales@ jkmicro.com

Flashlite
186

 QTY 1

$69US

Development
 System

$99US
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Circle #93 on the Reader Service Card.
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Elenco Digital Multimeters
Model M-1750

11 Functions:
• Freq. to 20MHz

• Cap. to 20µF

• AC/DC Voltage

• AC/DC Current

• Beeper

• Diode Test

• Transistor Test

• Meets UL-1244

safety specs.

Test Equipment

Guaranteed Lowest Prices
UPS SHIPPING: 48 STATES 7% (Minimum $7.00)
OTHERS CALL FOR DETAILS
IL Residents add 8.5% Sales Tax  

SEE US ON THE WEB

C&S SALES, INC.
150 W. CARPENTER AVENUE

WHEELING, IL  60090
FAX: (847) 541-9904  (847) 541-0710

http://www.cs-sales.com

15 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

2 YEAR FACTORY WARRANTY

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE

$24.95

Electronic Science Lab

Model AM-780K
Two IC Radio Kit

$9.95
$14.95

Elenco Oscilloscopes
Free Dust Cover and x1, x2 Probes

Pulse/Tone
Telephone Kit

Flashing Neon Lights
Great School Project

Model AK-700

Elenco Snap CircuitsTM

$59.95

• Large 1” 3 3/4 Digit
LCD

• Autoranging Freq.
to 4MHz

• Cap. to 400µF

• Inductance to 40H

• Res. to 4,000MΩ

• Logic Test

• Diode & Transistor
Test

• Audible Continuity
Test

Elenco Quad Power Supply
Model XP-581

4 Fully Regulated Power Supplies in 1 Unit

4 DC Voltages: 3 fixed; +5V @ 3A, +12V @ 1A,
1 variable; 2.5 - 20V @ 2A • Fully regulated & short
protected • Voltage & current meters • All metal case

$75
Elenco 5MHz Sweep Function
Generator w/ built-in 60MHz

Frequency Counter
Model GF-8056

Generates square, triangle, and sine waveforms,
and TTL, CMOS pulse.

GF-8046 - 3MHz w/ counter $199
GF-8025 - without counter $99.95

Deluxe Soldering Irons

$27.95• 7 Functions

• Transmitter Incl.

Model M-1006K

• 18 Ranges
• 3 1/2 Digit LCD
• Transistor Test
• Diode Test
$18.95

DMM Kit

Weller® Low Cost
Soldering Iron

Model WLC100

Maxitronix 500-in-1 Electronic Project Lab
Model MX-909

Everything you need to build 500 exciting projects!
• Learn the basics of electronics. 500

different electronic experiments, special
lighting effects, radio transmitter and
receivers, sound effects, cool games and
MORE!

• Includes built-in breadboard and an LCD.
• Explore amplifiers, analog and digital

circuits plus how to read schematic
diagrams.

• Includes 11 parts.
• Lab-style manual included.
• Requires 6 “AA” batteries.

MX-908 - 300-in-1 Lab $69.95
MX-907 - 200-in-1 Lab $49.95
MX-906 - 130-in-1 Lab $39.95
EP-50 - 50-in-1 Lab $18.95

$175

$12.95

UL®

2 year warranty

S-1330 25MHz Delayed Sweep $439

S-1340 40MHz Dual Trace $475

S-1345 40MHz Delayed Sweep $569

S-1360 60MHz Delayed Sweep $725

S-1390 100MHz Delayed Sweep $895

$225

Elenco’s new Snap CircuitsTM make learning electronics fun and easy. Just follow
the colorful pictures in our manual and build exciting projects, such as: FM radios,
digital voice recorders, AM radios, burglar alarms, doorbells, and much more!  You
can even play electronic games with your friends. All parts are mounted on plastic
modules and snap together with ease. Enjoy hours of educational fun while
learning about electronics. No tools required. Uses “AA” batteries.

AK-870
(non-soldering)

$27.95

7W Amplifier

K2637 - 2.5W
Audio Amplifier - $10.50

~

Model LCM-1950

• AC/DC voltage

• Current
(10A max.)

• Beeper

• Frequency to
15MHz

• Capacitance to
200µF

• Transistor test

• Diode test

• Logic test

• Data hold

• Free
holster

Elenco 4-Functions-in-1 Instrument
Model MX-9300B

Elenco Handheld Frequency Counters
10Hz - 3GHz

Models F-2800 & F-2850

*Special*

S-1325 25MHz

$299

Quantity
Discounts
Available

• Variable power control produces 5-40
watts.

• Ideal for hobbyists, DIYers and students.

• Complete with 40W iron.

$34.95

Elenco Educational Kits

Model RCC-7K
Radio Control Car Kit

Model K4001

Models Available
SC-750 - Extreme Version, contains over 80 parts to build over 750 experiments.  Includes everything from SC-500

plus experiments in solar, electromagnetism, vibration switches, and 70 computer interfaced experiments.

SC-500 - Pro Version, contains over 75 parts including voice recording IC, FM radio module, analog meter, transformer,
relay, and 7-segment LED display.  Build over 500 experiments.

SC-300S - Deluxe Version, contains over 60 parts.  Build over 300 experiments plus 20 bonus
computer interfaced experiments.

SC-300 - Standard Version, same as SC-300S, but without bonus experiments.

SC-100 - Snap Circuits, Jr., contains over 30 parts.  Build over 100 experiments.

$89.95

$74.95
$59.95
$29.95

Create
Your Own

Exciting Experiments

6 versions available.
Build up to 750 projects!

As low as $29.95

C&S SALES
Secure On-line Ordering @ cs-sales.com

FREE GIFT with online purchase (use coupon code NV)

CALL OR WRITE
FOR OUR

FREE
64 PAGE CATALOG!

(800) 445-3201

CALL TOLL-FREE

(800) 292-7711
Orders Only

Se Habla Espanol

$44.95
Model M-2795

$119.95

Elenco RF Tracer 1MHz - 3GHz
Model F-2700

• Pocket-size, easy-to-use
• Speaker/earphone/vibrate alerts
• 5-segment RSSI bargraph
• Low power consumption
• Includes NiCd, charger,

and antenna
• Tells you if your room is bugged.

$195NEW

• 10 digit display

• 16-segment RSSI bargraph

• Resolution to 0.1Hz
(F-2850)

• Resolution to 1Hz (F-2800)

• Selectable gatetime (F-2850)

• Hi-speed (300MHz) direct
count

• Includes NiCd charger and
antenna

F-2800 $99
F-2850 $185

F-2800

F-2850

Model 21-880
Line Tracking Mouse Kit

$25.95

Sound Activated

Soldering
Required

iBOTZ Hydrazoid Kit
Model MR-1004

Walks and
makes sounds

$29.95

non-soldering

Ideal for labs, production lines, R&D
and hobbyists!

Sweep Function Generator
• 0.2Hz to 2MHz
• Sine, square, triangle, skewed

sine, ramp, pulse, TTL level square
• VCF voltage 0 to 10VDC

Digital Triple Power Supply
• Output #1: 0-30VDC, up to 2A
• Output #2: 5VDC, up to 2A
• Output #3: 15VDC, up to 1A

Digital Multimeter
• 400mV - 400V AC/DC
• 20A max. AC/DC current
• Resistance to 40MΩ

Frequency Counter
• 1Hz to 2.7GHz
• 7-digit display
• Selectable time base

$495
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Looking for an easier way to park your car or truck in
the garage? Read on.
Parking vehicles accurately in a standard-sized garage

requires judgment, experience, and a little bit of guesswork.
In my own case, there isn’t enough room to walk in front of
my van if I pull it in too far. If I don’t pull in far enough, the
rear bumper of the van will block the garage door’s closing
path. This has been a challenge for several years.

Background

There are some low tech answers out there. One example
is a tennis ball suspended from the garage ceiling, positioned
to rest on the windshield when the vehicle is properly parked.
Another example is placing ridged mats on the floor to
enable you to “park by feel.” I was looking for something
more high tech. I decided to use my electronics knowledge
to come up with something to do the job better.

This article will describe a “higher tech” solution that
has been operating in my garage for several months. It

has proven itself to be very helpful when I’m parking vehicles
in the garage. The circuit monitors the signals sent from
the photoelectric safety sensors — those two little boxes
connected to the garage door opener that “sense” when
the closing path of the garage door is blocked.

Government safety requirements dictate that some
form of emergency garage door reversing method be
included on all garage door openers sold in the US.
Photoelectric sensors are the most common method in
use. These sensors are mounted on either side of the
garage door opening and are there to prevent injuries
from a closing garage door by reversing the downward
travel of the door if a person (or a vehicle) interrupts the
photoelectric beam that is projected across the opening.

With the addition of a simple circuit, the sensors can be
used to turn on an indicator light when the beam is blocked.
This light can be mounted on the wall in front of and in
clear view of the driver. During parking, the indicator light
switches on and remains on during the time that the
advancing vehicle blocks the garage door opening. The
light switches off when the rear of the vehicle clears the
opening. Stopping the vehicle at this point will leave maxi-
mum space in front of the vehicle and ensure clearance of
the garage door’s closing path. This method is so accurate
and repeatable that it takes the guesswork out of parking.

Genie Sensor Signals

Figure 1 shows the sensor sig-
nals from the Genie GXL9550CL
garage door opener. On this
model, the signals from the sen-
sors can be viewed with a scope
on terminals 3 and 4 (ground) of
the four terminal strips located on
the “power head.” The power head
is the box that contains the motor
from which the rail and screw
drive extends.

When the sensors are
unblocked, they send a 327 Hz
square wave signal with a duty
cycle of 91.2% to the power head.
The amplitude is from 3 V to 12
VDC. When the sensors are
blocked, the signal is forced high
to +12 V. The basic function of

Garage Parking Assistant
Simple Circuit Monitors Door Sensors

Project by Dave Siegel

Blocked Sensors

Unblocked Sensors

0v

12v

0v

3v

12v

270 usec

3.056 msec

Figure 1. Optical sensor signals from Genie model GXL9550CL garage door opener.

This project has a difficulty rating of 2. Necessary equipment
is a multimeter and an oscilloscope. Skills necessary are: basic 
electronic construction, reading schematics, and using a voltmeter
and an oscilloscope.

For Your Info
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the added circuit is to monitor this pulse train and switch
the indicator light on when the pulses are forced to +12
volts and switch the light off when the pulses reappear.

This can be accomplished with a “missing pulse detector”
circuit driving a relay. This circuit should work with any
door opener that has similar sensor signals. Check your
own door opener to determine if the sensor signals are 
similar. The frequency does not have to be exact, as it will
be adjusted later.

How the Circuit Works

This circuit was designed to work with the Genie
model GXL9550CL garage door opener. Before building
this project, you should determine whether your door

opener sensor signals are similar to those on the Genie.
You will need an oscilloscope and the manual for your
opener. The manual should have a diagram showing where
the door sensors connect to the power head.

Figure 2 shows the schematic of the monitor circuit.
The sensor signal from the door opener is connected to J2.
(The existing connection of the sensors to the door opener
is not removed; this additional connection is merely
added.) The sensor signal is fed to IC1, which serves as a
high impedance unity gain buffer. This prevents loading of
the sensors and also drives transistor Q1.

The missing pulse detector is comprised of Q1, IC2,
and associated components. IC2 is set up as a monostable
(one shot) multivibrator. P1, R2, and C1 set the time delay of
IC2. R2 is there to protect Q1 should potentiometer P1 be

DECEMBER 2004 51
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Figure 2. Schematic diagram of sensor monitor circuit.
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inadvertently zeroed during set up. The incoming pulses from
the door sensors continually discharge C1 before it times out,
which continually resets the timing cycle of IC2. This keeps

IC2, pin 3, high. When the sensors become blocked, the missing
pulses allow C1 to charge fully, completing the timing cycle,
and driving output pin 3 low. This provides base drive to Q2,
which switches on and energizes the relay coil. The normally
open contacts close, switching on the 120 VAC indicator light
to signal that the door path is blocked. The indicator light
remains lit until the obstruction moves out of the door path
and the pulses reappear at pin 3 of IC1.

Circuit Construction

Building the circuit is not complicated and it can easily
be constructed on perfboard. I used sockets on the ICs and
the relay. You will need access to the set-screw on P1 for
adjustment when the circuit is powered-up and connected
to the garage door opener. Keep in mind that there will be
120 VAC present on this board at all times, so be especially
careful. Double-check all wiring and solder joints. Figure 3
shows the completed prototype board.

Final Assembly

The completed board can be housed in a plastic or
metal enclosure. I used a plastic box with slots for the perf-
board to slide into, which makes mounting the board much
easier. The box requires both 120 VAC and 12 VDC. You
can use a 12 volt “wall wart” or a small power supply that
will fit inside. Power and signal wires are passed through a
grommet-lined hole drilled in the box.

Installation and Set Up

The completed enclosure can be mounted with
VELCRO or double-sided tape at or near the garage door
opener. The indicator light can be mounted wherever it can

Resistors
R1 4.7K
R2 100
R3 1.5K

Capacitors
C1 4.7 µF
C2 .01 µF

Semiconductors
IC1 LM2904
IC2 LM555
Q1 2N3906 PNP
Q2 2N4402 PNP
D1 1N914

Potentiometers
P1 10K, 10 turn

Relay
12 VDC SPST relay (Omron G6B-1114P-US or equivalent)

Miscellaneous Parts
Project box (Jameco 18905CP or equivalent)
12 VDC @ 250 mA regulated “wall wart” power supply
Perfboard
Two eight-pin DIP sockets
Line cord
Lamp socket
115 VAC light bulb
Four two-pin terminal blocks
Grommets for wires

Parts List

Project

ELECTRONICS

P.O. Box 1414, Hayden, ID   83835
Voice (208) 664-4115       Fax (208) 772-8236

We have been selling on the Internet since 1996. We ship 
the day we receive your order or the next business day.

Stepper Motor Book

· For the experimenter.
· Determine surplus stepper motor specs using 
       simple easy to build test equipment.
· Design and build microcontroller-based control systems
      (flow charts and code examples included).
· Design and build stepper motor driver circuits.
· Analyze the mechanical characteristics of stepper motor-      
     driven devices.
· The book is full of experiments, circuits and code.  $34.95

RPIC   Microcontroller Books

New Titles
Same Useful 
Books 
Table Of Contents And Ordering 
Information On Web Site.

Not Distributed Via Book Sellers
We accept VISA, MC, AM, DS, MO, Check
CA residents please add 7.25% CA sales tax
See our web sites for s/h rates.

PIC, PICmicro and MPLAB are trademarks 
of Microchip Technology Inc.

UPDATED
Easy Microcontrol'n - Beginner                     $29.95       
  · Programming Techniques
         Instruction set, addressing modes, bit manipulation,
         subroutines, loops, lookup tables, interrupts
   · Using a text editor, using an assembler, using MPLAB
   · Timing and counting  (timer 0), interfacing, I/O conversion 
Microcontrol'n Apps - Intermediate      $44.95
  · Serial communication - PICmicro to peripheral chips
   · Serial EEPROMS
   · LCD interface and scanning keypads
   · D/A and A/D conversion - several methods 
   · Math routines
   · 8-pin PICmicros 
   · Talking to a PICmicro with a PC using a terminal program
   · Test equipment and data logger experiments
Time'n and Count'n - Intermediate       $34.95
   · 16-bit timing and counting applications
   · Timer 1, timer 2 and the capture/compare/PWM (CCP)     
     module
Serial Communications - Advanced     $49.95
   · Synchronous - bit-bang, on-chip UART, RS-232
   · Asynchronous - I2C (Phllips Semiconductors)
         SPI (Motorola), Microwire (National Semiconductor)
   · Dallas Semiconductor 1-Wire bus
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be easily seen by the driver(s) while pulling vehicles into
the garage. A good location would be on the wall in front
of the vehicle(s). Connect 12 VDC and the door sensor 
signal to the appropriate terminal blocks. Do not connect
120 VAC or the lamp yet. 

We have to set the time delay of the 555 timer to slightly
exceed the time between the incoming pulses from the
door sensors. Verify that the door sensors are unblocked
and connect an oscilloscope to the output of the 555 timer
(U2, pin 3). Then adjust P1, decreasing its resistance until
negative-going pulses appear in the 12 volt output. When
the pulses appear, turn the set-screw of the pot in the
opposite direction, increasing the resistance until the pulses
disappear and the output is high. 

Give the set-screw an extra 1/4 turn in the same direc-
tion. Connect an ohmmeter across the N.O. relay contact
J3, pin1–J4, pin 2. The meter should show infinite resist-
ance. Then block the sensors while watching the scope.
The 555 output should go low and the relay should click
on. The meter should show a resistance of <1 Ω. Unblock
the sensors and the output should go high, clicking off the
relay. The resistance should again be infinite. 

If it doesn’t work this way, go back and check all con-
nections and reheat all solder joints. It is easy to make wiring
errors with the PNP transistors if you are used to using NPN
type, as I am. Disconnect the test equipment and connect
the lamp and the 120 VAC. The circuit is now ready to use.

Adjusting Sensor Height

It may be necessary to adjust the height of the door
sensors to properly sense the entire length of all the vehi-
cles parked in your garage. When I tested my prototype,
the sensors were too low and the lamp would turn off when
the rear wheels of my van cleared the door, but the rest of

the vehicle was sticking out. The
sensors had to be raised up a bit.
Measure the distance from the
garage floor to the bumper top
and also from floor to the bumper
bottom. Then calculate the 
midpoint of the bumper using this
formula: Sensor height = (bumper
top + bumper bottom)/2. Do this
for all vehicles to be parked in the
garage. Use this information to
determine an optimum sensor
height that will catch the end of
both bumpers and move the 
sensors to this height. Test the
system by pulling the vehicles in
the garage and noting the point
at which the light goes on and
goes off. Stop the vehicle at the
point the light goes off and verify
that the door path is clear. Do
this with all vehicles that will be parked in the garage.

Conclusion

This device has proved itself invaluable in my garage
and I’m sure it will in yours, too.  NV
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Figure 3. Completed
circuit on perfboard.

WIRELESS HACKING:
PROJECTS FOR WI-FI
ENTHUSIASTS
Lee Barken
$39.95 US
ISBN: 1-931836-37-X
Written by the
SoCalFreeNet Wireless
Users Group, this
book covers
802.11a/b/g (“Wi-Fi”) projects teaching Wi-Fi
users how to "mod" and "hack" Wi-Fi access
points, network cards, and antennas to create
robust Wi-Fi networks.

GAME CONSOLE
HACKING: XBOX,
PLAYSTATION,
NINTENDO, ATARI, &
GAMEPARK 32
Joe Grand 
and Albert Yarusso
$39.95 US
ISBN: 1-931836-31-0
Covering the consoles
of yesterday, right up
to the latest machines from Microsoft and Sony,
this has something for everyone—from beginner
hobbyist with no electronics experience to self-
proclaimed gadget geek. 

HARDWARE
HACKING HAVE FUN
WHILE VOIDING
YOUR WARRANTY
Joe Grand, Ryan
Russell, Kevin D.
Mitnick (Editor)
$39.95 US
ISBN: 1-931836-37-X
A recipe book for
the consumer electronics addict who consid-
ers it fun to reconfigure his PC, PDA, TiVo,
remote, and wireless device to do things they
weren’t meant to do.

TOOLBOX + BOOK = (fill in the blank)
Syngress HACKING Books: Crack your console, hack your TiVo, brew your own Wi-Fi network

Dave Siegel is an engineering technologist in the research facility of a
“Big Three” automaker in the Detroit area. He holds an Associate’s Degree
in electronic technology from Schoolcraft College and has attended
Lawrence Technological University. His hobbies include electronic projects,
ham radio (KF8ID), and bicycling.

About the Author

Circle #100 on the Reader Service Card.
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Since I am in and out of my office many times a day,
I needed a visual indicator to tell me if someone
called and to inform me that I may have a voice 

mail message.
If I come in after being out and see the LED lit, then

I know there is probably a message. If the LED is not 
lit, then no one called and I don’t have to bother checking
for messages.

Figure 1 is the schematic diagram circuit of my 
simple phone rang indicator circuit, which uses only a
few easy-to-obtain parts. This circuit will not only light an
LED when the phone rings, but will keep the LED
latched on after the phone stops ringing until you pick
up the handset to check your messages. When you pick
up the handset to check your messages, the LED will
automatically extinguish and reset the circuit for the
next call.

How the Circuit Works
When the phone rang indicator circuit is connected to

the phone line, the normal on-hook voltage of 48 volts is
applied to the part of the circuit that consists of R1, R2,
C1, and Q1. Let’s ignore C1 for the moment because it
comes into play when the telephone rings, which I’ll cover
later. The on-hook voltage — applied through the voltage
divider circuit of R1 and R2 — turns on and saturates Q1. 

Still in the on-hook state, SCR1 is in the off state, as
is LED1, because the DC voltage is blocked by C2. When
the telephone rings, about 175 volts of AC ringing voltage
appears on the line.

The ringing voltage is rectified by D1 and is coupled
through C2 and current limiting resistor R3 to the gate of
SCR1. Since Q1 is already on, the ringing voltage will 
turn on SCR1 and, thus, turn on LED1 through its current

limiting resistor, R4,
by way of the 9 volt
battery, BAT1.

When the tele-
phone stops ringing,
C2 stops conducting,
but SCR1 will remain
latched on. Since the
line voltage returns
back to the 48 volts
DC level, Q1 stays
on, and LED1 stays
illuminated, telling us
that the phone rang.

Now, when we
pick up the handset
to check our mes-
sages, the line voltage
goes down to about
10 volts. Through the
voltage divider of R1
and R2, the voltage at
Q1’s gate voltage
goes to about 2 volts,
which will turn off Q1.
If Q1 is off, then

The Telephone Rang
Indicator

Build This Device That Informs You When Someone 
Has Called Your Telephone

_

 

 

+

_

N1 D1

Ne

R1
4.1M

R3
33K
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Telephone
Line

C1
0.47u R2

1.1M
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Figure 1. The telephone rang indicator schematic circuit diagram.

Project by Michael Kornacker
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SCR1 will turn off and extinguish LED1. Thus, the circuit
has automatically reset itself and is now ready for the next
call — no need for a manual reset switch.

The last detail of our circuit is C1. It keeps the high
voltage ring signal from Q1’s gate because a voltage
greater than about 20 volts there will damage Q1. C1 and
R1 form a 20 Hz low-pass filter and attenuate the 175 volts
AC ringing voltage to about a safe 1 volt AC level.

I housed the unit in a RadioShack plastic box 
from their computer department; it can mount two
Category-3 computer jacks. Category-3 jacks work great
for telephone service. Make sure that when you connect
the device to the telephone line, you observe the polarity
shown.

I also found that the battery didn’t last too long, so I
replaced it with a 9 VDC “wall wart” power supply. Q1 is a
little underrated for this application, but I haven’t had any
problems with it. You could use a part with a 200 volt or
higher drain-source rating to be on the safe side.

By the way, this circuit — as far as I know — should
meet all FCC (Federal Communications Commission)
requirements both for on-hook impedance of greater than
5M (R1 + R2) and for ringing impedance of greater than
30K (R3) and should, therefore, be safe to connect to the
telephone system.  NV
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R1 4.1 M Ω, 1/2 W
R2 1.1 M Ω, 1/2 W
R3 33K Ω, 1/2 W
R4 1K Ω, 1/2 W
C1 0.47 µF, 200 V
N1 NE-2 neon bulb
D1 1N4004, 400 PIV, 1 amp
Q1 IRF510, 60 V, N-channel MOSFET 
SCR1 200 V, 1 amp, silicon controlled rectifier 
LED1 Any color LED 
BAT1 Standard 9 volt battery
Case Snap-in 2-port surface-mount box

(RadioShack 278-2092)
Two phone jacks Snap-in module, Category-3 jacks

(RadioShack 278-2022)
Phone cord Two-foot telephone line cord 

(RadioShack 279-0334)
Perf-board A small piece of perf-board to mount 

the components

Miscellaneous circuit board mounting hardware

Parts List

ker The Telephone Rang Indicator
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To measure resistance, a digital ohmmeter uses a
constant current source to convert resistance to
voltage, which is then read by an A/D converter and

displayed as ohms.
In Figure 1, we see a current drive of 1 mA into a 1

ohm resistor, resulting in 1 mV. Thus, on a display of
000.0, the reading would be 1.0. This, of course, assumes
there is zero resistance in the test leads.

If the output display did not measure tenths of an
ohm, there would be no distinguishable error. For meters
showing tenths of an ohm, however, the error can be a
problem when making low resistance measurements, as

shown in Figure 2.
To overcome this

limitation, I have
devised an adaptor that
is connected between
the DVM and its test
leads.

Look at Figure 3 to
see an isolated 5 V
power source that is connected in such a manner as to
cancel out the lead resistance error. The current from the
meter is diverted though the zeroing source. The zeroing

Theory of Zeroing
Circuitry

Project by John Kacerek
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Cancel Out Your DVM Lead Resistance

Circle #33 on the Reader Service Card.
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supply sends a small,
adjustable current
through the resistor,
providing a negative bias in series with the test leads.
Resistor Rz is adjusted until the display reads zero with the
test leads shorted.

In the actual adapter, a 5 V regulator supplied from a
9 V battery provides the back-biasing current for the 0.47
ohm series resistor (Figure 4). An adjustable pot in series
with a fixed resistor adjusts the negative bias current; the
fixed resistor prevents excessive current drain on the
LM78L05 regulator. 

When the DVM is used on higher resistance ranges,
the SPDT switch should be set to “normal,” which 
shorts out the 0.47 ohm resistor and shuts off the bias 
voltage.  NV
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Figure 4. Schematic of the zeroing device.

For lead resistance of 0.2Ω,
Vin = (1.0 mA)(1Ω + 0.1 + 0.1) = 1.2 mV

Now, if Rx is zero when the leads are shorted,

we get an output of (1.0 mA)(0.2) = 0.2 mA

001.2

0-200Ω Range

Vin

Rx = 1.0Ω

I = 1 mA

0.1Ω0.1Ω Lead resistance

Figure 2. Realistic leads.

Give the total lead resistance is 0.2Ω,

Vin = 1.0mV and Rx = 1.0Ω. To offset the

0.2mV Vos must be -0.2 mV.

Now, solve for the correct Rz:

Ios = 0.2mV/0.47Ω = 425.53 µA

Iz = I + Ios = (1.0 mA + 0.42553 mA)

Iz = 1.42553 mA

So, Rz = (5 - 0.2mV)/1.42553 mA

Rz = 3.5073 KΩ

001.0

0-200Ω Range

Vin

Rx = 1.0Ω

0.1Ω Lead resistance

Vz = 5V

Iz

Rz

Vos 0.47Ω

Ios

I=1.0 mA

0.1Ω

Figure 3. Current flow model of zeroing circuit in action.

For Rx = 1.0Ω, and assuming

the lead resistance is zero,

Vin = (1.0 mA)(1Ω) = 1 mV

001.0

0-200Ω Range

Vin

Rx

I = 1 mA

Figure 1. Ideal leads.

ek Theory of Zeroing Circuitry

Circle #47 on the Reader Service Card.
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For more information, request a free copy of our brochure today!
 Fa : 26 -52 -6504x 2 2

MOVIN SALE!G 

Buy the Windows IDE compiler 
or maintenance and receive 

a Development Kit 

® ®PIC  and PICmicro  are registered 
trademarks of

Microchip Technology Inc. in the USA and
in other countries. 

www.ccsinfo.com/env

*Offer expires Dec. 31, 2004

 $99 
Value

Sales 262-522-6500 x35

F R E E ! Use offer 

code         

NVL04

FREE!
The  C Compiler

Designed specifically and only 
®for the PICmicro MCU

xxxxx
Breadboard & Box of Parts
In-Circuit Debugger/ 
Programmer
Mini Prototyping Board: 
16F877A or 18F452
Power Supply & Cables

Kit includes:

USA Office:  14019 Whispering Palms Dr.
Houston, TX 77066, PH. 281 397 8101, Fax. 281 397 6220.

Mexico Plant: Alamo 93
Cuarto Piso, Santa Monica, Tlal. Edo. De Mexico, 54040

Tels. 011 52(555) 314 5325 & 011 52(555) 360 3648
Fax. 011 52(555) 361 5996.

V & V Mach. and Equip. Inc.

Marketing Tech. De Mex. SA de CV.  

Site: www.vandvmachy.com
email: victor@vandvmachy.com

The Pocket Programmer Only $149.95

WWW.IN-KS.COM Visa/MC/Amex/Disc

The portable programmer that uses the
printer port instead of a internal card, 
with easy to use Windows software that
programs E(E)prom, Flash & Dallas Ram. 

Intronics, Inc. • Tel. (913) 422-2094 
Box 12723 / 612 Newton / Edwardsville, KS 66111

Add $8.00 COD

Non-Ladder Logic PLC’s

BSIO16ex

www.bsio.us
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QUALITY PRODUCT

FAST DELIVERY

COMPETITIVE PRICING

9901 W. Pacific Ave.
Franklin Park, IL 60131

Phone 847.233.0012
Fax 847.233.0013

Modem 847.233.0014

yogii@flash.net • f lash.net/~yogii

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS

* UL approved
* Single & Double sided
* Multilayers to 8 layer
* SMOBC, LPI mask
* Reverse Engineering
* Through hole or SMT
* Nickel & Gold Plating
* Routing or scoring
* Electrical Testing
* Artwork or CAD data
* Fast quotes

10 pcs (3 days) 
1 or 2 layers $249

10 pcs (5 days)
4 layers $695
(up to 30 sq. in. ea.) 

includes tooling, artwork, 
LPI mask & legend

We will beat any
competitor s prices!!!

A New Twist 
of the Screw

At some point during childhood,
we learned that clever adage

for working with screw fasteners,
“lefty loosy, righty tighty.” As you
are a Nuts & Volts reader, your
parent or guardian probably
lamented that bit of instruction,
since it rapidly led to the mass
disassembly of household
appliances, VCRs, the neighbor’s
lawn mower, etc. Well, leave this
problem to the brilliant minds at
Textron Fastening Systems, who
have replaced a wrench with a data
cable.

The company’s applications
engineers are developing what they
term “intelligent fastening
technology” for various markets,
including automotive, aerospace, and
electronics. The most advanced of
these applications is a tamper-proof
fastening system for automotive air
bag modules. This new breed of
fastener actually incorporates a micro
motor in the bolt shaft, responsible
for tightening and loosening it in
response to encrypted
commands sent
through a power and
data connector in the
bolt head. “More than
50,000 air bags are
stolen in the US each
year, making this the
number one automotive
theft problem,” explains
Dr. Seshu Seshasi,
Executive VP of
Technology at Textron.

Since I’m already unable to
work on my 2003 Subaru without a
code disassembler and EPROM

programmer, now I suppose I’ll
need a supercomputer array to
crack the encryption just to
unscrew my license plate frame!

Security Squared

If you’re like most people,
you’re pretty lax about

maintaining computer passwords
— not only are they easy to guess

(child’s name, favorite color, favorite
hobby, etc.), but you reuse them on
multiple accounts. It seems the folks
at RSA Security have a good
solution for locking down networks
and accounts — just dangle one of
these fancy SecurID Authenticator
fobs from your key chain and
provide the displayed number along
with your password when logging in.
Systems that employ RSA’s
Authentication Manager suite use
these two pieces of information —
something you know and something
you have — to verify your identity.

Based on RSA Security’s
patented time synchronization
technology, this hardware
authenticator generates a simple,
one-time code that changes every
60 seconds. The fobs use an internal
clock and unique symmetric key for
code generation, are available in 2-5
year life spans, and cost around
$10.00. For more information, visit
the RSA website at www.rsasecur
ity.com or one of their resellers, like
NCA at www.ncanet.com
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Putting Hot Air 
to Use

Even though we’re done with the
US presidential election cam-

paigns, there is still plenty of hot air
to go around. Fortunately, this air is
pressurized in tanks and used as
emergency back-up power. Yes,
amazingly enough, the engineers at

Active Power have come up with
another novel, battery-free way of
managing utility power loss for 
critical computing resources —
TACAS (thermal and compressed air
storage).

You may recall the August 2004
News Byte on this same company
that described their flywheel technol-
ogy for storing energy. A new addi-

tion to their CleanSource line of UPS
systems now takes a smaller version
of that flywheel and combines it with
pressurized air and a large thermal
mass.

The scheme allows the com-
pressed gas to expand, warm up in
the thermal mass, and run a small
turbine alternator to produce electric
power. A single TACAS module can
provide up to 15 minutes of back-up
power at full load, which is an
astounding 85 kW or two hours of
power at 10 kW.

Active Power anticipates full pro-
duction of these units by the middle
of 2005. For more product and tech-
nical information, visit www.active
power.com

Digital Barbie

Electronic hobbyists are always on
the prowl for a neat, new device

to hack. As consumer electronics
continue to drop in price, it seems
Toys-R-Us is just as viable as Circuit
City for the latest bargains. Case in
point: the new Barbie digital camera

DECEMBER 2004
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from Oregon Scientific. For a mere
$35.00, you can snap 640 x 480 pixel
photos to the internal 8M of memory
and then download them through a
USB connection. It also serves as a
webcam when rigged to a PC.
Sounds like the perfect addition to
your next robot — assuming you
wrap all the girlie pink plastic in duct
tape.

Robots Go First

Four Johns Hopkins undergradu-
ate engineering students have

designed and built a remote-con-
trolled robotic vehicle to find deadly
land mines in rugged terrain and
mark their location with a spray of
paint.

The project resulted from a chal-
lenge to the students by Carl V.
Nelson, a principal staff physicist at
The Johns Hopkins University of
Applied Physics Laboratory. Nelson
had developed new sensors to help
detect land mines, but he needed a
device to carry these sensors into
areas of thick vegetation, where
explosives are often hidden.

To carry Nelson’s sensors
through rough terrain, the Johns
Hopkins undergraduates designed a
two-piece vehicle that rolls on tank-
type treads. The front portion moves
the robot, using two cordless power
drill motors connected to a sealed
lead-acid battery. Atop the drive seg-
ment is a color video camera,
enabling a human operator to see
what the robot encounters.

The drive segment is attached to
a second unit that houses a simple
metal detection coil obtained from
an off-the-shelf treasure hunting
device. The rear segment is also
equipped with a small storage tank
and a spray paint nozzle to mark the
spot where a possible mine is locat-
ed. The vehicle can spray about 40
times before the paint tank must be
recharged.

The robotic vehicle was built
largely with plastic and other non-
metal parts to reduce cost and

weight. In addition, using non-metal
parts avoids triggering false positive
readings from the mine detector. The
two-segment design also spreads out
the robot’s weight, making the device
less likely to set off a mine.

You may view an online video
about this project on their website at
www.jhu.edu/news_info/news/
audio-video/mediamines.html

News Bytes
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Micro64
AVR   Based Controller

Pin 1 www.micromint.com

® 

Optional 2-channel 12-bit ADC
8-channel 10-bit ADC
8 Single-ended Channels
7 Differential Channels
2 Differential Channels with 
Programmable Gain (1x, 10x, 200x)
Byte-oriented Two-wire Serial Interface 
(I2C)
Dual Programmable Serial USARTs
1 TTL
1 RS-232A, RS-422, or RS485
Master/Slave SPI Serial Interface

Two 8-bit Timer/Counters with Separate 
Prescalers and Compare Modes
Two Expanded 16-bit Timer/Counter 
with Separate Prescaler, Compare Mode, 
and Capture Mode
Two 8-bit PWM Channels
6 PWM Channels with Programmable 
Resolution from 1 to 16 Bits
Programmable Watchdog Timer with 
On-chip Oscillator
29 Digital I/O that can sink or source 20 
mA

Small size - 1.5" x 2.1" x 0.52
Dual powered - operates on +5V or 
6.5-20V at 55 mA (typical)
Program and Data Memories

64k or 128k Bytes of In-System 
Reprogrammable Flash with 10,000 
Write/Erase Cycles 
2 or 4 K Bytes EEPROM with 100,000 
Write/Erase Cycles
36K Bytes SRAM 
Programming lock for Software 
Security 

Peripheral Features

ATMEL AVR
Based Controller

® 

Starting at $119 - Single Qty

6PWM
Channels

Programmable Lock
for Software Security 2 USART

64 or 128k
Flash

4k Bytes
SRAM

I2C Bus

SPI Bus

2k or 4k
EEPROM

Programmable
Watchdog Timer

8-Chan.
10-bit ADC

32k SRAM

ATmega64
OR

ATmega128

Real-Time
Clock Calender

Optional

Line Receiver

Line Driver

12-Bit ADC
Optional

5V Regulator

M
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Serial I/O
RS-232A, RS422

RS485

Digital I/O

+V(8-16VDC
Unregulated)

VBAT

29

2
12-Bit ADC

Optional
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Photo courtesy of Will Kirk.
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Components

FREE 120 Pg CATALOG

Electronic components, kits,
test equipment, tools, and

supplies for hams, hobbyists,
and businesses. Many hard-to-

find items like variable
capacitors, vernier dials, coil

forms, magnet wire, and toroids.
Ocean State Electronics

www.oselectronics.com

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
$50.00 Per Inch — No extra charge for color (Limited time offer).

Classified ads must be paid in full prior to the closing date.
Visa/MC/Amex accepted. Payment for ads received after the closing
date will cause the ad to be placed in the following issue, at our
discretion. Minimum charge is one inch with half-inch increments.

No proofs will be sent. Ads to be typeset by Nuts & Volts must be
received by the closing date. Supplied ads must be received by the
artwork due date.

Call the office at 951-371-8497 or Email classads@nutsvolts.com 
for closing dates, available sizes, and special prepay discount offers.

wwwwww..nnuuttssvvoollttss..ccoomm

Miscellaneous Electronics For Sale

• Converters
• Repeaters
• Fiber Optics
• Digital I/O
• Multidrop RS232
• Custom Units
• Auto TX Enable

RS485/422/232/TTL

Extensive Interface Product Line
RS232 “Extension Cords”

Up to 115.2 Kbps, 4000 ft. ++
Large Multidrop Networks.
Isolated Units. Smart Units

Remote Relay “Extension Cords”

RES R.E.
Smith

Call the RS485 Wizards at
( 5 1 3 )  8 7 4 - 4 7 9 6

$45ASC24T

www.rs485.com
www.cstamp.com

Small format computers in 'C'

CStampTM

int
PWM

floatlong
ADC char

Easy I  C Interface2

www.faradayco.com
Faraday Engineering

7 Seg / Alphanumeric

Standard UART Interface

LED Modules
RF RF TTrransistorsansistors ,, AluminumAluminum
BoBoxxeses ,, HeaHeat Sinkst Sinks ,, CopperCopper

BoarBoardsds ,, TTrransfansformers ormers 

See our website for other products 
www.westgateparts.com
Westgate 1-800-213-4563

2SC1969 2SC2879 SD1446 2SC2290

Floating Point Coprocessor

www.micromegacorp.com

8-pin DIP or SMT
µP compatible
SPI interface
32-bit IEEE 754
32-bit integer
Math functions
User defined functions

Microcontrollers

Toll-free (USA & Canada):
1-877-963-8996

 tiny (1 by 1.4 in.), light-weight (0.5 oz.)

on-board 5V reg., crystal, & reset chip

choice of 8K or 32K EEPROM

 or 32K RAM + 32K EEPROM (64K version)

 SCI, SPI, Output Compare and Input

Capture channels, timer, pulse accumulator

 all 14 I/O lines and 2 interrupt lines

brought out to versatile 20-pin connector

program in BASIC, assembler, or C

easy code-loading with Docking Module

 Starter Packages:*

 8K EEPROM (#MS11SP8K).......$49

 32K EEPROM (#MS11SP32K)...$77

 32K EE/32K RAM (MS11SP64K)$90

MicroStamp11

* includes MicroStamp11, manual, PC soft-
ware (assemblers, SBASIC compiler,

MicroLoad utility, and sample programs),
serial cable, Docking Module, & accessories.

Visa • MasterCard • Discover • Amex

telemetry
microrobotics
smart toys
animatronics
model railroading
home automation

World’s Smallest 68HC11
Microcontroller Module!

www.technologicalarts.com

wwwwww..sseerrvvoommaaggaazziinnee..ccoomm
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Batteries/
Battery Chargers

Features: Precision temperature tracking voltage
reference & three mode charging sequence.
Standard kit is for 12V @ 1/2 or 1 Amp. user
selectable. Can be connected to the battery
indefinately, will not over-charge. Weighs 2 pounds
and measures 4” W x 51/2” D x 21/2” H. Finished
enclosure included in kit.
Complete Kit (#150-KIT) ............................... $59.95
Assembled & Tested (#150-ASY) ................ $79.95

CA Residents add 7.75% sales tax. S&H: $7.50 (insured)
Foreign orders add 20%

2521 W. La Palma #K • Anaheim, CA 92801
(714) 952-2114 • FAX: (714) 952-3280

A&A Engineering

Smart Battery Charger
FOR GEL- CELLS or
LEAD ACID BATTERIES

New &
Improved

www.a-aengineering.com

Computer
Hardware Wanted

DEC EQUIPMENT
WANTED!!!

Digital Equipment Corp.
and compatibles.
Buy - Sell - Trade 

CALL KEYWAYS 937-847-2300
or email buyer@keyways.com

DECEMBER 2004

Connectors Wire/Cable 

ANAHEIM WIRE PRODUCTS

Manufacturer and distributor of
electrical and electronic wire 

and cable since 1973.
ITEMS AVAILABLE FROM OUR STOCK:

Hook up wire, Shrink tubing,
Cable ties, Connectors.

Wire cut & strip to specs.
If interested, please call 

1-800-626-7540
FAX: 714-563-8309
See us on the Internet:

www.anaheimwire.com or 
email: info@anaheimwire.com

Visa/MC/Amex.

Complete Selection of MIL-Spec Coax,
RF Connectors and Relays

UG-21B/U N Male for RG-213/214 .$5.00
UG-21D/U N Male for RG-213/214 .$3.25
N Connectors for 9913/Flexi4XL/9096
UG-21B/9913 .....$6.00 / Pins Only......$1.50
UG-21D/9913 ..$4.00 / Extra Gasket.$0.75
Amphenol 83-1SP-1050 PL-259  $0.90
UG-176/U Reducer RG-59/8X, $0.25 

or 5/$1.00
UG-175/U Reducer RG-58/58A, $0.25 

or 5/$1.00
Silver Teflon PL-259/Gold Pin, $1.00 

or 10/$9.00

MIL-Spec Coax Available (Teflon, PVC IIA)
New Product: Belden 9913F, 9913 with

High Density PE Foam dielectric,
stranded center cond. and Duobond
III Jacket $0.80/ft or $76.00/100ft

Also New: 9092, RG8X with Type II Jacket.
Intro Price ............$23.00/100ft

Call for Specials of the Month
Full Line of Audio Connectors for Icom,
Kenwood, and Yaesu
8 Pin Mike Female $2.50
8 Pin Mike Male Panel $2.50
13 Pin DIN for Kenwood         $2.75
8 Pin DIN for Icom $1.00
8 Pin DIN for Kenwood $1.50

Prices Do Not Include Shipping
Orders 800-783-2666
Info 301-840-5477
FAX 301-869-3680

The RF Connection
213 N. Frederick Ave., Ste. 11NV
Gaithersburg, MD USA 20877
http://www.therfc.com/
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Mfg. Custom Data/Computer Cables
Network, Coaxial, Fiber Optics

Wholesale & Retail

R & D Electronic Supply
714-979-1834

3301 S. Harbor #108, Santa Ana, CA
Visit us at www.rdelectronic.com

Audio/Video

USB 2.0 Camera module with SDK
     Mega pixel high-speed USB2.0 camera module.
Capture size from 320x240 to 1280x1024 at real
time speed. Complete SDK, highly customizable

and flexible. On board hardware resources. Price
from $69 to $159. Suitable for all kinds of

computerized image capturing project.

For more information, visit our website 

www.fclab.com

CCD/Cameras/
Video

Design/Engineering Services

OK, so now we have the world’s smallest

Microprocessor in SOT 23-6 pin, smallest

Op Amp in SOT 23-5 pin,

smallest Power FET in

SOT 23-4 pin. But, how

do you work with them

without spending an

arm and a leg???  ONE PASSircuitTM !

www.onepasinc.com

Antique Electronics

FOR HISTORICAL MUSEUM 
pre-1980 microcomputers,

magazines, and sales literature.
Floyd,VA 24091-0341.

540-763-3311 • 540-745-2322

WANTED:

CLASSIFIEDS

Plans/Kits/
Schematics

Scientific
Organizations
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Printer Supplies

DECEMBER 2004

Education

*Check out our new Hardware and Software Development Kits 

on the web at www.ccsinfo.com/hardware.shtml

*

�Supports PIC12, PIC14, PIC16, PIC18 and dsPIC�
�Reads HEX, COD, COF, and BIN files
�USB interface--No separate power supply required            
�User selectable verify voltages (2V to 5.5V)      
�Programs DIP chips with ZIF socket on unit and supports ICSP
�Start/Repeat push-button on unit for easy volume programming

�Can be used as an ICD debugger with the CCS Windows IDE Compiler

® ®
PIC  and PICmicro  are registered trademarks of  Microchip Technologies Inc.,  in the USA and in other countries.

CCS : Complete C 

262-797-0455
www.ccsinfo.com/picc

I n t roduc ing the NEW MACH X Programmer  

Only $149 
with compiler

and $199 without 
compiler

Command-Line Compilers start at $125
Windows IDE Compilers start at $350

�
�

�
�

Affordable Robotics 
Training Courses in:

Basic Electronics
Digital Electronics

Relay Control
Servo Controllers

PLC Systems
Hydraulic Systems

From Basic to Advanced!

WWW.UCANDO-CORP.COM

1-800-678-6113
FREE SHIPPING!

UCANDO VCR Educational Products Co. 
(Est. 1988)

CLASSIFIEDS

Membrane
Keyboards/Switches

wwwwww..nnuuttssvvoollttss..ccoomm
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Robotics Demystified
by Edwin Wise

There's no easier, faster,
or more practical way
to learn the really tough
subjects. McGraw-Hill's
Demystified titles are the
most efficient, interest-
ingly written brush-ups
you can find. Organized
as self-teaching guides,
they come complete
with key points, back-
ground information, questions at the end of
each chapter, and even final exams.You'll be
able to learn more in less time, evaluate
your strengths and weaknesses, and rein-
force your knowledge and confidence.This
complete self-teaching guide takes an intro-
ductory approach to robotics, guiding read-
ers through the essential electronics,
mechanics, and programming skills neces-
sary to build their own robot. $19.95

The Amateur Scientist 2.0
Science Fair Edition

from “The Amateur Scientist” column  
This CD contains the
complete collection —
73 years — of articles
from Scientific American
Magazine's legendary
column "The Amateur
Scientist," plus a second
Science Software
Library CD with dozens
of shareware and free-
ware programs to feed
the passion of any science nut.With over
1,100 projects to challenge science 
enthusiasts of all ages and skill levels —
rated by cost, potential hazard, and difficulty
— this is the ultimate resource for anyone
interested in home-based science. If that's
not enough, it also contains over 1,000
bonus pages of additional how-to science
techniques that never appeared in Scientific
American. Great for science fair students,
hobbyists of all ages, and home-schoolers!
In fact, The Amateur Scientist 2.0 contains a
special primer for science fair students.
Fully text-searchable and packaged in an
attractive double-CD case, this remarkable
browser-based product runs seamlessly on
every platform — Windows, Macintosh,
Linux, and Unix.
$24.99 — Subscriber
$29.99 — Non-subscriber

Schaum's Outline of Electronic
Devices and Circuits,

Second Edition
by Jim Cathey

This updated version
of its internationally
popular predecessor
provides introductory
problem-solving text
for understanding
fundamental concepts
of electronic devices,
their design, and their
circuitry. In addition to
providing an interface
with Pspice (the most
widely used program in electronics), new
key features include a new chapter 
presenting the basics of switched mode
power supplies, 31 new examples, and 23
PS solved problems. $16.95

Building Valve Amplifiers
by Morgan Jones

Building Valve Amplifiers is
a unique, hands-on guide
for anyone working with
tube audio equipment —
as an electronics experi-
menter, audiophile, or
audio engineer. Particular
attention has been paid
to answering questions
commonly asked by
newcomers to the world
of the vacuum tube,
whether it’s audio enthusiasts tackling their
first build or more experienced amplifier
designers seeking to learn the ropes of
working with valves.The practical side of
this book is reinforced by the many clear
illustrations throughout. $29.99

Optoelectronics, Fiber Optics,
and Laser Cookbook
by Thomas Petruzzellis

This is a practical guide
to one of the hottest
fields in electronics 
and optical circuits.A
collection of hands-on
experiments and 
projects for the student,
technician, and hobbyist,
it explains optoelectronics
in nontechnical terms.
Projects show how optical circuits work
and how to use them in practical and 
efficient ways.You’ll save time, money, and
energy with dozens of do-it-yourself 
projects — from laser alarm systems to
high-speed fiberoptic data links. Circuit dia-
grams, schematics, and complete parts lists
accompany each project and an appendix
lists suppliers for needed parts. $29.95

WE ACCEPT VISA, MC, AMEX, 
and DISCOVER

Prices do not include shipping and
may be subject to change.

Ask about our 10% subscriber 
discount on selected titles.

Robotics

Electronics

Engineer’s Mini Notebook
Collection

by Forrest M. Mims III

The Nuts & Volts Hobbyist Bookstore
S e l e c t e d  T i t l e s  f o r  t h e  E l e c t r o n i c s  H o b b y i s t  a n d  T e c h n i c i a n —

CNC Robotics
by Geoff Williams  

Written by an 
accomplished workshop
bot designer/builder,
CNC Robotics gives you
step-by-step, illustrated
directions for designing,
constructing, and testing
a fully functional CNC
robot that saves you
80% of the price of an
off-the-shelf bot — and can be customized
to suit your purposes exactly because you
designed it. $34.95
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Electronic Gadgets for 
the Evil Genius
by Robert Iannini

The do-it-yourself 
hobbyist market — 
particularly in the area
of electronics — is 
hotter than ever.This
books gives the “evil
genius” loads of projects
to delve into — from an
ultrasonic microphone
to a body heat detector,
all the way to a Star Wars Light Saber.This
book makes creating these devices fun,
inexpensive, and easy. $24.95

DECEMBER 2004
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All FAll Fourour

VVolumolumeses

$39.99$39.99
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Volume 1 features
more than two

dozen 555 timer
circuits that you

can build.
$10.95

Volume 2 — Study
rain, lightning,

clouds, sunlight,
water, temperature,

and much more!
$10.95

Volume 3 — Learn
about important
sensors and use

them to build cir-
cuits and projects.

$10.95

Volume 4 includes
frequently used

electronic formulas,
tables, circuit 

symbols, and more!
$10.95
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Call 1-800-783-4624 today! Or 
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Your TiVo

by Todd Carter
Turn on your TV! This
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shows you how to set
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Stamp by Jon Williams

Stamp Applications

If you were around this time last year, you may remem-
ber my absolute glee at the return of the BS1 — via
programming support with the BASIC Stamp IDE that

runs in Windows. I’ve had a great time this past year and
— like our project of a year ago — I have created a few seri-
al accessory devices using the BS1 as the host controller. 

While this works and is fine for one-off experiments,
it’s not really practical from a cost standpoint, especially
when one has a good idea that is marketable to a large
group of users. Well, I’ve got good news about something
that will top your list of stocking stuffers this holiday season:
Parallax has released a free BASIC language compiler for
the SX micro. Yes, that’s right — free. 

I can hear you now, “Crimony, have they lost their
minds?” Of course not, but — as you’ve seen in recent
months — Parallax has made getting started with the 
SX micro easier by reducing the cost of the SX-Key 
programming tool. By adding SX/B to the SX-Key 
software, the SX-Key becomes an even better bargain and
is even easier to use.

From Problem Solver to
Product

Before I get into the details, let me give you a bit of
history and make sure that I manage your expectations.
The SX/B compiler started out as a tool to help remove
some of the drudgery of getting an assembly language

program started. As such, it didn’t support many of the
BASIC language instructions we’re all used to. However, it
worked so well that the team responsible for putting it 
all together decided it would be worth pushing ahead,
moving toward a full-fledged — albeit small — compiler.
So, over the next several months, they added features that
moved SX/B from a simple helper program to one that
would serve the professional engineer, as well as the 
student or hobbyist who is attempting to make the move
from low level to high level coding.

Let me start by explaining what SX/B is and isn’t. SX/B
is a straight, in-line compiler that converts Basic syntax to
SX assembly code (very much like BS1). Being an inline
compiler, no attempt to optimize program space is made —
this is left to the programmer (and is not hard to do). Why
not optimize? Well, optimizing compilers is very complicated
(and they generally have big price tags) and the output is
not really suitable to being modified by the programmer.
You can do great things with an optimizing compiler, but
what you really can’t do (easily) is learn from it.

That’s one of Parallax’s primary goals for SX/B: to
help people learn how to code in assembly language by
seeing the assembly code output from the compiler. This
is possible because every line of code is translated into a
block of assembly instructions and the original BASIC
code is inserted into the assembly listing as a comment.
This allows you to see what’s happening and — when
you’re so inclined — to modify the assembly code before
downloading to the SX.

SX/B = PBASIC?

Well, sort of. One of the things that I think many 
people will find when they look at the output from the
SX/B compiler is that it takes a lot of code to do what
seems like a simple thing. What many will conclude, I
believe, is that the BASIC Stamp does far more work
under the hood than was ever imagined.

To that end, the SX/B language is somewhat PBASIC
compatible; the goal was to get it fairly close to BS1 syntax
with a few additions (like SHIFTOUT and SHIFTIN) and
changes to simplify compiler design so that it could be
used as an effective learning tool. With that in mind, complex
functions like SEROUT and SERIN accept only single 

BASIC Stamp Accessories Made Easier

Not long after the BASIC Stamp
started a revolution in small 
microcontrollers, Scott Edwards
started what turned into a cottage
industry: serial accessories. Thanks
to the new (and free!) SX/B 
compiler from Parallax, you, too, can
join the serial accessory club ... and
do so much more.

Putting the Spotlight on BASIC Stamp Projects, Hints, and Tips
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output/input parameters. If, for example, you want to send
or receive a string of bytes, you must do so in a loop. 

Let me be very clear on this point: the SX/B compiler
does not excuse the programmer from understanding the
architecture and behavior of the SX micro. Don’t let that
worry you, though; if you’ve been around BASIC Stamps
or other micros for any length of time, the SX will not be
hard to pick up.

Follow the Line

Okay, I could fill the magazine with theoretical chat,
but that’s not our style, it is? Let’s get right to our project
— a serial line follower module that you can use with your
BASIC Stamp-powered robots. Before I forget, let me give
credit where it’s due: the sensor design I’m presenting here
isn’t mine. It was designed by a very nice guy named
James Vroman. I met James when he was living in Dallas,
TX and was actively involved in the Dallas Personal
Robotics Group (www.dprg.org). One of his robots,
JavaBot (java as in coffee can), uses an array of sensors 
to follow a line. The same array is used on the Parallax line
follower module in our project here.

Figure 1 shows the schematic for the line sensor array.
Each element is composed of a QRB1114 reflective object
sensor. Each sensor holds an IR LED and an IR phototran-
sistor. When the LED is activated and the light is reflected
from a nearby surface, the current flowing through the
transistor is affected — the greater the IR reflection, the
greater the current flow.

Notice that the collector of each transistor is connected
to a 10K pull-up and that junction is labeled CMP. 
What happens is that the 10K resistor and the (activated)
transistor form a voltage divider, with the output of that
divider fed into a comparator circuit. By using a variable
voltage into the other side of the comparator, we can set
the reflection threshold for the sensor array. This allows us
to “tune” the circuit for ambient light.

Okay, to activate and monitor the sensor array, we will
use (of course) an SX micro; in this project, we’ll use the
SX28 (note that SX/B will work with the SX18, SX20, and
SX28). Using the SX28 gives us plenty of I/O pins so that
we can have a large sensor array. The large array lets us 
follow wide lines or have greater resolution and control
when following thin lines.

Figure 2 shows the schematic for our SX28 controller
circuit. As you can see, it’s actually quite simple. Pin RA.0
is our serial I/O connection. It is pulled-up through 4.7K to
make it compatible with the Parallax AppMod serial proto-
col, which allows for two-way communications over the
same line. The pins on port RC will be configured as out-
puts to activate the sensor array. Finally, pins RB.1 and
RB.2 are used to monitor and analyze the output of the
sensor array. You see, the SX has a built-in comparator that
can be enabled with code. The inputs of the comparator
happen to be RB.1 and RB.2.

If you do decide to build the board (a complete
schematic and board layout are part of this month’s down-
load from www.nutsvolts.com), make sure that you do
indeed use a socket for X1. This is the socket for the ceram-
ic resonator. If you remove the resonator, then you can run
the program through the SX-Key in single step mode for
debugging. You cannot debug SX code with the resonator in
place. Also, by using a socket, you can select whatever fre-
quency you choose. Just be aware that my simple design
borrows power from an external source (i.e., the BOE-Bot)
and the faster the SX runs, the more current it will consume.

ms Stamp
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Figure 1. QRB1114 sensor array schematic.
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The Code That Follows the Line
Before we actually jump into the code, let’s talk about

requirements. First, we want the module to be compatible
with the Parallax AppMod serial protocol. What this
means is an open baud mode, bidirectional serial link. If
you’re a little fuzzy on the concept of “open” baud modes,
let me try to clear things up. When using an open mode,
the BASIC Stamp will drive the serial output pin one way
or the other (depending on mode — true or inverted) and
rely on a pull-up or pull-down to take care of the other pin
state. In our case, we’re going to use true mode, which
means the serial line rests at a high state and an active bit
is a low. What we have to do, then, is pull the line to Vdd
through a resistor. When a “1” bit is transmitted, the line
will be pulled low by the SX or the BASIC Stamp. For a “0”
bit, the serial output pin is made Hi-Z (input state) and the
pull-up takes care of the rest.

Why go through all this? Well, what this does is let us
connect a bunch of devices to the same line and — if more
that one goes active at the same time — there is no 
danger of a short. If, for example, the BASIC Stamp and
the SX both pull the line low at the same time, there will
be a data collision for sure, but no short circuit, since they
are at the same state. However, if one pulled the line low
while the other was trying to drive the line high ... we

could end up with blue smoke. 
Now that the protocol is settled, let’s talk features.

How about querying the device for a firmware number? I
think that’s a good idea, especially if we intend to create
a product for sale; we can allow the user to identify the
firmware version of that device. Since we’re building a line
follower, all that’s left is to return the line bits. Just to 
simplify things for the BASIC Stamp, let’s create two line
functions: one that returns the bits when the line is white
on a black field and another that returns the bits when the
line is black on a white field. Both functions will return a
“1” when the sensor element has detected the line.

Time to jump in! Within the SX/B program, there
must exist a directive called PROGRAM that tells the
code where to begin after the start-up code (I/O and 
variable initialization) is executed. If an ISR (Interrupt
Service Routine) is declared, the directive must come
after that. In our case, the directive is PROGRAM Start,
so the code will begin its execution at the label Start.

You’re probably wondering why the subroutines are
placed ahead of the main code. This has to do with the SX
architecture. The entry point of a subroutine must be in
the first half (256 words) of the code page where it lives.
The SX28 has four code pages of 512 words (2K total).
This program is small and everything fits into page 0. For
larger programs, we can create a “jump table” and move

subroutine code to another page — but that’s
beyond the scope of this article. The SX/B help
file gives plenty of good examples showing how
to handle larger programs.

Back to Start. The first instruction you’ll
see is ADDRESS $100. The ADDRESS
directive forces the code to be placed at a 
certain location. By forcing the start code to
this address, the assembler will complain if our
subroutines run too long. This wasn’t the case
here, but it is still a good idea to use if you’re
going to put your subroutines on page 0.

The next few lines set up the I/O structure.
On the SX28, we have three ports (RA, RB, and
RC) for a total of 20 I/O pins (RA has only four
pins). On ports A and B, we have a bunch of
unused pins and it’s not a good idea to leave
these floating. What we can do, then, is activate
the weak pull-ups on the unused pins to pull
them into a known state. What you have probably
noticed is that a 0 in the respective bit activates
the pull-up. When using the TRIS registers
(equivalent to the BASIC Stamp DIRS), a 0
causes the respective pin to be an output — this
is just the opposite of how we program the
BASIC Stamp and we must remain mindful of
this fact when programming in SX/B.

In short, our setup section sets all unused pin
inputs and enables the pull-ups on those pins.
The reason that RB.0 is made an output when it
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Figure 2. SX28 line follower controller schematic.
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is not connected to anything is that it will hold the state of the
comparator, so the comparator result will make it high or low
and allow us to read that bit as part of our line scan.

With the I/O pins initialized, it’s time to start — start
waiting, that is. This device is a serial slave and speaks
only when spoken to. The front end of the code (that
begins at Main) waits for the proper message header. In
our case, that header will be “!LF” (for line follower). Here’s
the code that waits for the message header:

Main:
GOSUB RX_Byte, @char
IF char <> “!” THEN Main
GOSUB RX_Byte, @char
IF char <> “L” THEN Main
GOSUB RX_Byte, @char
IF char <> “F” THEN Main

The “!” character is a legacy thing from the AppMod
serial protocol. In some AppMods, the “!” is used to detect
and set the baud rate. We can’t do that (auto-baud detect)
without resorting to assembly language, so we’ve fixed our
baud rate to 9600. This is about as fast as we can go when
using a 4 MHz clock.

As I stated earlier, many of the functions in SX/B work
differently than their BASIC Stamp counterparts. SERIN,

for example, will wait for a byte — one byte — and we have
to do our own filtering. Also remember that, each time we
have SERIN in our program, it gets translated into a set of
assembly instructions. If we have a bunch of SERINs, we
could quickly chew up our programming space. To save
space, we can put SERIN into a subroutine and even give
it the ability to work with parameters. Here’s that routine:

RX_Byte:
rtnAddr = __PARAM1
SERIN Sio, Baud, temp1
PUT rtnAddr, temp1
RETURN

On entering the subroutine, we make a copy of an inter-
nal SX/B variable called __PARAM1. This variable holds the
first parameter sent to the subroutine. Now, go back and
look at the code at Main. Notice how we call the subroutine
with a variable and the “@” character is in front of that 
variable. What the “@” character does is tell the compiler to
send the address of the variable instead of its value. This is
very powerful because it lets us create a subroutine that can
affect any variable we send to it using this technique.

Back in our RX_Byte subroutine, we then use SERIN
to receive the byte and return it to the variable that was
passed by using the PUT function. PUT takes a location

Stamp
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and value as arguments; in this case, we are putting the
variable received by SERIN into the address that was
passed to the subroutine.

Once we’ve received a byte, we compare it to the list of
valid characters in our header string. If there is ever a 
mismatch, the code is forced back to the beginning. Once

we have received “!,” “S,” and “L” — in that order — we will
wait for one more byte that will be the command to process.

For our line follower, there are three valid command
bytes: “V” (return version), “B” (return black line bits), and
“W” (return white line bits). Let’s start with “V.” In fact, let’s
show how to get the BASIC Stamp to request and wait for
the version code from our line follower:

SEROUT Sio, Baud, [“!LFV”]
SERIN Sio, Baud, [STR version\3]

Pretty simple, right? It is — but there’s something we
need to be aware of when designing serial accessories for
the BASIC Stamp. Even though the Stamp does a SERIN
right after the SEROUT, it is still much slower than the SX.
What this means is that the SX has to allow time for the
BASIC Stamp to get ready before sending any information
back. You’ll see that in just a second.

Check_V:
IF char <> “V” THEN Check_B
GOSUB Delay, 250, 4
idx = 0

Next_Char:
READ Rev_Code + idx, char
INC idx
IF char = 0 THEN Main
GOSUB TX_Byte, char
GOTO Next_Char

When we do receive a “V” command code, the IF-
THEN line will fail and the program will drop through to a
call to another subroutine, named Delay. This is another
case where program space is conserved by placing high-
level (lots of assembly code) functions into subroutines so
that the high-level functions are compiled in one place.
Let’s have a look at the Delay subroutine:

Delay:
temp1 = __PARAM1
temp2 = __PARAM2
PAUSEUS temp1 * temp2
RETURN

This subroutine is expecting two parameters: a delay
value and a multiplier. You may be wondering why we have
to save __PARAM1 and __PARAM2. The reason is that
these variables will be used when the PAUSEUS (pause in
microseconds) subroutine gets compiled; if we didn’t save
the parameters that are passed, they would ultimately be
clobbered.

Since we don’t need particularly long delays in this
program and there is a time when very short delays are
needed, we’re using PAUSEUS. We’re also using a syntax
variation that lets the ultimate delay be the product of the
two values passed to it. With this syntax, we could create
delays up to 65 milliseconds. By passing 250 and 4 to the
Delay subroutine, we create a delay of one millisecond;
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Figure 3. Line follower PCB (board by ExpressPCB).
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this is plenty of time for the BASIC Stamp to load its
SERIN routine and be ready for what we send back to it.

Now that the BASIC Stamp is ready, we can transmit
the three character version string. The string itself is stored
in a DATA table, very much like we would do with a BASIC
Stamp. The difference between the SX and the BASIC
Stamp is that SX tables are read-only; we cannot rewrite
them at run time.

The transmission code is pretty easy; it grabs a character
from the string (table) and — if it’s not zero — it sends it to
the BASIC Stamp. Here’s the transmit subroutine code:

TX_Byte:
temp1 = __PARAM1
SEROUT Sio, Baud, temp1
RETURN

By now, the structure should be fairly obvious: We
make a copy of the parameter (variable) that gets passed
and then send it out. In this case, though, we don’t use “@”
so what we end up passing is the value of the variable.

The last major step is reading the line sensor array. If
the command byte is “B” or “W” we will read the sensor
array with this code:

Get_Line:
rtnAddr = __PARAM1 ‘ save

return address
CMP_B = 0 ‘

enable comparator
temp1 = %00000000
FOR idx = 0 TO 6

Sensor = 1 << idx
\ MOV __PARAM1, #250
\ DJNZ __PARAM1, $
temp1 = temp1 << 1
temp1.0 = CmpOut

NEXT idx
Sensor = %00000000
PUT rtnAddr, temp1
CMP_B = $FF
RETURN

As with the RX_Byte routine, we’re going to pass an
address parameter to Get_Line. When we’re done, that
address (hence its variable) will hold the current line 
sensor value. On entering the routine, we activate the SX
comparator by clearing bits 7 and 6 of CMP_B (comparator
setup register). By doing this, the comparator is enabled
and its result output is routed to RB.0 (aliased as
CmpOut). 

The bulk of this routine is a loop that activates a sin-
gle sensor in the array. After the sensor is activated, there
is a short delay to allow things to settle. One of the (many)
neat things about the SX/B compiler is that we can insert
assembly code when we want to. In this case, we’ll pop in
two lines that will ultimately result in a 250 microsecond
delay. Yes, we could have used our Delay subroutine, but
why not stretch a little bit and have some fun? 

After the delay, we will rotate our temporary line bits
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variable and then place the comparator output into bit zero
of it. By going through this loop seven times, we end up
with a byte that holds the value of the line sensor array.
Keep in mind that the value is going to be affected by the
setting of the pot connect to RB.2. The pot is used to set
the sensitivity of the sensor elements, so we’re able to tune
the circuit for ambient lighting.

When the loop is complete, we finish by making sure
that all the sensors are off, moving the scan result to the
passed variable, then shutting down the comparator to
conserve as much power as possible. 

The design of the sensor array and the comparator
inputs will return a “1” bit when the sensor is over a highly
reflective surface. Well, what happens when we have a
black line on a white surface? It’s actually pretty easy to
deal with. Let’s have a look:

Check_B:
IF char <> “B” THEN Check_W
GOSUB Delay, 250, 4
GOSUB Get_Line, @lnBits
lnBits = lnBits XOR %01111111
GOSUB TX_Byte, lnBits
GOTO Main

After retrieving the line sensor value, we can invert the
bits using XOR, then send it off to the BASIC Stamp. Once

the line value has been transmitted, the code returns to the
top of the program and waits for another command
sequence.

For those who want to build this serial line follower
project, I’ve included the schematic and PCB layout in
ExpressPCB (www.expresspcb.com) format. Please
understand that using these files is done at your own risk.
I’m certainly no PCB designer — heck, I’m barely a 
programmer. Please check everything carefully before you
make an order. I actually found an error in my first layout
that I corrected with a bit of PCB surgery. That error 
has been removed from the project files that you can
download. 

Figure 3 shows my prototype board, ready to mount
on the bottom a BOE-Bot. What, no BOE-Bot? Well,
RadioShack carries them now, so a robot may be available
in your neighborhood as you read this. Figure 4 shows the
output of the BASIC Stamp test program that can be used
to calibrate the sensor pot.

There’s More ... A Lot More

Wow, I’m out of breath — and out of space. Let me
assure you that SX/B is a lot of fun to play with and, with
a bit of patience and study, you’ll be as confident at it as
you are with the BASIC Stamp. You’re probably wondering
how you get the SX/B compiler. The answer is as simple
as downloading the SX-Key software from Parallax; SX/B is
built right in. Of course, you’ll need an SX-Key to program
the SX chips and some sort of programming board.
Parallax has a small development board called the SX Tech
Board and — if you’re feeling really industrious — you could
even build your own.

Parallax has a couple great books
on the SX and more are coming. You
can download Al Williams’ book,
Exploring the SX Microcontroller
with Assembly and BASIC
Programming; Günther Daubach’s
book, Programming the SX
Microcontroller — A Complete
Guide is available in a bound volume.
There is a version of the SX-Key
starter kit that includes both of these
books, the SX-Key programming tool,
and the SX Tech Board — it’s a great
way to get started with the SX. As for
the Internet, James Newton’s SX List
(www.sxlist.com) is full of useful
information and tips on program-
ming the SX micro. Check it out.

As I close, please accept my 
sincere wishes for a happy and
peaceful holiday season. Until next
year (which is just a month away!),
Happy Stamping.  NV

Stamp

ResourcesJon Williams
jwilliams@parallax.com

Parallax, Inc.
www.parallax.com
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There is probably nothing more
frustrating, annoying, and
embarrassing than spending 

a week on a "simple" project that
doesn't work, only to have someone
else do it in an afternoon and with a
handful of junk-box parts. What
makes some people better at getting
things to work properly? In this 
special all-projects issue, we'll look at
ways to make you more successful in
making projects that work.

Basic Practical
Experience

Probably the single most impor-
tant aspect behind making an idea
work is practical experience. The
more you have, the easier it is to 
succeed. This experience starts at 
the most basic level. Can you make
reliable solder joints? Note that this is
different from making "good" solder
joints. "Good" solder joints are those
that are both reliable and meet some
reasonable standard of quality. For a
project, all that is required is that the
joints be reliable. Reliable joints will
become "good" solder joints with
more experience.

Soldering is, indeed, a skill that
takes some practice to learn (but 
not all that much). I would hate to
estimate the number of times I've
seen something fail because of bad
soldering techniques. I will say that 
a huge number of newly-degreed
engineers can't solder well. Often,
technicians will end up soldering for
them. This delays the learning curve.
Then, when they are faced with the
need to solder without the aid of a
technician, bad results happen.

Every electrical engineer should be
able to make reliable solder joints.
It's interesting that most hobbyists,
in contrast, generally have good
experience in soldering.

Other kinds of basic experience
are also required. Part identification
and orientation is fundamental. I can't
count the number of times I've seen
ICs inserted backward — not from
carelessness, but from ignorance.
Quite simply, this is a case of not
knowing which end is up. 

Knowing the resistor color code
is also important. It may help to note
that it goes from black to white with
the color spectrum in the middle
(black, brown, red, orange, yellow,
green, blue, violet, gray, white). Being
able to tell the difference between 
different types of capacitors is also

important. A ceramic capacitor acts
very differently from mica or poly-
ester types. 

Understanding voltage and polarity
ratings for capacitors, diodes, and
other semiconductors is critical in
making something work.

If this sounds too fundamental,
that's good. That means that you've
got the basics down. If the basics
aren't there, it's going to be very hard
to get projects to work. I know this
from my own past experience.

I first got interested in electronics
in my early teens by picking up a
Popular Electronics Magazine.
From there, I followed a randomly
directed and very informal path into
engineering. I collected junk radios
and TVs, tried to fix a few (with poor
results), and disassembled the rest.

How to Make Projects That Work

The Business of Electronics Through Practical Design and Lessons Learned
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(This provided practical soldering/
de-soldering and part identification
experience.) There were, however,
two assets that I now recognize were
very important. The first was that I
read everything I could about elec-
tronics — not just about one or two
areas. I had a voracious curiosity. The
second asset was an "electronics lab."
This was just a kit of parts that could
be connected and reconnected to
make various radios, etc. (Equivalent
kits are still available.)

The kit allowed me to be suc-
cessful in building things. I quickly
built a shortwave radio as an early
"project." I immediately learned that
a good antenna and groundwere
important in trying to hear 
stations from the other side of the
world. (I remember picking up Radio
Lebanon.) That lead to experimenta-
tion with antennas and grounds. With
a working kit radio, I could create
strange and wonderful antennas and
compare their performance. While
my antenna attempts were naive and
crude, they provided a practical
groundwork in the important area of
test and measurement. (Even though
I was not aware of it.)

When you are just starting 
something new, it's important to be

successful in order to maintain 
interest. Kits and "labs" are extremely
useful in this regard. It's also 
very important to have something
that works before you start experi-
menting with it. I know from my own
experience that virtually all of my
early "grand ideas" failed. If I did not
have the "lab" where I could follow
instructions and make something
that actually worked, I'm pretty 
sure that I would have abandoned
electronics. More simply, success
breeds success. In the early stages of
learning, it's important to lean on
other people's knowledge.

Reaching Too Far 

It's so easy to think you can
make something that's really 
far beyond your capabilities. In 
fact, for many engineers, it usually
takes a very significant effort and a
brutally honest self-evaluation to
think the opposite. The cliche, "a lit-
tle knowledge is a dangerous thing,"
is very appropriate. Generally, over-
reaching is based on the lack of 
practical experience and theoretical
knowledge.

For example, when I first read
about a Darlington transistor pair 

that acted like a super transistor, I
had to try to "improve" it. If a second
transistor made a 10-fold improve-
ment in amplification, then five or six
transistors should make a 100,000-
fold to 1,000,000-fold increase. 
This "project" failed because I didn't
understand noise, stability, and a host
of other concepts.

I should point out that 
overreaching is a major cause of fail-
ure in any engineering or business
project — professional or otherwise.
Whether it's the government that's
pushing autonomous vehicles or the
marketing manager who accepts
impossible specifications or the 
digital engineer who thinks he can
easily create a multi-GHz spread
spectrum receiver, overreaching
causes failure.

Note that overreaching is often a
very good learning tool. You don't
learn anything new by doing the
same thing over and over, but 
success comes from being able to
realistically evaluate your own 
capabilities. Naturally, there is a
trade-off here. The farther you reach,
the greater the reward is for success
— versus a greater risk of failure. It's
fairly rare for someone to be able to
consistently know where the optimal
point is.

Floundering

Floundering is usually the result
of overreaching. When it happens to
me, I feel like a fly beating my brains
out against a window. (Yes, it still 
happens to me.) The important thing
is to realize the situation early.
Unfortunately, it seems to be human
nature to deny the obvious. I have
seen smart engineers work for
months on a project without any
headway, unwilling and unable to see
that there is a problem.

There are two basic solutions to
floundering (failure is NOT an option)
— learn new information or choose a
new approach. Remember, you are
floundering for a reason, but you
don't know what that reason is. So,
instead of spending more time and
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effort beating your brains out, stop and use your 
brain. Take a step back and ask yourself exactly what the
problem is. Be specific.

For example, I was recently working on a 10 MHz
amplifier. I wanted a cheap and easy design, so I used a
digital CMOS inverter in the analog mode. I had done this
before with good results. However, this time I needed 
a much higher gain. It couldn't be done with a single 
stage and — when I added multiple stages — the circuit
oscillated. Try as I might, I couldn't eliminate the 
oscillations from multiple stages. Finally, I decided to 
analyze the situation rather than overcome it. 

I systematically tried different input circuits, feedback
resistors, output loads, and a number of other parameters.
I learned several things. The first was that a capacitor-
coupled input was bad (but my design required it). The
second was that the chip was sensitive to VCC noise. 
I determined that the procedure that I chose simply 
wouldn't work. The CMOS chips were not designed for 
analog operation and the fairly complex analog circuit I
needed was simply beyond their capabilities. 

So, I abandoned that design approach and went 
with a three-stage discrete transistor design that worked
acceptably well. Yes, the transistor approach was more
complicated and needed more parts, but it worked. After
spending several days on a bad design, I had the new
design functioning in an afternoon.

Multiple Choices and Targets

There are almost always a number of ways to
approach any project. Digital or analog? Embedded 
computer or discrete logic? Software or hardware? 
The choice you make is usually the one you are most 
comfortable with (human nature again). This is not 
necessarily the best. Obviously, if you have experience in
hardware, software, analog and digital design, you will
have more comfortable options than someone with just
analog experience.

Each of these areas is like a tool in your tool box. You
may be a whiz with a hammer, but a hammer is not a 
good tool to cut a board with. If you want to be successful
with a project, then choose a project that complements
your strengths. As in many other endeavors, do what you
do best.

This brings us to defining the purpose of the project.
Are you trying to learn something new, demonstrate
some principle, have fun, or create a product you can
sell? The purpose will have a great bearing on your
design approach and how easily success is defined. If
you are just trying to learn something, then success is
very simple. You can learn that you can't filter AC with
an electrolytic capacitor quite quickly. On the other
hand, a commercial product's success can really only 
be determined after it has been in the marketplace for
some time.

Some Specifics

Let's look at some specific points that can help get
your projects working. I think the most important point
one is the KISS principle — Keep It Simple, Stupid. A 
simple and direct approach to a project is nearly always
going to be more successful than a complicated one. True,
there are occasions where simple and direct don't work,
but — given a choice between a simple and a complicated
design — the simple design is usually much better.

An important part of KISS is the "Keep" part. It's
common to start out with a simple design and then add
a few parts to perform one function. Then, a few more
parts are added to do something else, and so on. Pretty
soon, the project consists of a hoard of small circuits 
that interact in a very complicated manner. It's not 
simple anymore.

At some point (preferably at the start), all of the
project specifications should be listed. It's from these
specifications that the design approach should be 
chosen. It's much easier to make a working project 
from a list of specifications than to keep changing and
adding parts to it. Rube Goldberg may have created
many amusing designs, but they were all very difficult to
implement.

In The Trenches
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However, don't confuse this with
the step-wise design approach. With
this procedure, you concentrate on
getting one part of the project to 
work at a time. This approach works
for both software and hardware and
can be very effective. Let's look at a
couple of examples.

For software, the very first part I
work on is the output. I do this

because it gives me a window into
the software. Once I get the output
to work properly, I can use it to 
show me various variables for
debugging. For example, is my 
loop-counter incrementing as I
expected? Is the analog-to-digital
converter working properly? It's
much easier to find a problem if you
can look at parts of it.

For hardware, I use a similar 
technique, but for different reasons. I
usually start with the most important
or sensitive circuit, if possible. In 
that way, I can see how the rest of the
circuits affect it as I add them, one by
one. Circuit interactions are fairly
common and they are often difficult
to predict. By using a step-
wise approach, I learn about the 
interactions one at a time, rather than
trying to separate them from each
other en masse.

Documentation
Details

A great portion of engineering is
just common sense with attention 
to detail. It is impossible to over-
emphasize how important the details
are. (I'm sure everyone can think of a
disaster or near disaster that resulted
from an overlooked detail.)
Examining the details before you
start a project and anticipating 
the problems is an excellent way 
to succeed.

Many hobbyists don't think they
need to worry about timing diagrams,
schematics, or other documentation.
After all, it's "just" a project. The truth
of the matter is simple; if you 
want that project to work, then this
documentation is vital. I can't say
how many times I've breadboarded a
circuit that should have worked, but
didn't. It's only after I have the
schematic that I can see that I've
wired the breadboard wrong. The
same is true for digital circuits. I think
I know the circuit, but it's after I make
a timing diagram that I see the race
condition or the faulty logic.

The argument that, "it's just a
simple circuit, so I don't need a
schematic," is false. If it's such a 
simple circuit, then a schematic (or
timing diagram) should be quick to
make. I always make schematics
now. I have found that they always
seem to save me time in the long run.
Perhaps more importantly, if I want to
use or modify the circuit years later, I
have extremely useful documenta-
tion. (By the way, my most recent

In The Trenches 
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schematic consists if a single 74S86
IC, three capacitors, two resistors,
and a three-pin module.)

Parts Details

Attention to parts details is also
critical in order for projects to work.
Here’s a true story: A client was 
having problems with a product. I
traced the problem to lots of noise on
the +15 volt supply. "How could that
be?" they asked. "We're using a 
standard 7815 three-pin regulator. It's
supposed to be very quiet." It is true
that the three-pin regulators are very
quiet, but that wasn't the problem.
The problem was that they were
using a 12 volt transformer to make
the 15 volt supply. The 12 volt RMS
transformer provided a peak voltage
of 17.0 volts, but the 7815 needs 
17.7 volts input, minimum. It fails to
regulate with less voltage; therefore,
the voltage regulator couldn't do its
job because the circuit details weren't
correct.

Many hobbyists and engineers
(who should know better) choose
parts for their function without too
much regard for their peripheral 
specifications. Clearly, this is not
good. You should read the full data
sheet and understand it before using
any part. I know a lot of readers will
think that it's too much work.
Truthfully, it's not work if you are 
serious about your hobby (or job).
Nowadays, with all the manufactur-
ers’ websites, it's easier than ever to
get the data sheets for your parts.

If you have trouble understand-
ing the data sheet, you should get
the data book. Most manufacturers
will send you a CD copy or you 
can down-load one (if you have a 
fast web connection). The data 
book should have definitions and
explanations for the specifications
on the data sheet. Additionally, the
book will often have application
notes that show how to hook up the
part and what to expect from it.
Many times, you can use these cir-
cuits to form a core for your project.
Reading data sheets and data book

application information is very 
educational. This is especially true
for parts that are new to you.

If you are building someone
else's design, use the parts they 
specify, unless you are absolutely
sure you know that a different part
will work. Different 74xx families are
not directly interchangeable. These
families have wildly different speeds,

current needs, and operating 
voltages. Always remember that RF
circuits and switching power supplies
require precision coils. For some 
reason that I haven't figured out,
inductor values seem to be immaterial
to many people. Just grabbing a 
random choke from the junk-box will
not work. Always pay close attention
to voltage, current, and power ratings.
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It's silly to risk fire or personal injury
just to cut corners.

Think! Think! Think!

Your best bet to make a project
that works is to use that tool between
your ears from start to finish. Make a
plan and follow it through. If you have
a problem, stop and think. It's very
common to assume you know what
the problem is when it isn't that at all.
(I know that from experience.) Take
notes on the problem. This will help
organize your thoughts and help
keep you from repeating previous
efforts.

Anticipate problems and address
them from the beginning. They will
NEVER disappear on their own.
Don't think that oscillation or noise in
a breadboard design will go away
when you use a printed circuit board.
First, find the cause and eliminate 
it. It is true that a good PC design 

can be very quiet and reduce the 
likelihood of oscillations. It is also
true that, if the breadboard oscillates,
you have probably overlooked 
something.

Organizing your work area will
help keep your thoughts focused. If
you can't find your multimeter in the
mess, you can't determine if the 
voltage is correct. If it takes 10 
minutes to find it, you may forget
what you wanted it for. Know that
your instruments are not perfect.
They may lie to you. In particular,
high impedance measures are not
always what they seem.

Finally, we come back to experi-
ence. There is no substitute for it.
There is no easy way get experience.
You simply have to practice. Like the
piano or any other skill, the more you
work at it, the better you will become.
Making projects that work is a skill
that comes from making projects
that don't work. You can't expect to

play the piano the first time you sit
down. Playing the piano takes a lot of
work and a lot of wrong notes.
Practical engineering is no exception.
Clearly, understanding the principles
and theories is very important in
designing a project, but making it
work means that you have to get your
hands dirty.

Conclusion

The biggest factor in making
projects that work is practical 
experience. This can only be
obtained by actually making projects.
Newcomers should concentrate on
the basics and consider getting an
"electronics lab" or building kits.
Those with some experience can
improve their success rate by 
learning more and targeting their
projects to their strengths. Like any
other skill, making projects that work
requires a lot of practice. NV
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Open Communication

Aweekend project to return to
amateur radio with kits — it
doesn’t get any better than

this.
Commercial electronic kits are still

one of the best ways to enjoy building
electronic equipment if you are not a
formally educated engineer or techni-
cian. They are inexpensive, easy to
build, and also very satisfying — since
they actually work, unlike many home-
designed and built projects. 

Just recently, I decided to get
active again in amateur radio. I have
been a licensed ham for most of my
natural life, but — over the years — my
ham activity level has ranged from
several hours a day to none. I thought
that building some kits would be a
great way to re-enter this hobby. I
wanted to get my CW code skill back.
For those of you who have been out
of ham radio for a while or have no
ham experience other than two-meter
repeater work, this is a great way to
get a totally different perspective on
ham radio.

I had the pleasure of
working for the premier
electronic kit company —
Heathkit — during its hey-
day: great fun. I was very
active in amateur radio
then and enjoyed build-
ing and using most of the
Heathkit ham products.
One of the most fascinat-
ing products was a QRP
(low power) transceiver
called the HW-8. It had a
good receiver and a low
power transmitter for the
HF ham bands: 80–20
meters. 

It worked great and —
like many other hams — I

enjoyed the challenge of making
many contacts without the high power
(100 watts plus) most other hams
used. For my return to ham radio, I
wanted to experience that QRP feeling
again. I began searching for a kit.

There are not too many ham kit
companies around today, but one of
them had just what I wanted. Ramsey
Electronics (www.ramseykits.com)
sells a series of very low cost receiver
and transmitter kits for QRP opera-
tion. Models are available for the 80,
40, 30, and 20 meter bands. I had
never used the 30 meter band (10
MHz) before, so I selected the HR30
receiver kit and the QRP30 transmitter.
In this article, I want to report on my
experience of building and using the
receiver; I will cover the transmitter in
the February issue.

The Receiver Circuit

Figure 1 shows the HR30
schematic diagram. It is a direct 

conversion (DC) receiver, an architec-
ture that some refer to as a zero IF
(ZIF) receiver. It is a superheterodyne
type in that it uses a mixer to convert
the received RF signal down to a
lower intermediate frequency (IF).
The mixer multiplies the input signal,
fRF, by an internal local oscillator
(LO) signal, fLO, and produces the
sum and difference frequencies of the
two inputs: (fRF+fLO) and (fRF-fLO). 

The IF is usually the difference
between the input frequency and the
LO signal; it typically falls in the 1 to
20 MHz range. IFs of 50 kHz and 455
kHz are also common. The sum of
the two inputs is filtered out. The
receiver selectivity is then obtained at
the IF using a crystal or ceramic filter.
In a ZIF radio, the local oscillator is
set to the signal frequency, so — when
you subtract one from the other — the
result is zero. 

You are probably wondering how
you hear anything with zero IF. What
you do is detune the LO slightly so that
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Figure 1. HR30 schematic diagram (courtesy of Ramsey Electronics).
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the difference IF is some audio tone
you can hear. In this case, the received
signal is dots and dashes of RF. 

The big benefit of a DC or ZIF
receiver is its simplicity. Another benefit
is that the selectivity is easier to
obtain at the original information 
frequency (audio). Inexpensive RC 
filters can be used instead of a crystal
filter to get the desired selectivity.

Anyway, let’s get back to Figure
1. The IC labeled U1 is a NE602 that
contains the mixer and a local oscilla-
tor circuit. The mixer gets its input
from the antenna via a tuned trans-
former, L1. This circuit gives some
initial selectivity. A plain old 10K pot
at the antenna serves as an RF gain
control.

The local oscillator frequency is
set by inductor L2 and capacitors C4
and C14, as well as diode D1. D1 is
just an ordinary rectifier diode,
reversed biased to act as a varactor or
voltage variable capacitor. The
reverse bias voltage comes from pot
R2 and R5. This pot varies the reverse
bias on D1, varying its capacitance.
This varies the input frequency tuning
of the local oscillator over a range of
about 250 kHz to 300 kHz.

The high frequency sum output
of the mixer is removed by low pass
filter C7 and the resulting recovered
signal is fed to the audio power 

amplifier. This is the popular 386 IC
power op-amp. The capacitor, C9,
boosts the gain to 50 and a 10K pot,
R3, serves as the audio gain control.
The amplifier has enough guts to
drive a small, 2” speaker, but most
CW operators usually prefer head-
phones. I certainly do.

The whole receiver runs from a 9
volt battery. A 6.2 volt zener stabilizes
the mixer/oscillator voltage to give
adequate stability. The receiver has an
RCA phono plug for an antenna input. 

Building the Kit

Constructing a kit is not too 
difficult. Even though it has been a
few years since I was a heavy
Heathkit builder, my soldering skills
came back to me pretty quickly. If
you have never built a kit yourself,
you will find this one to be pretty
easy; it’s a good starter kit, even for
the novice hobbyist. My advice as a
long-time kit builder is this:

Take your time. If you rush, you will
make an error. Read each step of the
process twice and double check it
after you do it. We are all attuned to
our instant gratification way of life,
but try to have some patience now, as
it will save you much grief, frustration,
and overall aggravation later.

Read the directions. What can I
say? We all hate to read and we tend
to scan over things. If you misread the
instructions, you will surely screw up.

Solder carefully. Use a soldering
iron with a small tip and a wattage 
rating of about 25 watts. A 35 watt
iron is probably the hottest you
should use for this kit to avoid 
damage to the board and other parts.
A 15 watt iron is probably too small,
as its heat output is too low.

Double check all of your steps
when you have completed the
construction. It is still best to take
this irritating step if you want to avoid
problems later.

A further word about soldering:
Use rosin core solder. Also, hold the
iron tip at the junction of the PC
board copper pad and the compo-
nent lead and let it heat a few seconds
before applying solder. Then let the
solder flow at the junction of the iron
tip and the two surfaces to be joined. 

The key is to balance the heat
and the amount of solder. Use as little
solder as possible. Just be sure to
cover the connection and be sure the
solder has fully melted. If it has, the
joint will be silvery when cooled. If the
joint is dull gray or crinkly looking,

Development Tools for PICmicro MCUs

microEngineering Labs, Inc.
Phone: (719) 520-5323

Fax: (719) 520-1867
Box 60039

Colorado Springs, CO  80960Colorado Springs, CO  80960

Order online at:

www.melabs.com

Pre-Assembled Board
Available for 8, 14, 18, 28, 
and 40-pin PIC MCUs
2-line, 20-char LCD Module
9-pin Serial Port
Sample Programs
Full Schematic Diagram

Pricing from $69.95 to $349.95

PICProto Prototyping Boards

Double-Sided with Plate-Thru Holes

Circuitry for Power Supply and Clock

Large Prototype Area

Boards Available for most PIC MCUs

Documentation and Schematic

Pricing from $8.95 to $19.95

LAB-X Experimenter Boards BASIC Compilers for PIC MCUs

PicBasic Pro Compiler $249.95

Easy-To-Use BASIC Commands
Windows 9x/Me/2K/XP Interface

PicBasic Compiler   $99.95
BASIC Stamp 1 Compatible
Supports most 14-bit Core PICs
Built-In Serial Comm Commands

Supports all PICmicro MCUs
Direct Access to Internal Registers
Supports In-Line Assembly Language
Interrupts in PicBasic and Assembly
Built-In USB, I2C, RS-232 and More
Source Level Debugging
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www.melabs.com

EPIC Parallel Port 
Programmer
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Serial Programmer
for PICmicro
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Programmer

9-pin Serial Cable

AC Power Adapter
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then you probably have
a “cold” solder joint —
that means no actual
electrical connection. If
that is the case, just
reheat the joint with the
iron for a few seconds.
Be ever so careful not to
short out adjacent pads
with a solder bridge. Be
especially watchful when
you solder the IC pins.

It took me about
three hours to build the
whole kit. I am reason-
ably experienced, so I
guess that is a short
time. If this is your first time, you
could spend several more hours.
Don’t sweat it. This is not a speed
contest and the more you build, the
faster you will get.

Testing and Aligning
the Receiver

This is the process of checking to
see if the receiver is working and then
aligning it to the desired frequency
range. The ham 30 meter band
extends from 10.1 to 10.15 MHz. It is
only 50 kHz wide, but that’s enough
for CW operation. You will need some
kind of frequency reference to get 
the alignment right. You can use an 
available RF signal generator, a grid
dip meter that contains an integral
oscillator, or a frequency counter. You
can also use the companion QRP30
transmitter if you bought one, as I did.
I have an MFJ 269 HF/VHF/UHF
SWR analyzer. It contains a signal
generator and frequency counter, in
addition to an impedance analyzer
and SWR meter. If you plan to do
much kit building or hamming, this is
a great instrument to have on hand.

You will need to connect the 
battery and a set of headphones or a
speaker first. The kit comes with a
miniature phone jack and my phones
have a larger plug. In fact, all four sets
of phones I have use this larger plug.
Why Ramsey does not use the 
standard size, I don’t know. I did find
the miniature plug at RadioShack and

had to install it on my phones — what
a nuisance.

You will also need an antenna. I
just used a 20 foot piece of #22 hook
up wire I had and tack soldered it to
the antenna connection on the back
of the PC board. I don’t know about
you, but I always hated to put a 
connector on a piece of coax. It
requires precise dimensional cutting
of the inner conductor and braid, 
then super careful soldering to avoid
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For more information, call or Email these
sources for their catalogs.

All Electronics
This is the vendor that had the coax 

connector adapters.
800-826-5432

www.allelectronics.com

MFJ Enterprises
Lots of ham kits of all kinds.

662-323-5869
www.mfjenterprises.com

Ramsey Electronics
Lots of other kits, in addition to 

the ham radio stuff.
716-924-4555

www.ramseykits.com

Universal Radio
Major reseller of radio equipment 

and accessories.
800-431-3939

www.universal-radio.com

Resources

Figure 2. The completed kit.
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melting the insulator — a real pain. 
If you are going to use a standard

dipole or vertical antenna, you will
need the coax cable and some con-
nectors. For testing and alignment,
the wire is a sufficient antenna. As far
as I am concerned, the RCA plug on
the receiver is a lousy substitute for a
connector. I know a standard SO-239
is more expensive, but it is the better
choice and most hams will pay for it.

The alignment procedure is not
difficult, but it is tricky. You will 
need a plastic or other non-metal
screwdriver to adjust the cores of L1
and L2. Follow the procedure in the
manual.

Figure 2 shows the completed
kit. Ramsey actually sells a neat plas-
tic housing for this receiver. The PC
board slides into the box and some
nice knobs are supplied for the 
controls. I didn’t use this housing, as
I guess I like the raw look of the PC
board assembly.

Using the Radio

Am I lucky or what? My kit
worked the first time and — after
alignment — I could hear CW signals
on the band. Tuning is very smooth
with the pot and the power amp sup-
plies more than enough volume for
the headphones. It has taken me a
while to regain my code copying
skills, but — like riding a bike or play-
ing the guitar — you never forget. You
just get rusty. I plan to listen and copy
for several weeks to get my skill back.

The Antenna

I did go ahead with a formal
dipole antenna, since I will certainly
need the best antenna I can get when
I set up the QRP transmitter. A dipole
for 30 meters is one-half wavelength
long. The best material is #12 or #14
copper wire. You can compute the
exact length with the familiar formula:

Length in feet=468/f (in MHz)

I used a frequency of 10.1 MHz and
got a length of:

Length in feet = 468/10.1=46.34 feet
or 46 feet, 4 inches

Your finished dipole length
should be this long, but — before you
cut the wire — you need to figure out
how you are going to mount it.
Normally, you use some glass,
ceramic, or plastic insulators at each
end that are then attached to the 
support with small rope. You will
need to leave several inches of extra
wire on each end to secure the wire to
the insulators.

Next, you cut the wire in half.
This is where you will connect the
coax cable. To make the antenna, I
bought an assembly that has an 
SO-239 UHF type coax jack on an
insulator and two wire pigtails. You

Open Communication O
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solder one-half of the wire to one pigtail and the other
length to the other pigtail. Oh yeah, be sure to scrape the
enamel insulation from the wires before soldering so you
will actually make a good electrical connection.

As for the transmission line, I bought a 50 foot
length of RG-8/X coax cable. This is a fairly light, low
cost 50 Ω coax and the attenuation is relatively low, at
least at 10 MHz. The cable came with PL-259 connectors
already in place, just like I wanted. 

One end screwed into the jack on the antenna 
insulator. The other end, of course, does not fit the RCA
coax connector on the receiver. I actually found a coax
adapter that converts the PL-259 to an RCA phone plug.
I hope Ramsey puts a regular coax connector on any
future models. (Note: The more you fool around with the
hardware of electronics, the more you realize that a great
deal of it involves wires, cables, connectors, and such
and what connects to what. In reality, that is what a tech
does these days.)

One further word about the coax: The standard
dipole has a 75 Ω natural center impedance. You can get
a 75 Ω coax, like RG-59/U, but it does not match the
transmitter output. I used 50 Ω coax and that does,
indeed, produce a mismatch. The standing wave ratio
will be about 75/50=1.333. That is not too bad. 

Actually, any SWR less than 2 is usually acceptable.
Anyway, the mismatch may not be that bad, as the 
actual center impedance of the dipole depends upon the
height above ground. In my case, with the antenna so low,
I suspect that I have only a minor mismatch, if any at all.
I will find out for sure when I tune up the transmitter.

It has been a while since I put up an antenna. I strung
one end about 20 feet up in one of the big oaks in my
back yard. I attached the other end to the top of a gazebo
on the other side of the yard. It’s not exactly the optimum
location, but — in a neighborhood with covenants about
no antennas — I had to keep it low profile. It remains to
be seen how well it will work. For receiving, it should be
significantly better than my hook up wire.

It was. There is nothing like a good, resonant antenna.
Signal strength seemed much greater. I was copying 
signals from all over the US and even some foreign 
signals. I really need to get familiar with all the foreign
call prefixes again.

One final word about the antenna: I built my own
since I had done it before, but you can buy an antenna
kit. RadioShack has one and so does Universal Radio —
the company where I bought the antenna insulators,
wire, and coax. MFJ Enterprises also sells one. Buying 
a kit gives you all the parts at one time and some
instructions. It is the way to go if it is your first time.

To sum up, a receiver kit and the antenna is a great
weekend project. My cars didn’t get washed, but I had
fun doing something that I had nearly forgotten about.
Next, I will build the transmitter kit and try making a 
contact. I will report on that project in February.  NV
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Personal Robotics by Mike Keesling

At the rate I have been
adding motors, drivers, and
sensors to my projects, I

will be in a lot of trouble in only a few
years. I have done 12 motored cen-
tipedes, 18 jointed hexapods, and I
am planning a robotic ecosystem
with 30 robots with three motors
each. Of course, at some point, this
has to stop; I’ll need to scale back. 

There are perfectly valid reasons
for taking a step back and reevaluat-
ing what you are doing. It gives you
a chance to refocus and look at
things in a new light. One area I have
been neglecting in my experiments
is robotic behavior.

After all, what good is a bunch 
of wire and motors if it doesn’t do
anything? Besides, there is a lot 
of fun to be had in the area of 
behavioral robotics. 

I’m no historian, so I may be
wrong on this one, but the earliest
experiments in robotics behavior
that I am familiar with were carried
out in the 1950s by a gentleman
named W. Grey Walter. Walter’s 
battery-powered robots used vacu-

um tubes to provide the simple 
functionality he imbued his creatures
with and, despite their rudimentary
circuitry, they exhibited extremely
complicated behavior.

Grey’s robots — he called them
tortoises — make a fascinating 
platform with a turret and drive wheel
powered through slip-rings and two
trailing wheels, supporting the bulk of
the electronics (much like a child’s tri-
cycle). A good starting point for read-
ing about him is www.plaza
earth.com/usr/gasperi/walter.htm

In the 1980s, a gentleman named
Valentino Braitenberg published
Vehicles: Experiments in Synthetic
Psychology. Braitenberg’s work has
become a sort of bible for making 
simple behavioral robots.
Braitenberg’s work relates well to the
two motored, differential drive robotics
platforms that everyone and his
brother seem to be selling. If you are
the adventurous sort, you can try a
tortoise, but I prefer to go with the 
differential drive.

The basic concept behind a
Braitenberg vehicle is that sensors

which are meant to
produce a positive
stimulus are wired to
motors on the oppo-
site side of the body. 

Given this simple
model, there are
many ways we can
experiment with even
the simplest of sensors.
With more program-
ming, we can take this
further into artificial
neural networks and
other types of AI.

Before we begin
programming, we need

a platform. You can either buy one or
make one. Personally, I prefer building.
If you do choose to buy one, there 
are several platforms available from 
advertisers in Nuts & Volts and
SERVO Magazine (www.servo
magazine.com). 

If you choose to build your own,
I suggest referring back to my 
column in the July 2004 issue of
Nuts & Volts. 

Here is my bill of materials:

• One piece of Evergreen sheet 
styrene, #4518 sidewalk tiles

• Two R/C servos — I prefer Futaba 
S3004 because of the bearings

• Eight 1” standoffs, #2-56 or #4-40, 
male/female

• One piece of Plastistruct 3/8 square 
styrene

• One ping pong ball
• One set Tamiya #70111 wheels
• One four-cell AA battery pack
• One Plug-a-Pod development kit
• Two photo resistors
• Three Sharp distance sensors (or 

more, up to six), your choice of 
analog out.

GP2D120 for close range
GP2Y0A21YK for medium
GP2Y0A02YK for long

• One 1,000 µF or greater cap rated
at 10 V or better

• One 1N4001 diode or similar
• Miscellaneous resistors, solder,

glue, wire, etc.

To begin, we need a base to
mount our stuff to — a piece of foam-
core, a CD case, something built
from scratch, or even 1/4” plywood.
It really doesn’t matter, as long as it
doesn’t weigh too much.

I made mine with a 4” x 4” 

A Look at Robotic Behavior

Understanding, Designing, and Constructing Robots and Robotic Systems
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Figure 1. A general Braitenberg vehicle layout.
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section of Evergreen side-
walk tile with 3/8 square
Plastistruct tubing around
the perimeter to strengthen
it. I also glued single 1/2”
squares on the opposite
side to act as pads for my
standoffs and to add a bit of
strength.

Once the glue had set
up, I took the PlugaPod
development board and screwed sets
of standoffs into it — flat, female side
down. I then glued the standoffs to
the 1/2” squares on the 4” x 4” base
I had made.

While the glue is setting up, we
can modify the servos for continuous
rotation. I think that there must be
500,000 sites on the web that show
how to modify servos, but I will give a
quick overview, just so you know
what you are up against.

There are two modifications that
must be performed. We need to 
modify the mechanics to allow for
360° rotation and we need to provide
for a neutral electrical position that
the servo works against.

To modify the mechanics, you
need to reserve a clean area on your
desk and take apart the gearbox. Be
careful to keep the order of the gears
correct; make a sketch if you need to.
You will find a gear with a stop on it.
This stop must be removed, usually
by simply cutting it with a knife. 
Be careful not to let the shavings 
contaminate the gears.

Once the gear is modified, you
need to modify or remove the feed-
back potentiometer. If you
choose to modify it, you must
decouple it from the output
gear. I usually just replace it
with two fixed 2.2K resistors
and tune the servo in software,
but others prefer to leave the
adjustable resistor in place and
simply shorten the shaft —
some even go so far as to put a
slot in it.

One of the more elegant
modifications I have seen
involved being able to slide a
screwdriver down the screw-

hole for the servo horn to turn
the shortened pot shaft.
Personally, I feel that anything
adjustable can be unadjusted; I
would rather put fixed resistors in
place and redo software if it ever goes
out of tune. Another nicety is to
reverse the polarity of one of the
motors so the same command polarity
produces the same rotation.

Whether you decide to use fixed
resistors or an adjustable pot, it is
now convenient to be able to run the
servos. At this point, build a power
buffer for your servo or electronics.
The capacitor acts as a small battery
and the diode acts as a one way
valve. Once you have this circuit, you
can run your servos.

I connected the left servo to
PWMA0 and the right to PWMA1. The
following lines of code will allow you
to run the servos:

DECIMAL
32767 PWMA0 PWM-PERIOD ( ~13.11 mS
Timebase 

PWMA0 INDEPENDENT

: L PWMA0 PWM-OUT ; 
: R PWMA1 PWM-OUT ;

Radio control servos take in a
PWM signal to command them. The
neutral of these servos is 1.5 ms. You
command them to neutral by executing
the following:

7500 L
7500 R

If you went with a potentiometer
for adjustment, simply turn the pot
until there is no motion of the servo.
If you went for software tuning, there
is a little work cut out for you, but it is
good practice.

By trying values higher and lower
than 7,500, you can affect a speed
and direction change. My experience
with a variety of different modified
servos indicates that you can expect
a range of ±400 from wherever your
neutral position is. Start out by 
finding the neutral position, note that
value, and try different speeds that
are higher and lower than that until
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Figure 5. The servo guts, including potentiometer.Figure 4. The gear that needs to be trimmed.

Figure 3. Detail of the base.

Figure 2. A potentiometer compared to 
fixed resistors.
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you do not see a speed change.
Make a note of these. You will want
to take the value that is closer to
your neutral position and use that for
your difference. 

Example: (numbers simplified for
readers’ sanity)
Neutral Left 7,500
Forward Left 7,900
Reverse Left 7,100

Neutral Right 7,500
Forward Right 7,100
Reverse Right 7,900

The last complicated thing in the
mechanical build is the tires. These
can be fixed to the six point horn on
a Futaba servo horn with some small
wood screws or other hardware.

The last thing to do is affix every-
thing to the chassis. I prefer double-
sided tape. I pre-solder pigtails to all
the sensors and mount them with
double-sided foam tape. A ping pong
ball glued to the bottom acts as a

decent skid. I can
run the robot on
carpet or linoleum
with ease. As long
as it is kept light,
everything is fine.

This basically
concludes the
mechanical build.
The real purpose
here is robot behav-
ior, so we’re okay

as long as things don’t fall apart. It
does not need to last forever. 

The electronics are relatively
straightforward. While we could
throw in nice little R/C filters on
everything, I didn’t bother. My
thought was that, since the electronics
directly couple to the motors
through software effectively, data
integrity isn’t my real concern here.

I connected the Sharp analog 
sensors and photo resistors as follows:

ADC0 GP2D12 Right sensor
ADC1 GP2Y0A21YK Rear sensor
ADC2 GP2D12 Left sensor
ADC3 Photo sensor Right
ADC4 Photo sensor Left
ADC5 Available
ADC6 Available
ADC7 Available

The last little bit of hardware
voodoo concerns the photo resistors.
By using a voltage divider circuit
with a fixed resistor on the bottom
leg, you can use a good portion of

the range of the onboard A/D with-
out having to resort to more exotic
circuitry. In my case, I used a 4,700
Ω resistor with a 3.3 V supply. My
photo resistor had a range of 50 to
120,000 Ω and, as configured, had
an output range of .12 V to 3.26 V.

(3.3*4,700)/(50+4700)=3.26 V 
and 
(3.3*4,700)/(120,000+4,700)=.12 V

This gives us 95% of the span of the
A/D converter, which is plenty.

Once all your sensors are 
powered and wired, you can start
taking readings. 

My light sensors gave me the 
following readings:
Dark 3,585
Light 50

My distance sensors gave me
the following readings:
Far 280
Near 2,500

So, where does that leave us?
How do we get numbers into servos
that have their own range from 
sensors that output their own range?
The answer is to normalize them. For
example, if we wanted our darkness
sensor to range from 0.0 to 1.0, we
need to do some simple math.

Our sensor’s span is the maxi-
mum reading, minus its minimum
reading: 3,585-50=3,535. I like to call
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Figure 6. Buffer for servos.

Figure 7. Tire attachment detail. Figure 8. Tire attachment detail.
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this a conversion con-
stant. To normalize a
reading, we take a
sensor reading, sub-
tract its minimum
value from it, and
divide by the conver-
sion constant. For
example, a reading of
1,817 would be nor-
malized as follows:

(1,817-50)/3,535=0.5 

Voilà — now we
have a darkness sen-
sor. To make that into a lightness sensor, take the sensor’s
reading from the maximum reading and divide by the
span:

(3,585-50)/3,535=1

Cool stuff, huh? This is a really handy method of 
converting from one measuring system to another. 
We now have the information to express ourselves in a 
programming language.

In IsoMax, we can say the following:

: RIGHT-DARKNESS
ADC3 ANALOGIN 8 / S>F ( TAKE A READING, CONVERT TO

FLOAT
50.0E0 F- 3535.0E0 F/ ( OFFSET THEN SCALE

; 

: RIGHT-BRIGHTNESS 
ADC3 ANALOGIN 8 / S>F         ( READ AND CONVERT
3585.0E0 FSWAP F- 3535.0E0 F/ ( OFFSET AND SCALE

;    

To see a reading, we can type the phrase:

RIGHT-BRIGHTNESS F.

We can also apply this scaling and offsetting thing to
the servos, as well.

If you recall, I had the following readings for the left
servo:
Neutral 7,500
Forward 7,900
Reverse 7,100

Therefore, we have a span of 7,900-7,100=800, but —
before we go further — we can play a little trick. Rather
than normalizing our servo to 0.0 to 1.0, let’s make 
it from -1.0 to 1.0. In this way, we can command 
forward rotation with a positive command and backward
rotation with a negative command. To do this, we do 

the following:

Conversion constant=(maximum-minimum)/(maxi-
mum input-minimum input) or, in this case, (7,900-
7,100)/(1- (-1))=400. We then need to apply this number
to our input of -1 to 1 and then offset it, as we did with the
light sensor. For example, full forward speed would be:

7,500+(1*400)=7,900
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Half speed reverse would be:

7,500+(-.5*400)=7,300

For the motor on the opposite
side — which is running in reverse —
we can simply subtract the scaled
input rather than add it. 

Neutral 7,500
Forward 7,100
Reverse 7,900

7,500-(1*400)=7,100 or our full
forward command speed.

The IsoMax code to command a
motor then becomes something like:

: RIGHT-MOTOR 
400.0E0 F* 7500.0E0 FSWAP F-  (

CONVERT AND OFFSET
F>D DROP PWMA1 PWM-OUT        (

CONVERT TO SINGLE AND OUTPUT
;   

: LEFT-MOTOR 
400.0E0 F* 7500.0E0 F+        (

CONVERT AND OFFSET
F>D DROP PWMA1 PWM-OUT        (

CONVERT TO SINGLE AND OUTPUT
;   

Now, we have the essential ele-
ments of what is called a Type 2
Braitenberg vehicle. To fill in the pic-
ture a little more, we can add the
front two distance sensors to the mix.

Far 280
Near 2,500

So, a nearness sensor’s conversion
would have a conversion constant of
(2,500-280)=2,200. To get a nearness
reading, we take (Input-280)/2,200 to
get a value of 0.0 to 1.0, proportional to
nearness. To sum things up, we have
the tools we need to play with simple
behaviors, as described by Braitenberg.
We have light sensors that give us 
readings that cause a positive stimulus

DECEMBER 2004
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and distance sensors that cause a neg-
ative stimulus. The basic concept here
is to take and sum the stimuli to the
motors. For example, imagine wiring
up the distance sensors to subtract
from the motors and the brightness to
add to the motors. This would cause an
object-avoidance behavior.

By playing with the various
strengths of inputs, we could program
a behavior that would cause the robot
to desire certain environments. Think
on this for a moment: Imagine we have
the right light sensor wired to the left
motor and the left light sensor wired to
the right motor. This will cause a light-
seeking behavior. In essence, a behavior
can be expressed as simply as:

: LIGHT-LOVER
RIGHT-BRIGHTNESS LEFT-MOTOR
LEFT-BRIGHTNESS  RIGHT-MOTOR

;

This alone will cause a creature
to seek light. It may turn out, however,
that low light values will produce very
little motion. We can tweak things a
little by scaling and offsetting yet
again. By dividing the light value by 2
and adding it to 0.5, our light now
never falls below 0.5.

: LIGHT-LOVER
RIGHT-BRIGHTNESS 2.0E0 F/ 0.5E0 F+

LEFT-MOTOR
LEFT-BRIGHTNESS  2.0E0 F/ 0.5E0 F+

RIGHT-MOTOR
;

Another interesting technique is
to make a response that is non-linear.
For example, suppose you wanted
your creature to be attracted to medium
light levels, but not darkness or
extreme brightness. The following 
formula would produce a “hump” in
the middle of the response:

OUT=SIN(pi/INPUT) 

Or, expressed in IsoMax:

: MAKE-HUMP
PI FSWAP F/ FSIN

;

The possibilities are endless.
Different sensors can be wired to different

actuators as either positive stimuli or
as retarders. It really is worth picking
up Braitenberg’s book; it covers a lot
of interesting topics without a bunch of
deep, unpleasant math. Combine the
concepts in that book with the source
code I have provided online (www.
nutsvolts.com) and you have a simple
starting point for experimenting with
behavioral robotics. NV
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QUESTIONS
I have a small sports car and

want to install an amplifier for the
subwoofer. Unfortunately, none of the
commercially available units are
small enough to fit in the available
space. Since I don't need all that
much power, can you suggest a
design that could be made fairly
compact?
#12041 Tom Smith

via Internet

I am trying to either purchase or
build a low-cost, digital color
temperature measurement tool. I read
the article in Nuts & Volts about a
color sensor and thought perhaps the
same components could be used for

my project but, I don't know.
I want an instrument that will

accurately measure and display the
color temperature of a specific type of
light bulb. The bulbs are rated to a
color temperature but need to be
verified. The temperature range
needs to be between 2,000° and
7,500° Kelvin. Any assistance or
direction would be greatly
appreciated.
#12042 Jay Watson

via Internet

I need a small, narrow band, FM
transmitter in the 217 MHz band,
which is reserved for hearing aids. I'm
trying to connect a directional
microphone to my hearing aid
receiver. There must be a

manufacturer who makes a small PCB
for this — or a kit. Or maybe there is a
single chip that does the job?

Phonak and other companies
have such transmitters in their
product offerings, but their package
comes at a horrendous price. Does
anyone have any ideas? I have only
one good ear, and directionality is a
great assist!
#12043 Dick Lagerstrom,

Mountain View, CA

Can anyone come up with an
inexpensive circuit (perhaps just
using a strain cell?) that I can use to
check the electric impact wrench in
my home hobby shop?
#12044 Ervin Sly

Nipomo, CA

I am looking for a simple circuit
to amplify or intensify the ring current
on a phone line. I want to ring more
than four phones at once on a single
line. The current supplied by the
phone company is not adequate to
ring more than two or so. Is there a
simple circuit to increase the ring
current without reflecting back on the
phone company’s lines? 
#12045 Charlie Wineman

via Internet

Many years ago, I used an IC
from Holtek that, with very little
external circuitry, would play different
melodys. The IC was in a TO-92
package looking much like a
transistor. One I remember played
“We wish you a Merry Christmas” and
the part number was HT-3813E.
Holtek has discontinued making this
IC. Does anyone know of any 
other manufacturers that make a
similar IC or is there a way to program
a microcontroller to serve the same
purpose?
#12046 Tim Fitzstephens

Kalamazoo, MI

I would like to make a PC
keyboard emulator, where toggling 
a switch could emulate everything
from an “A” keypress to a “Ctrl+Alt+
Shift+A”. A schematic would be great,
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but even a nudge in the right direction
is appreciated.
#12047 Frank Mozingo

via Internet

I run a 5 HP, single phase air
compressor in my shop due to the
fact that I have to synthesize my own
three-phase current. On the advice of
a repairman, I had an electronic
module installed on the motor to
replace the starting contacts, which
were burning out every six months or
so. Since then, I've had to replace the
module at least twice, which involves
removing the motor from the
compressor and taking it to a service
facility 50 miles away. This costs me
about $200.00 to $300.00, as well as
several days of a near shut-down
condition. What, exactly, is this
expensive module about, and can I
replace it myself? If so, where can I
get one? Would I be money ahead to
just go back to conventional contacts
and figure to replace those every 
six months? 
#12048 Fred Howe

Owego, NY

ANSWERS

[10042 - September 2004]
When the BePC came out about

10 years ago (remember those?),
there were two vertical columns of
LEDs on its front panel. One lit to
show CPU activity level; the other
showed (I believe) memory activity.
I'd like to make something like that
for my PC and I wonder what
would drive the meters? 

I seem to remember an Internet
project a few years back for adding
a "tachometer" to a PC, via an
automotive needle/meter tach.

I found the PC Tachometer on
sale for $38.00 at http://store.
yahoo.com/xoxide/pctachometer
1.html It would be a straightforward
matter to replace the tachometer
meter movement with a LED
bargraph if you'd prefer that type of
display, using one or more LM3914
bargraph drivers. Note you'll probably

need the circuitry from the internals
of the tachometer in addition to the
included software. Both are well worth
the price of the "tachometer" kit.

If you'd prefer a more
sophisticated display, check out those
available from Matrix Orbital (www.
matrixorbital.com). You'll have to
roll your own software, but there are
several examples of their displays
being used by case modders for CPU
bargraphs, so perhaps you'll find
something already written on the
Internet.

George Scott
Alexandria,VA

[10044- September 2004]
I have a 35” Sony TV with PIP.

Is there any way to add (build or
buy) progressive scan to the TV so
it can use the enhanced output
from a DVD player?

In short, no. There is no way to

add progressive scan externally to 
an existing interlaced-only TV.
Unfortunately, you need to purchase
an HDTV or monitor to get this
capablilty.

George Scott
Alexandria,VA

[10043- September 2004]
I have a vacuum pump that

uses four D cells in series for a total
of 6 VDC. I want to build or acquire
a battery eliminator for the pump.
How do I determine the amps
required for the pump? The unit has
a PCB with an NEC D882P.

#1 Any device with four D cell
batteries in series to provide 6 volts is,
by nature of the batteries involved,
designed to use well under 1.5 amps
of current. You can connect an
ammeter in series with one end of the
battery pack and the terminal the
battery touched, and measure the
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actual current used. The D882P
device is limited to 4 amps and, in
typical use, a device is not run at its
full capability. Therefore, any battery
eliminator rated about 2 amps would
work fine and not be overloaded.
RadioShack sells such power
supplies, as do many other electronic
distributors.

Erik von Seggern
via Internet

#2 I’m not sure what circuit he has,
but, we are happy to provide the
datasheet for the transistor that he
indicates "2SD882P." In general, feel
free to forward any requests for NEC
datasheets to this email:
support@necelam.com. We have
access to a huge internal database 
of NEC devices that can usually find 
a match.

Tom Wolf
NEC Electronics America

Technical Support

[8046- August 2004]
I cannot seem to find any good

information on IR filters for video
cameras; for example, I don't know
if they come in different densities,
strengths, or colors. Can someone
write a brief explanation for me?

#1 Here are some general facts
about IR filters for both film and video
use.

An IR filter is designed to
eliminate light in the visible spectrum,
and pass only infrared light to the
camera. They come with various pass
characteristics, depending on the
desired use. A simple deep red filter
will actually block much visible light,
and work fairly well on B&W video
cameras and film. However, for true IR
only response, you’ll want a
specialized filter. Manufacturers like
Kodak and Hoya make several
different types. I’ve listed Kodak filters
here, along with their IR pass

wavelengths. Note that the longer the
wavelength, the less visible light they
pass. An 89B will look very, very dark
red if held in front of a bright white
light, but an 87C will look practically
opaque. How a filter works with a
particular camera depends on its
chip’s inherent IR sensitivity. You
should start with something in the
700nm range, which will probably
work for most cameras quite well.

Note that most color video
cameras, camcorders, and digital
cameras include IR blocking filters
that reduce their IR sensitivity to
prevent IR from contaminating their
color representation. However, their IR
blocking filters are not perfect, and
you can often get interesting pictures
from them with IR pass filters in bright
sunlight. B&W video cameras usually
do not include these blocking filters,
so they work quite well under even
dim light conditions.

Kodak Wratten IR filter types:

SPONSORED BY
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Wratten 25 600nm (deep red)
Wratten 89B (R72) 720nm
Wratten 88A 750nm
Wratten 87 800nm
Wratten 87C 860nm

Filters come in two basic
materials: glass and gelatin. The
glass filters can get expensive, but
gelatin filters are more fragile and
require a filter holder. IR filters are
sold at most professional
photographic suppliers, like B&H
Photo in New York (www.bh
photo.com), Samy’s Camera in Los
Angeles (www.samys.com), and
many shops in major cities. But one
interesting source for IR filters — if
you just want to experiment — is
American Science and Surplus
(www.sciplus.com). Though not
always listed on their website, I’ve
picked up several 4 inch round
plastic IR filters there, and while not
as good as an 87C, they work quite

well, and only cost a few dollars each.
You could even cut them to size, if
you desire.

Another interesting application
of IR filters is to use them to filter a
light source. Try an 87 filter over a
flashlight, then look at what you get
on your B&W video camera. You
won’t see much light with your eyes,
but your camera will show a very
bright flashlight spot.

Jim Addie
La Grange Park, IL

#2 Edmund Scientific's Optics
website contains specifics for the
different lenses, color spectrum,
different uses, etc. They can be found
at www.edmundoptics.com

Mark Cecil
Madison,AL

#3 There are three standard
Wratten IR filters: #87, 88A, and 9B.
The 87 is the darkest, and appears

nearly black. This is the best one. The
others are lighter. A cheap IR filter
can be made from a piece of fogged,
developed 35mm color negative film.
At your local one-hour photo shop,
ask for some scraps of fogged film
they cut off the ends of processed
negatives. The fogged film filters out
most visible light, and pieces can be
stacked to make a darker filter.
Professional Wratten filters can be
purchased in the $13.00 range 
from Harrison & Harrison, 1835
Thunderbolt Drive, Unit E, Porterville,
CA 93257; 559-782-0121. Hope this
proves helpful. 

Mervin E. Fulton
Tulare, CA

[8042- August 2004]
I need a circuit to transmit and

receive a laser signal to detect small,
non-moving objects over 100-150
yards away from a portable power
supply. The circuit should be able 
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to determine the range to the object
and display it during daylight
periods. Also, the circuit should 
be able to discriminate the object
from its surroundings, either by
applying special reflective coatings
to the objects or by making the
objects relatively bright as compared
to surrounding objects. Is there 
any circuitry that uses available

microcontrollers or discrete
components?

While I don't have any circuitry I
can point you to, one of the most
clever ideas I've seen in recent years
uses a laser that turns itself on and off
as it receives its reflected signal. The
distance is inversely proprotional to
the oscillation frequency and can be

measured with a simple frequency
counter. Let me elaborate a bit.

Initially, assume that the laser
turns on at time t=0, and there is no
reflected signal at the receiver
colocated with the laser. After a time
t1=2x/c, where x is the distance to the
object and c is the speed of light, the
leading edge of the laser "pulse" hits
the photodiode, triggering circuitry
that turns the laser off. As long as
laser light is hitting the photodiode,
the laser remains off.

When the leading edge of the
laser pulse hits the photodiode, the
trailing edge is just leaving the laser.
The trailing edge will hit the
photodiode also t1=2x/c after it
leaves the laser, and the arrival of the
trailing edge at the photodiode (and
hence the laser light stops) triggers
the laser BACK ON! This oscillation
continues ad infinitum as long as the
laser is lined up with the target. The
frequency of oscillation is f=1/[(2x/c)
+ (2x/c) + td], where td is the
propagation delay of the turn on/turn
off circuitry. Measure this frequency
and you have the distance.

As an example, assume the
target is 100 yards away (300 feet).
For simplicity, assume light travels at
1 foot per nanosecond. Therefore
(neglecting for the moment the
propagation delay td), the frequency
of oscillation is about (1/600 nsec)~
1.666 MHz, easily measureable with
almost any frequency counter.

To measure the propagation
delay, simply place the target at a
precisely known distance, measure
the frequency, and solve for td.

Of course, I've oversimplified
things here, and the devil is in the
details. For example, in an outdoor
environment, the propagation delay
may vary with temperature. Similarly,
you will probably need a retroreflector
on the target and some kind of
collimating optics on the transmitter,
along with collecting optics on the
receiver, probably with some laser
line spectral filtering. But you get the
basic idea.

Steve Bepko
via Internet
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Digital LaserDigital Laser TTachometerachometer
•5 digit, 6” LCD Display
•2.5-99,999 RPM 

test range
•Auto-Ranging
•2” to 80” test range
•memory function

•Ceramic heating element for more accurate
temp control

•Temp control knob in F(392° to 896°) &
C(200° to 489°)

•3-prong grounded power cord/static safe tip
•Seperate heavy duty iron stand
•Replaceable iron/easy disconnect
•Extra tips etc. shown at web site

•10 digit LCD Display
•High speed 300MHz direct counter w/0.1Hz resolution
•50 Ohm input for full range 1MHz to 3.0GHz coverage
•Ultra sensitive synchronous detector w/16 segment

bargraph display of RF signal strength
•4 selectable gate speeds
•Hold switch locks display
•Low power consumption 

$49.00!$49.00!

Item#
DTDT-6234C-6234C

Item#
CSI-STCSI-STAATION1TION1

WWith Fieldith Field
SStrtrengthength

MeasurMeasurementement

Item# ZD509ZD509

Details at Details at WWeb Siteeb Site

Details at Details at WWeb Siteeb Site

Details at Details at WWeb Siteeb Site

TTriple Output Bench Powerriple Output Bench Power SupplySupply

PrProtek 100MHz Realtime Scopeotek 100MHz Realtime Scope

with Larwith Large LCD Displaysge LCD Displays
Output: 0-30VDC x 2 @ 3 AMPS
& 1ea. fixed output @ 5VDC@3A
Source Effect: 5x10-4=2mV
Load Effect: 5x10-4=2mV
Ripple Coefficient:: <250uV
Stepped Current: 30mA +/- 1mA
Input Voltage: 110VAC

Includes 4 Nozzles!

Includes 4 Nozzles!

Item# CSI825A++CSI825A++

FFANTANTASTICASTIC
VVALUE!!ALUE!!

MicroProcessorMicroProcessor
Controlled !Controlled !

SMD RE-WORK SYSTEMSMD RE-WORK SYSTEM
w/Vw/Vacuum Pick-up toolacuum Pick-up tool

SMD RE-WORK SYSTEM w/SolderSMD RE-WORK SYSTEM w/Solder IrIronon

1500W1500W Heat Shrink GunHeat Shrink Gun
Hand-Held 3.0GHz Universal CounterHand-Held 3.0GHz Universal Counter

Hot Hot AirAir Gun w/Digital Display forGun w/Digital Display for SMD’SMD’ss

Dual OutputDual Output DC Bench PowerDC Bench Power SuppliesSupplies

100MHz only 100MHz only $499.00$499.00

Details at Details at WWeb Siteeb Site

INCLUDES:
•removable telescoping antenna
•Internal 4AA Nicad battery pack
•9VDC, 500mA wall charger
•Pocket Sized Tester

2 Ch Dual Trace
6” Internal Grid
ALTMAG
ALTTRIG
TV Sync
5 Vertical
Modes

CirCircuit Specialists Soldering Scuit Specialists Soldering Stationtation
w/Ceramic Element & Seperatew/Ceramic Element & Seperate

SolderSolder SStandtand

Rapid Heat Up!Rapid Heat Up!

$34.95!$34.95!

$49.95$49.95

AlsoAlso AAvailable w/Digital Displayvailable w/Digital Display

& Micr& MicroProProcessorocessor ContrControlleroller
SMD Hot SMD Hot TTweezerweezer
Adaptor Fits Adaptor Fits CSICSI
SStations 1tations 1 & & 22, and, and
also also CSI906CSI906

Item#
FC1002FC1002

CSI3003X-5CSI3003X-5:  0-30v/0-3amp/1-4..$97.00$97.00/5+..$93.00$93.00

Now OnlyNow Only
$99.00!$99.00!

As Low As Low AsAs
$93.00!$93.00!

SuperSuper
BlowoutBlowout
Price!Price!

HOTHOT
ITEM!ITEM!

High stability digital read-out bench power supplies
featuring constant voltage and current outputs. Short-
circuit  and current limiting protection is provided.
SMT PC boards and a built-in cooling fan help ensure
reliable performance and long life.

•Source Effect: 5x10-4=2mV
•Load Effect: 5x10-4=2mV
•Ripple Coefficient:: <250uV
•Stepped Current: 30mA +/- 1mA

CSI5003X-5CSI5003X-5:  0-50v/0-3amp/1-4..$107.00$107.00/5+..$103.00$103.00

wwwwww.Cir.CircuitSpecialists.comcuitSpecialists.com

Since 1971

In Business
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Now, precise temperature and airflow control is
at your finger tips with this digitally controlled
Hot Air Gun. Quickly solder and de-solder DIP,
BGA and SMT electronic components. Plus, be
able to shrink, "Heat shrink tubing".

IncredibleIncredible
Deal..Deal.. onlyonly
$169.00!$169.00!

Item#
CSI-STCSI-STAATION2TION2

With a temperature range of 392°F to 932°F &
two power settings, 800W and 1500W, it will
shrink tubing effortlessly. A thermo-control
rotating knob on the rear of the unit will adjust
the temperature electronically for precise con-
trol, while the three-way trigger switch adjusts
the speeds. Comes complete with a concentra-
tor air nozzle and a retractable stand.

ESD Safe ESD Safe Thru-HoleThru-Hole
Soldering/DesolderingSoldering/Desoldering

Repairing SystemRepairing System

High precision thermostatically
controlled station w/ 35W Iron
& desolder gun. Built-in double
cylinder vacuum pump.

OnlyOnly
$199.00!$199.00!

OnlyOnly
$199.00!$199.00!

Item# CSI701CSI701

Item# 65106510

>>     Soldering Equipment & Supplies >>     Rework Stations

>>     Soldering Equipment & Supplies >>     Soldering Stations

>>     Soldering Equipment & Supplies >>     Soldering Irons

>>     Soldering Equipment & Supplies >>     Rework Stations

>>     Soldering Equipment & Supplies 

>>     Test Equipment >>     Specialty Test Equipment

>>     Rework Stations

>>     Test Equipment >>     Power Supplies

>>     Test Equipment >>     Frequency Counters

>>     Test Equipment >>     Power Supplies

>>     Test Equipment >>     Oscilloscopes/Outstanding Prices

>>     Heat Shrink Tubing SoftTube Our Own Brand

Details at Web SiteDetails at Web Site

Details at Web SiteDetails at Web Site

Details at Web SiteDetails at Web Site

Details at Web SiteDetails at Web Site

Details at Web SiteDetails at Web Site

Details at Web SiteDetails at Web Site

Details at Web SiteDetails at Web Site

Item#
CSITWZ-STCSITWZ-STAATIONTION

$29.00$29.00

Item# CSI906CSI906

CSI3003X3CSI3003X3/$179.00$179.00
(qty 5+/$169.00$169.00)

Item# CSIHOTGUN-2CSIHOTGUN-2
$89.00$89.00

While Supplies Last!While Supplies Last!

Only $18.95Only $18.95

*Both Models have a *Both Models have a 1A/5VDC Fixed Output1A/5VDC Fixed Output on the rear panel*on the rear panel*

Digital SDigital Storage Oscilloscope Moduletorage Oscilloscope Module

PC based Digital Storage
Oscilloscope, 200MHz 5GS/s
equiv. sampling USB interface

Convert any PC
with USB interface
to a high perform-
ance Digital Storage
Oscilloscope. This
is a sophisticated
PC basedscope
adaptor providing
performance com-
patible to mid/high
level stand alone
products costing
much more! Comes
with two probes. Details & SoftwareDetails & Software

Download at Download at WWeb Siteeb Site

>>     Test Equipment >>     Oscilloscopes/Outstanding Prices

Item# 200DSO200DSO Only$859.00$859.00

Brand New
Not Refurbished!

Includes 2 scope probes

AA $975.00 $975.00 VValue!alue!

NE
W
!

NE
W
!

Circle #105 on the Reader Service Card.
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SONYSONY SuperSuper HAD CCD Mini ColorHAD CCD Mini Color CameraCamera

Item# 32013201

RFRF Field SField Strtrength ength AnalyzerAnalyzer

The 32013201 is a high quality hand-held RF
Field Strength Analyzer with wide band
reception ranging from 100kHz to
2060MHz.The 3201 is a compact &
lightweight  portable analyzer & is a must
for RF Technicians. Ideal for testing,
installing & maintenance of Mobile
Telephone Comm systems, Cellular
Phones,Cordless phones, paging systems,
cable &Satellite TV as well as antenna
installations.May also be used to locate
hidden cameras using RF transmissions

FC5001FC5001 2 Way FM Radio Tester/ FC6002FC6002 Radio Frequency Tracer

3M™ DataCom Cable Tester3M™ DataCom Cable Tester

Visit our website for a complete listing of our offers. We have over 8,000 electronic items on line @ www.CircuitSpecialists.com. PC based data acquisition,
industrial computers, loads of test equipment, optics, I.C’s, transistors, diodes, resistors, potentiometers, motion control products, capacitors,miniature observation
cameras, panel meters, chemicals for electronics, do it yourself printed circuit supplies for PCB fabrication, educational D.I.Y. kits, cooling fans, heat shrink, cable
ties & other wire handleing items, hand tools for electronics, breadboards, trainers, programmers & much much more! Some Deals you won’t believe!

Normal brightness LEDs now available in REDRED,
GREENGREEN or YELLOWYELLOW in 3mm or 5mm sizes.Your
choice. Each bag contains 100 of the same LEDs.

BAG-RED3MMBAG-RED3MM.............$1.50$1.50 BAG-RED5MMBAG-RED5MM............$1.50$1.50
BAG-GREEN3MMBAG-GREEN3MM.......$1.50$1.50 BAG-GREEN5MMBAG-GREEN5MM......$1.50$1.50
BAG-YELLOW3MMBAG-YELLOW3MM...$2.00$2.00 BAG-YELLOW5MMBAG-YELLOW5MM...$2.00$2.00

This unit allows for mapping, testing and
troubleshooting of various lines, includ-
ing installed data communi-
cations, phone wiring and
coaxial cable runs.Performs
multiple test on the following
cable types, up to 1000 feet in length:
Unshielded telephone cables with RJ-11
and RJ-45 connectors; Ethernet 10 (100)
Base-T; Token Ring; EIA/TIA-568 A/B;
AT&T 258a; USOC; 50 or 75 ohm Coax
with F or BNC connectors.

OnlyOnly
$49.00$49.00

New FantasticNew Fantastic
Low Price:Low Price:
$1299.00!$1299.00!

BAGBAG of LEDs DEALof LEDs DEAL

•Signal System: NTSC
•Image Sensor: 1/4" SONY Super HAD CCD
•Effective Pixels: 510 x 492
•Horizontal Resolution: 420TV lines
•Lens: 3.6mm/92° Angle of View
•S/N Ratio: > 48dB
•Min. Illumination: 1.0Lux/F1.2
•White Balance: Auto tracking

Item# VC-806BVC-806B

Details at Details at WWeb Siteeb Site

Details at Details at WWeb Siteeb Site

Compare at Over $2000!Compare at Over $2000!

Details at Details at WWeb Siteeb Site

Details at Details at WWeb Siteeb Site

>>     Test Equipment >>     Specialty Test Equipment

Item# DTDT-2000-2000

>>     Semiconductor Devices >>     LEDs, Displays & Lamps

>>     Test Equipment >>     RF Test Equipment

>>     Test Equipment >>     RF Test Equipment

Super Bright
LEDsLEDs Deal:

53B3SCS08...5mm BlueBlue SB LED(1500max MCD)  1+ $0.70 /10+ $0.65 /100+ $0.60
5G3UTB-2... 5mm  GreenGreen SB LED(1100max MCD)  1+ $0.45 /10+ $0.35 /100+ $0.30
5R3UT-2/R...5mm RedRed SB LED(3500max MCD) 1+ $0.25 /10+ $0.20 /100+ $0.15
53BW3SCC08..5mmWWWhhhiii ttt eee SB LED(3500max MCD)    1+ $1.69 /10+ $1.49 /100+ $1.18
5Y3STC-2......5mm  YYellowellow SB LED(3500max MCD)  1+ $0.25 /10+ $0.20 /100+ $0.15

•WFM/NFM/AM/SSB modulated signals may
be measured. 

•Signal Levels up to 160Channels can be 
displayed simulaneously on the LCD 

•PLL tuning system for precise frequency 
measurement and tuning 

•Built-in Frequency Counter 
•LED Backlight LCD (192x192 dots) 
•All fuctions are menu selected. 
•RS232C with software for PC & printer
interface 

•Built-in speaker (Includes (Includes Antenna)Antenna)

Details at Details at WWeb Siteeb Site

The FC5001FC5001 2-way FM radio tester has the ability to
lock automatically and almost instantly on to any FM
signal within its frequency range. The FC6002FC6002 radio
frequency tracer is useful in locating stuck transmit-
ters or bugging devices in a room or automobile. It
excels at silent detecting RF signals for RF security

and counter-surveillance applications. 

<<<     RRRFFF    SSSeeecccuuurrr iii tttyyy >>> FC6002: $149.00FC5001: $99.00

Limited Time Offer

Limited Time Offer

UNBEAUNBEATTABLE PRICEABLE PRICE

Includes: Holster, Case, 7 Remotes & Telecom Alligator Clips

1-4:$77.00$77.00 5+:$73.00$73.00

>>>     Miniature Cameras(Board,Bullet,Mini’s, B/W, Color) 

SONYSONY SuperSuper HAD CCD Mini ColorHAD CCD Mini Color
Pinhole CameraPinhole Camera

•Signal System: NTSC
•Image Sensor: 1/3" SONY Super HAD CCD
•Effective Pixels: 510 x 492
•Horizontal Resolution: 420TV lines
•Lens: 3.8mm/F2.0 Pinhole/90° Angle of View
•S/N Ratio: > 48dB
•Min. Illumination: 0.8Lux/F1.2

Details at Details at WWeb Siteeb Site >>>     Miniature Cameras(Board,Bullit,Mini’s)

1-4:$79.95$79.95 5+:$74.95$74.95Item# VC-8063CPVC-8063CPSONYSONY SuperSuper HAD CCD B/WHAD CCD B/W
WWeatherpreatherproof IR Cameraoof IR Camera

•Day & Night Auto Switch
•Signal System: EIA
•Image Sensor: 1/3" SONY
Super HAD CCD

•Effective Pixels: 510 x 492
•Horizontal Resolution:
420TV lines

•Built-in Lens: 6mm/F1.5
•S/N Ratio: > 48dB
•Min. Illumination: 0Lux

Details at Details at WWeb Siteeb Site

1-4:$84.50$84.50 5+:$79.00$79.00 Item# VC-317DVC-317D

>>  Miniature Cameras(Board,Bullit,Mini’s)

SONYSONY SuperSuper HADHAD
CCD Mini B/WCCD Mini B/W BoardBoard
CameraCamera

Item# VC-103VC-103

Details at Details at WWeb Siteeb Site

1-4:$39.00$39.00 5+:$35.00$35.00

>>>     Miniature Cameras

•Signal System: EIA

•Image Sensor: 1/3" SONY Super

HAD CCD

•Effective Pixels: 510 x 492

•Horizontal Resolution: 420TV Lines

•Lens: 3.6mm/92° Angle of View

•Min. Illumination: .05Lux/F1.2

•Day & Night Auto Switch
•Signal System: NTSC
•Image Sensor: 1/3" SONY Super HAD CCD
•Effective Pixels: 510 x 492
•Horizontal Resolution: 480TV lines
•Built-in Lens: 6mm/F1.5
•S/N Ratio: > 48dB
•Min. Illumination: 0Lux

SONYSONY SuperSuper HAD CCD ColorHAD CCD Color
WWeatherpreatherproof  IR Camerasoof  IR Cameras

>>>     Miniature Cameras(Board,Bullet,Mini’s, B/W, Color)

Details at Details at WWeb Siteeb Site 1-4:$159.00$159.00 5+:$153.00$153.00

Item# VC-827DVC-827D

Item# VC-805VC-805

• Weather Proof
•Signal System: NTSC
•Image Sensor: 1/4" SONY

Super HAD CCD
•Effective Pixels: 510 x 492
•Horizontal Resolution: 420TV lines
•Lens: 3.6mm
•S/N Ratio: > 48dB
•Min. Illumination: 1Lux/F1.2

SONYSONY SuperSuper HAD CCD ColorHAD CCD Color CameraCamera

>>>     Miniature Cameras(Board,Bullit,Mini’s)

Details at Details at WWeb Siteeb Site

1-4:$78.50$78.50 5+:$75.00$75.00

UnbelievableUnbelievable

Price!Price!

SONYSONY SuperSuper HAD CCD ColorHAD CCD Color
WWeatherpreatherproof IR Cameraoof IR Camera

•Day & Night Auto Switch
•Signal System: NTSC
•Image Sensor: 1/4" SONY Super HAD CCD
•Effective Pixels: 510 x 492
•Horizontal Resolution: 420TV lines
•Built-in Lens: 4.3mm
•S/N Ratio: > 48dB (AGC OFF)
•Min. Illumination: 0Lux

Details at Details at WWeb Siteeb Site

1-4:$94.50$94.50 5+:$89.00$89.00
Item# VC-819DVC-819D

>>>     Miniature Cameras(Board,Bullet,Mini’s, B/W, Color)

SONY Super HAD CCD™SONY Super HAD CCD™
equipped camera’s feature dramatically

improved light sensitivity
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Circle #105 on the Reader Service Card.

Circle #59 on the Reader Service Card.
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Circle #154 on the Reader Service Card.
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